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manner.
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Mr. Strong, ssyt that upward of the tourist just gritted his teeth and
apartments last week. It was a pa
J. B. Harris, of Artesia, shipped
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WASHINGTON. D. C.
triotic affair welt organized, with
long ss they have. The people are 100 head of steers to Portales last.
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that nothing should be left andone the least the garage men can do it
Afgan from the Hood Jr. Red Cross
Red tape it daily growing redder been let for extentive improvements j Farmington have arranged fnrt-- Yours very truly.
to make a reoetition of his record. to pnt the same mistakes on all of
Street i following a ten year lease by the and scrt to equip the new mail and from, the Farmintnn
Gee. S. Fowler
with the soldiers' blood.-Wa- Il
of the last few years impossible, j them. In our opinion ft wwild look
better to the traveling public
Executive Secretary. Jenr naL
(Continued on page four.)
(Continued on page eight)
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New York Tribune.
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NEWWARTAXLAWS
A8KED

PRESIDENT WILSON
IN ADDRE8S BEFORE JOINT
SESSION OF CONGRESS.
BY

TO LEVY TAXES AT ONCE
Would Place Burden of Struggle on
Large Incomes, War Profits and
Luxuries, and Declares America's Great Opportunity
Is at Hand.
Western Newspaper I'nlon Ntvi Service.

very other now and makes every
other seem-- trlval and negligible, is
the winning of the war. We are not
only In tbe midst of the war; we are
at tbe very peak and crisis of it. Hundreds of thousands of our men, carrying our heart:) with them and our fortunes are in the field and ships are
crowding faster and faster to the porta
of France and England with regiment
after regiment, thousand after thousand, to join them until the enemy
shall be beaten and brought to a
reckoning with mankind.
"There can be no pause or intermission.
The great enterprise must on
the contrary be pushed wllh greater
and greater energy. The volume of
our might must steadily and rapidly
be augmented until there can be no
question of resisting it. If that is l
be accomplished,
gentlemen, money
must Htistain It to the utmost.
"Our financial program must no
more be left In doubt or Buffered to
lag than our ordnance program or our
ship program or our munitions program or our program for making millions of men ready. These others are
not programs, indeed, but mere plans
upon paper, unless there Is to be an
unquestionable supply of money.
"That is the situation and it is the
situation which creates the duty, no
choice or preference of ours. There
Is only one way ta meet that duty. We
must meet It without selfishness or
fear of consequence, I'olitics is adjourned.
War Record to Be Best Indorsement.
"The elections will go to those wild
think least ot it; lo those who go to
the constituencies without explanation
or excuses, wim a plain record ot duty
Per
faithfully and disinterestedly
formed.
confident
"1, lor one, am always
that the people of thia country will
give a Just verdict upon the service
of the meu who act lor them when
the facts are such thai no man can
There is
disguise or conceal
no danger of deceit now. An intense
beats
upon every
and pitiless light
man anil every action in this tragic
now
is
war
of
mat
upon lue.
plot
stage.
"If lobbyists hurry to Washington
to hi tempi to lurii whut you do In the
matter of taxation to llieir protection
or advantage, tl.e light will beat also
upon Ihem. There is abundant f unl
for ihe light in the records of the
treasury with regard to profits of evcry sort. The profiteering that cannot
he got at by the restraints of conscience and love of country can be
There is such
got at by taxation.
profiteering now, and the information
with regard to it is available and indisputable.
"I am advising you to act upon this
matter of taxation now, gentlemen,
not because I do not know that you
can see and Interpret the facts and
the duty they impose just as well and
with as clear a perception of the obligations involved as can, but because there is a certain solemn satisfaction In sharing with you the responsibilities of such a time. The
world never stood in such case before.
Men never before had so clear or so
moving a vision of duty. I know that
you will begrudge the work to be done
here by us no more than the men
us theirs who lie In the
trenches and sally forth to their
death. There 1b a stimulating comradeship knitting us all together.
And this task to which l mviie
your immediate consideration will be
under favorable influences
if we will look to what the country Isthinking and expecting and care nothIng at all for what is being said and
believed in the lobbies ot Washington
hotels, where the atmosphere seems be-to
make It possible to believe what is
lieved nowhere else.
People Ready to Bear Burden Bravely.
"Have you not felt the spirit of the
nation rise and its thought become a
single and common thought since
these eventful days came In which we
have been sending our boys to the
other side? 1 think you must read
that thought, as I do, to mean this,
that the people of this country are
not only united in the resolute purpose to win this war, but are ready
and willing to bear any burden and
any sacrifice that it may be
necessary for them to bear in order

President
Washington, May 28.
Wilson personally took charge of the
war tax legislation Monduy, and ap
pearlng unexpectedly before a Joint
tension of Congress, declared it was
necessary to proceed immediately with
new war tax laws.
The 1'resideutB address in full follows:
"Gentlemen of the Congress:
"It la with unaffected reluctance
that 1 come to i:sk you to prolong
your session long enough to provide
more adecjuato resources for the treas1
ury for the conduct of the war.
have reason to appreciate as fully as
you do how arduous the session has
teen. Voi.r lahors have been severe
and protracted.
"You have passed a long Beries of
measures which required the debate
of many doubtful questions of judgment end many exceedingly difficult
questions of principle as well as of
The summer is upon us in
practice.
which labor and counsel are twice arduous and are constantly apt to be
impaired by lassitude and fatigue.
"The elections are at hand, and we
ought as soon as possible to go and
render an Intimate account of our
trusteeship to the people who delegated us to act for them in the
weighty and anxious matters that
crowd upon us In these days of critical choice and action.
Must Do Our Duty,
"But we dare not go to the elections
until we have done our duty to the
full. These are days when duty stands
Mark and naked and even with closed
eyes wo know it is there. Excuses
are unavailing. We have either dime
our duty or we have not. The fact
will be as gross and plain as the duty
Itself. In such a case lassitude and
fatigue seem negligible enough. The
facts are tonic and suffice to freshen
tbe labor.
Addi"And the facts are these:
tional revenues must manifestly be
provided for. It would be a most unsound policy to raise too large a proportion of them by loan, and it is evident that the four billions now provided for by taxation will not of themselves sustain the greatly enlarged
budget to which we must Immediately look forward.
"We cannot In fairness wait until
the end of the fiscal year is at hand
to apprise our people of tbe taxes they
must pay on their earnings of the
present calendar year, whose accountings and expenditures will then be
We cannot get Increased
closed.
taxe3 unless the country knows what
they' are to be and practices the
economy to make them
necessary
available.
"Deftnlteness, early deflnlteness as
to what Its tasks are to be is absolutely necessary for the successful adt
ministration of the treasury; It
frame fair and workable regulaIts
must
It
in
frame
tions
haste; and
regulations In haste If it Is not to
know Its exact task until the very eve
of its performance. Tiip present tax
laws are marred, moreover, by Inequities which ought to be remedied.
Indisputable facts, every one; and we
cannot alter or blink them. To state
them Is argument enough.
Warns Against Speculation and Waste.
'""We need not be afraid to tax them
"And yet perhaps you will permit
me to dwell lor a moment upon tbe if we lay taxes Justly. Tney Know
situation they diuclose. Enormous that the war must be paid for andandthatIt
loans freely spent in the stimulation It is thev who must pay for it,
of industry of almost every sort pro- the burden is Justly distributed and
duce inflations and extravagances the sacrifice made a common sacriwhich presently make the whole eco- - fice from which none escape who cannomic structure questionable and in- bear it at all. they will carry It cheersecure and the very basis ot credit fullv and with a sort of solemn pride.
Is cut away. Only fair, equitably dis- I have always been proud to be an
tributed taxation of the widest inci- American, and was neverwemore proud
have said
dence and drawing chiefly from the than now. when all that
sources which would be likely to de- and all that we have foreseen about
true.
moralize credit by their very abund- our people Is coming
The great days have come wnen
ance, can prevent inflation and keep
nur InHlmtrinl KVsteril free fif HDerilla- - the onlv thing that they ask for or
admire is duty, greatly and adequately
tion and waste.
"We shall naturallv turn, therefore, done; when the only wlBh for America
I suppose, to war profits and incomes Is that she may share the freedom
and luxuries for the additional taxes, she enjoys; when a great, compelling
But the war profits and incomes upon sympathy wells up in their hearts for
which the Increased taxes will be men everywhere who suffer and are
levied will be the profits and Incomes oppressed, and when they see at last
of the calendar year 1918. It would the high uses for which their wealth
be manifestly unfair to wait until the has been piled up and their mighty
accumulated and. counting
early months of 1919 to say what power
now that
they are to be. It might be difficult, neither blood ofnor treasure, has
come,
opportunity
I should Imagine to run the mill with the final day
water that had already gone over the rejoice to spend and to be spent
wheel.
through a long night of suffering and
"Moreover taxes of that sort will terror In order that they and mena
not be paid until the June of next everywhere may see the dawn of
year and the treasury must anticipate day of righteousness and Justice and
them. It must use the money they peace.
"Shall we grow weary when they
are to produce before it is due. It
must sell short time certificates of old ns act?"
When he concluded his address the
indebtedness.
"In the autumn, a much larger sale President unexpectedlv made a brief
of long time bonds must be effected extemporaneous statement. In which
than has yet been attempted. What) ne paia that Just an he was leaving
are the bankers to think of the cer-white House for the CaDitol. he
tlficates If they do not certainly know nR( hPBrd (hat tne rew German drive
- PP- 'etly had just begun and that
conare investors to approach the pur- It added tothethe solemnity of his
country's duty.
chase ot bonds with any sort of con- ception of
fidence or knowledge of their own afMillers Predict Big Corn Crop.
fairs if they do not know what taxes
they are to pay and what economies
Chicago. Predictions of a "bountebusiness
and adjustments of their
ous corn crop," and urging of better
assure the
they must effect? I cannot
quality of corn were made by speakers
administration
successful
a
of
country
ot the American
of the treasury In 1918 If the question at tbe meeting here
which Is
of further taxation is to be left un- Corn Millers' Federation,
propaganda for
decided until 1919.
starting a nation-widWe Are at Peak and Crisis of the War. the use of corn as a substitute for
"The consideration that dominates wheat
1
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. Naval Heroes Get Honor Medals
Washington. for dashing into a
whirlpool ot fire at aea and saving
men of the Florence H., a
thirty-fou- r
munitions ship, after she had been
Blown up on April 17th, the Nary Department extended its official prise
and commendation to fifty aeven officers and men. Among the men commended are Gunner's Mate f. M. Upton, 17M Dankeld place, Denver, and
Anthony Sbaboas, 2345 Lawrence
treat, Denver.
U.

Former Grand Duke Nicholas Escapes.
Basle, Swltxerland. Former Grand
Duke Nicholas of Russia, and other
members of the Russian imperial family, have escaped from their German
guards, according to the Koelnlache
Volkszeitung.

FOCII HALTS HUNS

RATES

IN AISIJE VALLEY

ANNOUNCED BY DIIRECTOR
ERAL WM. G. McADOO.

HURL 300,000 PICKED
MEN IN FIGHT AND CLAIM
15,000 PRISONERS TAKEN.

Passenger Fares Advance to

TEUTONS

Western Newspaper I'nlon Newi Service.

Parts, May 29. The situation last
n!gin van more reassuring. The latest advices fro.u the front show that
efwhile the violence o' the enei-y- 's
fort as yet is unabated, he is only
making headway on the center, and
that even there ti;e German momentum is giving signs of slackening. The
allies are beginning to react with effect on the wings.

and Vailly, it
ofriciu;iy. The bat'.le continue 1 fierce", y but ween the Wide and
Alsiu riveis.
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ports show a great number of German
planes were brought down in the
fighting.
U. S. TROOPS CAPTURE CANTIGNY

Americans Take All
jectives In Attack Near

Hard-Hittin-

Ob-

Mont-dldle-

With the British Army in France,
iiib Aiueiuwu uuupa uu mo
may
French front near Montdidler delivered an attack against the German
positions, fought their way through
all objectives, including the village of
Cantlgny, and captured 140 prisoners.
The American attack was along a
front, and it seems to have
Americans just
taken the
about
of an hour to
complete their conquest, which included that amount of territory, as well
as the village of Cantlgny an exceptionally short time for etch an operation. This remarkably fine showing
comes as a fitting companion piece to
the brilliant work done by the United
t
States soldiers in repulsing an
made against them in the
same region Monday morning.
One American division was attacked
at that time, and the gray coats met
with a complete reversal at all points.
hard-hittin-

three-quarter- s

enemy-assaul-

Four Express Companies Merged.
One union express
Washington.
company for the United States was
created by agreement between Director General McAdoo and the Adams,
and Southern
American, Wells-FargExpress companies, whose transportation business will be merged under a
new private corporation with capital
of more than $30,000,000, to be known,
probably, as the Federal Express Company. "George C. Taylor, now president of the American, will be head of
the new concern, which becomes effective July 1.
o
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DE WEESE

SHOT

TO

DEATH.

am Not Guilty Let Her Go Boys,"
Last Words of Convicted
Coloradoan.
Salt Lake City, Utah. Howard De
Weese was executed at the state
prison here at 6:55 o'clock Friday
morning, May 24, by shooting for the
murder of his wife, Fannie Fl3her De
Weese, Sept. 25, 1916. He protested
his innocence up to the end. His last
words were: "I am not guilty. That's
all I have to say. Let ber go, boys."
The murdered woman was a former
wife of Henry W. Fisher, a New York
Sho eloped with De
haberdasher.
Weese to Reno, Nev., where she secured a divorce and then married De
Weese. Her murderer was the son of
Dal De Wee3e, wealthy orchardist of
CaDon City, Colo., and
hunter for the Smithsonian institu"I

well-know-

tion.

Americans Repulse Huns in Plcardy.
Washington. Gen. Pershing's communique received May 27 by the War
Department makes no mention of a
general renewal of the German drive,
but says that after violent artillery
preparation enemy infantry penetrated advanced American positions in
Picardy at two points, only to be
driven out by counter attacks, In
which Americans entered the enemy
lines. The statement also tells of the
repulse of a strong hostile raiding
party In the Woevre sector, of hostile
gas shell bombardments in Lorraine,
and the downing of a German airplane
by American aviators.
Yankees Win
Struggle.
With the American Army in France,
27.
An
American
reconnoitering
May
enparty bad a thrilling
counter with Germans in No Man's
Land in Picardy. In the face of a continuous fire from two machine guns
they charged the enemy. Although
Lieutenant Craddock and several of
his men were seriously wounded, they
continued fighting and drove off the
Germans. Another American detachment attacked a German post and
killed five Germans and took one prisoner.
Hand-to-Han- d

hand-to-han-

Americans to Fight In Italy.
New York. Secretary of War Baker announced In an address here
May 24, In celebration ot Italy day,
that American Infantry, machine gun
units and artillery would soon be
fighting shoulder to shoulder with the
Italians on their front.

TOWARD PARIS AND AT- IN w'tlUtH tiLL AT THE
SAME
TIME.

FAILS

FLANDERS DASH
V

BEBLOW
8TRIKE
TWEEN RHEIMS AND SOISSONS
FRONT.
ON FORTY-MIL-

GERMANS

Western Newspaper Union Newe Service.
Paris, May 28. A battls of extreme

violence was engaged in from tbe region of Vauxailon to the outskirts of
Brlmont (Rheims sector), says the official report from the war office. Tbe
enemy at the end of the day had
U.S.-MEXIMAY BREAK reached the region of Pont Arcy. The
Franco-Britistroops retired methodically and in perfect' llason, making
AS RESULT OF RELATIONS OVER the enemy pay dearly for his futile
CUBAN CASE.
success.
CO

h

'

GERMAN ATTACK

rail., May 29 The Unmans
day night croi'sed the Aisne between

h

TOO

ON EVE OF GREAT

Mon-

The jyeat German military machine
the twenty-milfront in the Aisne river, sector
and,
between Vailly and
greatly outnumbered, the British and
French everywhere are giving ground.
The Germans advanced in waves,
pounding their way with machine
guns, tanks and using gases freely.
According to the German official
communications, numerous towns and
villages in the fighting zone have ben
taken by the enemy and 15,000 allied
troop3 already have been made prisoner.
At last accounts the Germans were
endeavoring to press back the defenders npon the Vesle river, which runs
parallel with the Aisne, and at several points had reached positions dominating the Vesle valley.
The offensive is being carried out
with the greatest rapidity, for the
German high command evidently, is
well aware of the fact that Gen.
Foch'B reserves have been reported to
be coming up rapidly to reinforce the
British and French, who are fighting
valiantly against the terrible odds,
and making wave upon wave of the
enemy pay dearly In casualties for
every foot of grom.d they obtain.
Notwithstanding the rapidity of the
drive and the large number of the enemy pressing It some unofficial estimates place the number of shock
troops alone at twenty five divisions,
or about 300,000 picked men-t- he
lied front nowhere has been pierced,
but under the onslaughts has been
bent back In perfect liaison and all the
tlme eiving battle. With such preci- Ion has the retirement been conduct- ed that both the British and French
troops have been able to carry back
with them all of their supplies and
guns or to destroy those they were not
able to handle.
Southwest of Ypres the enemy received hard usage at the hands of the
British and French east of Dlcke-busclake, where Monday the Germans In an attack had gained ground.
Most valuable work has been done
by the allied airmen all along the
ne. Not only have the allied
cl0Be contact with
mander8 kf,pt
wmU ,he Germang were do)nf!
but
tons of bombs have been thrown

Wl'Rt

ir Unit

ive June 10, and general freight rate
increases ot approximately 25 per
cent, effective June 25, as approved
by President Wilson, wWe ordered by
William G. McAdoo, director general
of railroads.
More than $850,000,000 tbe increased operating expenses for 1918
Is expected to be raised by these increases In rates, according to the
Railway Administration.
railOne hundred and ninety-siroads arid all steamships in lake and
coastwise trade under federal control
are affected.
These sweeping changes in rates
were announced, following the granting tot railroad employes of the largest wage increase recorded, amounting to $300,000,000 yearly.
Wage increases plus $160,000,000 additional cost of coal this year and the
high price of other railroad materials WAR IS RACE BETWEEN HINDEN
make higher passenger and freight
BURG AND WILSON, DECLARES
rates necessary, said McAdoo.
PREMIER LLOYD GEORGE.
in
and
standard sleeping
Travelers
3V4
to
pay
parlor cars are required
cents a mile In addition to Pullman
fares, and In tourist sleeping cars 314 ALLIES GAIN
IN SHIPS
cents.
Pullman rates remain the
same.

ALLIED LINE IN FLANDERS
STORED BY COUNTERS, WHERE
GERMANS LOSE HEAVILY.

Is In full motion along

GEN-

Western Newspaper" I'nton News Bexvlre.
' Washington. Increases in passenger fares to 3 cents per mile, effect-

RE-

Berry-r.u-Uac-

TEUTONS LAUNCH

Memorial Day

D

Basis June 10, and 25 Per
Cent Freight Raise Effective June 25.

GERMANS GROSS AlSNE

Slight Quake Rocks Santa Fe,
Santa Fe, N. M., May 29. The third
earthquake shock felt in Santa F6
since 1874 occurred here at 5:30
o'clock Tuesday morning and was
heavy'enough to shake plaster off
walls of houses. The shock lasted
about five seconds and waa accompanWoman Files With U. 8. Mall.
ied by a plainly audible rumbling. It
Binghamton, N. T. Necessary re- was not heavy enough to do any dampairs to her machine delayed Miss age so far as can be learned. Reports
from nearby towns Indicate that the
Katherine Stlnson In her
flight from Chicago to New York. quake was generally of the same
strength and duration.
mail-carryi-

RML

INCREASE

Germany's great offensive: on the
Carranza'a Grievance Against Island
western front bas been resumed. With
Reported Due to Seizure of Minonly brief artillery preparation- two
ister's Papers in Havana.
blows have been struck by the Teu
ton armies, which have been reorgan
ized since the disastrous losses were
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Washington, May 27 In Mexlcos inflicted on them by the French .and
sudden breaking oft of diplomatic re- British during the Picardy and Flan
lations with Cuba is seen an indirect ders battles in March and April. One
action again:- - the United States. attack was on the line from Voornie,
xeele to Locre, southwest of Ypres;
Those here most familiar with
mile front
affairs profess to see in .t the other on a thirty-fiv-to
Soissons, to
the forerunner of most direct action, from Plnon, north
Rheims. This is known as the' Aisne
possibly an .'uterruption of intercourse sector.
'
between the United States and MexIn Flanders the Germans .have
ico. Although without official Information of a detailed character, it la gained virtually nothing, but further
understood '.ere that Mexico's real south the Berlin official statement
grievance agilnst Cuba Is the recent claims that tire German crown prince's
incident In which the Mexican minis- troops have carried the whole ridge of
ter to Argentina, Scflor Ysidro Fabela, the Chemln des Dames and now are
was delayed in Havana while some fighting on the Aisne river.
Tbe attack in Flanders Is against
official, ostensibly a Cuban customs
Inspector, searched his baggage and positions taken by tbe French May 20,
some
said
papers,
Bruloose and
when they recaptured
probably removed
to be cf an International character.
Locre and strengthened tbelr line on
This incident is believed here to be each side of Hill No. 44, which they
the real cause of the break, and those had retaken a few days before.
who entertain this belief are firm in
On the Aisne front tbe present batthe conviction tii: t Mexico was con- tle recalls the fearful fighting of last
vinced that the United States was re- summer along the Chemln des Dames,
sponsible for the Incident.
where for weeks the German crown
When Sefior Fabela a luggage was prince hurled his men against the
searched it was maintained by some French positions, only to see the-that the person who did it was not a crushed and beaten. The attack here
Cuban official at all, but some other is really in the nature of a line
agent in the disguise of a Cuban in- straightening operation.
spector or gendarme. Later, however,
It Is being launched from Laon as a
it seemed to have been satisfactorily center and Is aimed at the elbow in
established that the man really was a the line formed
during the fighting in
Cuban inspector.
Picardy in March and April.
A break between Cuba and Mexico,
Evidence that the allied supreme,
It is felt, disrupts practically nothing
command was forewarned of the atbut a
friendly relation. tack may be found In the fact that
British troops are fighting there.
HUN TROOPS IN EAST MUTINY.
The German crown prince is In
command in this sector, and this may
Shot
and
Thousand
Jailed
While
Sixty
Indicate a serious effort to break the
Others Demand End of Conflict.
allied line.
Washington. Mutiny has broken
Crown Prine Rupprecht ot Bavaria
out among German soldiers In the
Is the nominal commander in Artois
East, according to State Department and
Picardy, and the German crown
messages. Tbe Russian wireless mesfor dynastic
reasons, will
prince,
19
dated
a
said
German di
sage
May
to outdo whatever success was
srive
vision at Dvinsk on the 17th revolted
his colleague further
when ordered to leave for the west sttalned by
front. Sixty soldiers were shot, and north.
It is probable that American troops
more than 1,000 put In prison to await
are engaged in- the fighting on the
is known that AmerOthers made demonstrations against French front. It
the action of the German commanders. ican troops are close behind the allied
lines in Flanders, while Bome time ago
The Fifty-sixtInfantry regiment at It was
reported that they were near
and
other
German
Wesenburg,
regiments organized meetings to protest Rheims.
Tbe late official reports are known
against the continuance of the war.
to be holding positions.
Almost coincident with the new
Rockefeller Visits Colorado Mines. German assault, the Italians launched
Trinidad, Colo. John D. Rockefel- a blow at the Austrian lines in the
ler, Jr., and Mrs. Rockefeller arrived mountain region to the northwest of
at Trinidad Monday and contemplate Lake Garda. According to reports
being In Denver some time during his they have carried Montlcello Pass,
visit. Mr. Rockefeller is In Colorado, village of Presena, Monte ZIgolon and
he says, to visit all of the coal mining the mountain spur to the east. Before
and other camps that are under the them lie parallel
streams
leading
ownership or control of tbe Colorado down into the Lagarina valley, and,
Fuel & Iron Company. He declined If they successfully carry out their
to state anything further regarding attack there, it is possible for them
his visit when asked about It, but to outflank the entire Austrian posisaid' he might have something later. tion in the north of Italy.
Latin-America- n

THOSE WHO KNOW CONDITIONS
BEST FEEL MOST CONFIDENT
OF RESULT, HE SAYS.

e

''

Western Newspaper I'ninn News Servjnp,
Edinburgh, May 25. "For the Germans, as well as for us, tbe next few
weeks will be a race between Ilinden-bur- g
and President Wilson," said Mr.

Lloyd George in an address here. "The
Germans are straining every muscle
to reach the goal flrBt, on the eve of
American help becoming available for
the allies."
"I can honestly say," the premier
declared, "that the government has
neglected no possible means for finding out whether there is any honora
ble outlet out of this war, Its horrors
and tragedies."
Mr. Lloyd George'B address was delivered In connection with the conferring of the freedom of the city upon
him.
"We' are on the eve of a great German attack," the premier asserted.
"Those who know best what the prospects are feel most confident about
the result."
Mr. Lloyd George said that, while
the United States was rushing its men
Into France, the present strength of
those armies was not the equivalent
h
of
of the fighting strength
which was gained by the Teutonic allies through the collapse of Russia.
The premier's statements about the
submarine situation were most optimistic. He said in April the output ot
shipping for the first time exceeded
the losses.
Speaking at a luncheon Mr. Lloyd
George Bald there was no doubt that
there had been a conspiracy for a
great rising In Ireland. He stated that
he had seen the evidence. The leaders
of the Nationalist party, he added, had
nothing to do with It.
Mr. Lloyd George was received with
great enthusiasm, the people rising
and cheering again and ifgain
Mr. Lloyd George said he felt happier than at any other time during the
'war over the prospects of making the
most effective use ot the whole force
of the alliance.
"We are dealing with a ruthless
Prussian despotism that in out for
plunder, loot and pillage," he said.
"Treaties restrain them just as little
today as in the day of Belgium. They
do not Intend to bring the war to an
end until their basket Is as full as It
can hold."
From the data at present available,
the premier told his hearers, the ad
miralty was of the opinion that In
April a recora had been made in the
destruction of enemy submarines.

g
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Death Near for Anna Held.
New York, May 28. Anna Held, the
noted actress, is swiftly approaching
her death, it was announced by Dr.
Donald McCaskey, her physician.
Counter Revolt Starts; Duma Dissolve
London. A
has
Millionaire Packer Morris Drafted.
Chicago. Nelson Morris, young mil- broken out at Odessa, Crimea, said an
lionaire packer, was drafted into the Amaterdam dispatch to the Times,
National Army as a private, salary $30 quoting the German Socialist newspa
per Vorwaerts, at Berlin. The Socialmonthly.
ist duma at Odessa has been.dissolved.
Texas Harvest Begun.
Fort Worth, Tex. The harvesting Costa Rica Enters War Against Huns.
of the 1918 wheat crop has begun In
San Juan Del Sur, NIc. The gov
parts of Denton, Cooke and Wise coun- ernment of Costa Rica has declared
ties.
war on tbe Central powers, according
to advices received here.
Britain May Exchange Prisoners.
Mexico Breaks With Cuba.
London. British cabinet ministers
are considering the question of a genMexico City. Mexico has severed
eral exchange of prisoners.
diplomatic relations with Cuba.
counter-revolutio-

Hindenburg's Condition Is Critical.
Geneva, Switzerland, May 27. Field
Marshal von Hindenburg, chief of the
German staff, Is In a hospital at
Strassburg suffering from typhoid fever, according to reports from that
city. These advices state that the report of Von Hindenburg's death Is incorrect, but that his condition Is critical.

n

Cantaloupes Bring $3 Each.
Chicago. Three dollars apiece was
paid for fifteen crated cantaloupes at
a theater when they were auctioned
off for the benefit of the Red Cross.
The crate was of the first shipment of
the melons from California to Chicago
this season.

Emperor's Guests Injured in Attack.
Geneva, Switzerland. The train
bearing tbe Austrian emperor and em
press from Constantinople, where they
had been on a brief visit, reached
Vienna In a dilapidated condition. The
train came by way of Sofia and was
stoned by Bulgarian troops. Even
some rifle shots were fired and sevOrand Ducal Palace Struck by Bomb. eral members of the
royal entourage
, Basel, Swltxerland. The east wing were Injured by glass from broken
of the grand ducal palace at Mann- windows. Not a cheer was heard
heim was struck by bombs during the when the Austrian royal couple passed
British air raid.
through Bulgarian stations.

Arrest 800 Czechs for Outbreak.
Geneva Eight hundred Czechs are
reported to have peen arrested at
Prague (Bohemia) as a result of tbe
outbreaks
there. Advices received
here said that conditions were normal
again.
Red Cross Fund Total!
Washington, May 28.

'

e
Gun Again Shells Paris.
President Fixes Prices on Zinc
e
bombardParis. The
President Wilson
Washington.
e
ment of Paris, with German
fixed the price of tine for a period
oannon, was resumed May 27.
until next September as follows:
Grade A, 12 cents; plate, f. o. b. plant,
Austrlans Less Heavily.
o. b. plant, 16 cents.
14 cents; sheet,
Paris. Severe losses have been inflicted upon tbe Austrlans In the TonArizona Doubles Quota, '
al district by the Italians.
Phoenix, Arix. Chairman Goodrich
of the local Red.. Cross announced
Preeldent Kaempf of Reichstag Diss. Saturday' that Arizona had contributBerlin. Dr. Johannes Kaempf, pres- ed $400,000, double Its quota, to the
ident of the Reichstag, died May 15. . second Red Cross fond.
Long-Rang-

long-rang-

long-rang-

t

$144,000,000.

The Ameri
can people answered Germany's re
newal of the offensive on the western
front yesterday with an outpouring of
more than 32,000,000 mercy dollars,
swelling the American Red Cross second war fund to $144,000,000. Reports
still were coming In from districts at
midnight, and show every state ex
ceeded its quota except Illinois. Arizona gave $49,627; Colorado, $1,353,-433- ;
New Mexico, $126,899; Wyoming,
$199,814; Montana, $383,000.
Rail Wage Raises Announced.
Washington. General pay Increases
for nearly 2,000,000 railroad employes
were announced by Director General
McAdoo, effective
Saturday,' June 1,
and retroactive to last Jan. 1, carrying
out substantially the recommendations
of the railroad wage commission. The
aggregate of the increases probably
win be more than $300,000,000 a year,
half of which will be distributed within a few weeks aa back pay in lamp
sums ranging from about $100 to nearly $200 each.
,

London, May 25. Tbe British armed
troop ship Moldavia, with Americas
troops on board, las been torpedoed
;and sunk, according to an official bul
letin issued by the admiralty.
The
text of the admiralty statement follows: ."The armed mercantile cruiser
Moldavia waa torpedoed and sunk Friday morning. There were no casualties amcng the crew, but of the American troops on board fifty-si- x
up to the
present have not been accounted for.
It Is feared they were killed in one
compartment by the explosion." The
Moldavia was torpedoed without warning. It was a moonlight night, and although a good lookout was kept tbe
attacking submarine was not sighted
before tbe torpedo struck.
London, May 27. A German submarine of the cruiser type was sunk
May II In the latitude ot Cape St. Vincent by a British Atlantic escort submarine. The admiralty official announcement says: "One ot our Atlantic escort submarines returning to Its
base, reports that on May 11 in the'
latitude of Cape St, Vincent, while
proceeding to meet a convoy, she
sighted and sank a German submarine of the scout cruiser type. A
heavy sea was running at the time.
There were no survivors."
U. S. to Have 4,000,000 In Army.
that the
Washington. Predicting
United States will have between 4,-- .
000,000 and 6,000,000 men under arms
before Jnlv 1. 1Q1Q RanMsMtaHn
Charles Caldwell, New York, member
of the military committee,-gavthe
House an official summary of Ameri
ca's fighting strength. 'Wlthtaf one
year after tbe first Americans left for V
I'mnm tftkltf 'HatHm wfll 1. -- i aaaaaa
men on me west front,- - Caldwell, who
is close to the War Department, asserted. "During the first ten days ot
Mar morem-- iu totaled 90.000 men."
e

HOW THE PIPEIESS
FURNACE OPERATES
Mew

System of Heating Is

Get-in-

g

Attention.
SAVING

FUEL IS CLAIMED

IN

Idea Wat First Conceived Fifty or
Sixty Years Age but Only Re-- .
cently Hat It Been Success-full- y
Applied.
Mr. William A. Radford will answer
and give advice FREE OF
question
-uoi on an subjects pertaining to the
subject of building, for the readers of this
paper. On account of his wide experience
as Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he
Is, .without doubt, the highest
on an inese suDjecta. Address all authority
inquiries
to William A. Radford, No. 1827 Prairie
avenue, Chicago, III., and only enclose
lorec-cestamp lor reply.
By WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
Fifty or sixty years ago some one

conceived the Idea that a stove with a
Jacket around It, placed In the basement, with an opening above it, could
be made to heat a house. He thought
so well of the Idea that he made a
model, drew plans and specifications
and secured a patent.
The heater was built. Because of
the Jacket an Inflow of air was needed. This was provided by an air duct
leading Into the space between the
Jacket and the stove from out of doors.
Heat poured through the opening
above, but for some reason the house
wouldn't get warm. After experimenting a while, the Inventor gave It up
and allowed his patent to lapse.
That man probably never knew how
near he eame to helping solve a modern heating problem. Either he did
not know or overlooked the fact that
In heating a house, or a store, or any
type of building, the air heated by the
Are must displace the cold air in that
He had
house, or store building.
neglected to provide an outlet for the

over you he asked them of men who
are experts, and got the answers. They
are now passed oo to you.
"How," one man was asked, "can' a
house, say one and a half stories high,
containing six rooms, be heated from
one register?"
Then It was explained. No attempt
will be made to quote the expert liter
ally, nut nere is what be eald, In sub'
stance :
The modern house Is open. Thnt U,
there are practically no rooms on the
first floor, with the exception of the
kitchen, that are shut off from the
others. This is necessary to make a
plpeless furnace efficient. Bedrooms
are shut off, but usually only at night.
Everyone nowadays, who values his
health, sleeps in an airy room
Warm air rises and as It rises It
forces the cooler air towards the
floor.
When the heated air hits the
celling it does not stop, but
to wherever It can find air colder than
itself. It continues Its pursuit of Its
chilly brother until It, Itself, becomes
cold, or rather less warm, and then It
starts to descend,
This continuous stream of heated
air eventually drives out the colder air
and heats the room. That's one' room
"How," the prober continued, seek'
Ing defects In the system, "can this
furnace heat any part of the house except the room that contains the register?"
Scientific Basis of System,
Now what follows Is the scientific
basis upon which Is founded the sue
cess of the plpeless furnace.
The pipes which carry the heated
air from the ordinary type of furnace
to the rooms ubove are usually ten
Inches In diameter. The area of a
f
a square foot.
pipe Is
One of these pipes leads to each room
that Is to be heated. Thus, all the heat
that can be introduced Into a single
room through a pipe of this character
must come through this small opening.
In contrast, the area of a doorway
In an ordinary home Is 17 square feet,
and 85 times as much as a pipe opening. A double door Is twice as large
and if there happens to be colonnades,
or no doors, there Is Just that much
more area for the induction of hent.
Thus instead of currying the heat into
a room through a small pipe you carry
ten-Inc- h

one-hal-

ALL IDLERS

!

1ST

FIGHT OR LABOR
GENERAL CROWDER ISSUES
DER
COVERING VARIOUS
8PORT8 AND TRADES.
EDICT

IN

FORCE

JULY

OR-

FIRST

II

Late

ARB HIT
OHDHH TO
VIUHT OsV WORK.

XHsESB

Idlers.
Gamblers.
Bucket shop employees.
Race track attendants.
Clairvoyants and the like.
Professional
golfers.
Professional baseball players
(probably).
Elevator operators at clubs and
stores.
Club and hotel doormen.
Waiters in hotels and clubs.
Ushers in theaters.
Attendants at nports.
Persons In domestic service.
Clerka in stores.
tfixempt.
Actora.Specially

-

Oar Part in Feeding the Nation

MARKET
QUOTATION 8

(Special Information Service, United States Department

Western Newipaper Union News Servlee.
DENVER MARKET,

HOW TO SELL

HOME-CANNE-

D

of Agriculture.)

PRODUCTS.

Cattle.
Fat steers, ch. to prime.. .$16.00017.00
Fat steers, good to choice. 15.26 16.00
Fat ateera, fair to good... 13. 50 15.00
11.00
neirera,
COWS. fat.prima in phnln, . 9 An
COWS, fair tn
lO HA
7.00
Cowe, common to fair
eat caivea
10.00
Bulla
8.00
Feeders, good to choice... 12.00
10.50
Feeders, fair to good
feeders, common to fair... 9.00
Stockera, good to choice... 11.00
8.50
Blockers, fair to good
Oood hogs ..
17.00
116.75
1

certs, operas or theatrical perform
ance.
"(d) Persons employed in domestic
service.
"(e) Sales clerks and other clerks
employed In stores and other mercan
Bulletin.
tile establishments.
General
Washington, Muy 23.
Lambs, light (wooled)
"Men who are engaged as above or Lambs,
.. (18.501S.00
18. OUST 18.60
Crowder's new
heavy
regulawho are idlers will not be permitted Lambs (clipped)(wooled).
14.50(016.50
tions may require professional base15.25015. 75
(wooled)
to seek relief because of the fuct that Ewea
"Swes (clipped)
13.00
ball players either to engnge In some
12.00
num.
have
a
drawn
later order
useful occupation or to Join the army. they
HAY
AND
ber
or
GRAIN
MARKET.
because they have been placed
Baseball players, as well as Jockeys,
in class II, III or IV on the grounds of
(F. O. B, Denver, Carload Price.)
professional golfers and other professional sportsmen, General Crowder dependency. The fact that he Is not
.... nm Tnn
Hllvlna- 1'rHay.
aald today, will be affected by the reg- usefully employed will outweigh both Colo, upland, per ton
$18.00020.00
of
the
above
conditions.
ton
niur.
upuno.
per
i(.uvwe-uulations if strictly enforced. General
rratrle hay (new crop).
To Extend Nonuseful List,
Crowder said be did not desire to make
It is
that the list of non- - Timothy, per ton
20.00JJ21.00
specific rulings at this time and would useful expected
Alfalfa, per ton
16.0018.00
occupations will be extended South
make rulings only when cases came to
ton
Park,
8l).00ui21.00
per
from time to time as necessity will re Uunniaon VhIImv n.. tnn
iu nniftj so nn
him from local boards after July 1.
6.00
quire so as to Include persons In other Straw, per ton
i:.. I n
employments.
2. 55
Oats, Nebr., 100 lbs., buying
Bulletin.
.oo
Temporary absences from regular Corn
""j.. oais, DuiK, buying
23. Theatrical
May
Washington,
3.33
sack, selling
to exceed one week, Corn chop,
not
employment
In Back, selling
8.30
performers have been excepted from unless such
temporary absences are (iluten feed, sacked, selling
2.7
the new draft regulations at the di
habitual and frequent, sliull not be con urun, uoio., per 100 lbs selling... 1.67
rection of Secretary Baker, who Is said
as
sidered
idleness.
vacations
Hegulur
to feel that the people cannot do with
will not be considered as absences In Hungarian natent. 08 'lbs., sacked.
out all amusement in war time and
ears
84.75
subject to discount
iaS
this connection.
that other amusements could be dis
DHKSSUD POULTRY.
"The regulation throws a further
These
Tomatoes,
Are Attractive
and
Pimentoes,
Peppera
10
more
Lfell
with
tintrani .nrnmlHlnn
pensed
readily.'
safeguard around men not usefully em Turkeys. tanrv a n
an 032
Enough to Sell Themselves.
24
tomi
old
025 t
ployed by providing that where there Turkeys, choice
m
n
20 022
Washington, May
Every man are compelling domestic circumstances Turkeys,
nwnWWwn,- Hens lb.
27
of draft age must either work or flglK
books which contain the needed InforS7
Ducks,
emvuunir
not
of
030
Ueese
after July 1, under a drastic amend that would the permit chunge
25 027
dismation, these have not proved adewithout
ployment
by
registrant
.
,
,
15
uoosters
018
ment to the selective service regula
quate.
to his dependproportionate
hardship
tlons announced today by General ents or
Live
It Is quite possible for the American
where a change from nonuseful
M
fPrlcan nur V Poultry,
n.nv.i
Crowder, provost marshal general
to useful employment or occupation nuooLera, id
beekeeping
Industry to be developed
10 012
Not only idlers, but all draft regis
so that the honey crop will be ten
26 030
a removal of the Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over..
24 025
trants engaged In what are held to be would necessitate
times what It Is at present. Not only
or his family, local boards Ducks, yo
25 027
nonuseful occupations are to be huled registrant
80
would such a development bo valuable
Ducklings. lb.
may give consideration to the circumweeae
22 024
before local boards tend given the stances.
In an emergency such as the present
42 Canning Clubs Should Be Able to
Broilers, 1918 lb.
choice of a new job or the army.
"The regulation further provides
crisis, but In normal times the beeGamblers, race track and bucket that where
Eggs.
Guarantee Packs of Dikeeping Industry can provide a consuch a change of employ:gga. graded No. 1 net, F.
ahop attendants and fortune tellers ment would compel the
u. u. Denver.
centrated, nutritious food, almost unifferent Products..
head the list, but those Who will be ment of women under night employ- Eggs, graded No. i'neti'F.
circumstances
versally liked, and assuredly an artiU. B. Denver.
reached by the new regulation also in- which a board
cle of diet preferable to the Inferior
case count, misc.
might deem unsuitable Eggs,
clude waiters and bartenders, theater for such
casea, lesa commission. . .$ $.2508
sirups and Jams so commonly used.
employment of women the
ushers and attendants, passenger EleLABELS ON TIN CONTAINERS
board may take such circumstances
Mutter.
vator operators and other attendants Into consideration
2IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIU
in making Its de- Creameries, ex. 1st itrade. lb...
of clubs1 hotels, stores, etc., domestics cision."
Creameries, 2d grade, lb
and clerks In stores.
850,000,000 QUARTS
28 030
Packing stock
General Crowder Explains Plan.
Aa Necessary to Establish Reputation
Deferred classification granted on ac
CANNED LAST YEAR
Explaining the new regulation and
Fruit.
for Reliability as to Have Prodcount of dependents will be disregardApples, Colo, new fancy, box. 2. 5003.50
for
General
(he
Crowder
It,
necessity
ucts Put Up Attractively
ed entirely In applying the rule. A
Olrls' canning clubs In the a
Vegetables.
man may be at the bottom of class 1, said:
Cater to Needs of Buyers.
E United States put up a total of 3
so
Beans,
cwt
war
"The
far
Navy,
has
12.00014.00
disorganized
or even In class 4, but If he falls with10 00
Beans, Pinto, cwt
14,040,187 containers of frulta
in the regulation and refuses to take the normal adjustment of Industrial Beana, Lima, lb
150 .10
pnntry shelves found E and vegetables during 1017. 5
3
Beets. Colo., cwt
2.00 In so
enorman
as
to
the
power
prevent
useful employment he will be given a
muiiy American homes at the
1.00
Carrota, cwt
Counting In the canning done S
end of the cunning season have not E by the
1O0.12V4.
new number in class 1 that will send mous industrial output and national Caulirlower lb
women's a
organized
Onions, table, doz
250 .35 been enough In the way of food sav
him Into the military service forthwith. organization necessary to success.
75 0 1.65
Potatoea, cwt
E clubs and through the home- - E
"There Is a popular demand for or- Turnips,
Colo., cwt
1.50 ing for many women und girls who E demonstration
Local boards are authorized to use dis1.250
agents, the totul E
dilast year, especially through their or
cretion only where they find that en- ganization of man power, but no
canned product Is estimated at 5
IIIDKS AND
millions
of
forced change of employment would rect draft could be Imposed at pres
clubs,
put
up
ganized
jars
E 850,000,000 qunrts, with a value E
Dry Hides.
result In disproportionate hardship up ent.
Pound and cans of fruits and vegetables In E of about $140,000,000, and this E
28c
"Steps to prohibit Idleness and non Flint, butcher, lb
to
need
world's
the
of
food,
on his dependents.
response
E does not Include the products
26c
raiien, id
effective occupation will be welcomed r unt, bull
and stag, lb
16c
Although some of this surplus a dried nnd salted for home use.
May Solve th Labor Problem.
Flint,
our
18c canned food, that the
Flint, culls and glue, lb
people.
It has been known for some time that by
pantry shelves a
hides, lb
20022a would not
"We shall give the Idlers and men Salt
some form of "work or fight" plun has
hold, was sold on local mar niiiiiiiiiHiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirs
to
Horse hides
beprice of green salt.
been submitted to President Wilson, not effectively employed the choice
kets, and some of it was even shipped
Green Salted. Cured Hldea.
Big Wages for 8pare Time.
to nearby points, here and there the
but there has been no intimation that It tween military service and effective Over 40
lb
lbs.,
12013c
Factory workers In an Ohio town,
home cunners found that It was nurd
12(S)13
was so far reaching In its scope. Both employment. Every man, In the draft Under 50 lbs., lb
Olue hides and skins, lb
luc to sell the surplus. One of the main last year, earned money during spare
age at least, must work or fight.
the military authorities and departBulla and stags, lb
9010c
time at the rate of 92 cents an hour.
"This Is not alone a war or mili
ment of labor officials believe that It
lb
art
lc leas difficulties, as pointed out by the bu- That
cured,
would be $7-for an eight-hou- r
reau of markets, was that the home-will go a long way toward solving the tary maneuver. It is a deadly contest Oreen, 2o lb. less than cured.
Dry Flint Pelts.
of Industries and mechanics.
canned products were not standard day, $220.80 a month, $2,049.00 a year.
labor problem for farmers, shipbuildWool pelta, lb
42045c
That Is a good deal more than a fair
Must Copy German Machine.
Short wool pelta
ers and munition makers and wilt end,
37040c ized, for many cases were found where
27c
profit on Idle hours.
ahearlinKS, No. 1, lb...
standGermany must not be thought of as Butcher
for the present at least, talk of concarefully
packed
No. t Murrain shearings, lb....
10c
What were they doing? Working in
ardized goods brought good prices to
scription of labor. The announcement merely possessing an army, we must Bucks, saddles and pieces at value.
home
gardens, growing vegetables
Tallotr and Urease.
the home canner.
today gives notice significantly that the think of her as being an army fn Prime rendered
that they and their families ate. The)
.12
Best Markets.
list of nonuseful occupations will be ex army In which every factory and loom No. 1 tallow, lb tallow, lb...$ 100
.11
100
Local or nearby markets for home- - manufacturing concern for which they
.10
tended from time to time as necessity In the empire is a recognized part In No. 2 tallow, lb
worked during regular hours kept an
yellow tallow
a complete machine running night and brown and
canned
products are usually the best.
requires.
lb
grease,
090 ,10
The attractiveness of the pack and accurate record of the time the men
day at terrific speed. We must make
Calf and Kip ;reea Salted.
The statement of the provost mar$ .280 .32
salted
of ourselves the same sort of effective Calfskin,
containers affects its selling qualities, spent working in the gardens and the
shal general's office Is as follows:
Villi .17
Kip, lb
value of the garden stuff grown.
"Provost Marshal General Crowder machine.
,13 Merchants or other buyers do not
Branded, lb
This matter Isn't news, particularly.
1. 26
eacti
would
to
what
ask
not
Deacona,
of
Is
assortment
a
miscellaneous
want
"It
enough
an
announced
to
amendment
the
today
50
Slunka, each
It Is nearly nine months old. But It
selective service regulations which happen If every man In the nation turn- Horse, No. 1, each
6.60
products, and It Is better practice to does seem
Just now
4.50
Horae, No. 2, each
deals with the great question of com- ed his hand to effective work. W Ulue
put different products in boxes by by way of worth mentioning
2.50
and pony, each
the attention of the
calling
We
effective.
ourselves
make
must
to
not
mix
containers
and
themselves
men
In
a
not
50
useful
Colt, each
pelling
engaged
We
urera salted I'elta.
of peaches and peppers, for example, Industrial workers of the nation to
occupation Immediately to apply them- must organize for the future.
$ .5008.60 In
Sheep, each
must make vast withdrawals for the Lamb and
the same lot when offering them the fact that time spent working home
selves to some form of labor, contrib
each
150 .45
Spring lamb,each
the
close
and
up
.60
immediately
sale. Containers should be graded gardens Is not time thrown away, that
for
army
100
to
Shearlings,
the general good. The Idler,
uting
with
behind
the
of
ranks
to
gap
as
size and quarts and pints kept the hour they spend morning or eve
Industry
too, will find himself confronted with
MISCELLANEOUS MARKETS.
working the garden yields better
of
an
every
production
accelerating
emseparate. Labels are necessary on tin ning
the alternative of finding suitable
Prloee quoted for Metals.
useful thing In necessary measure.
containers and help sell canned goods. returns than any hour they put In in
New York. Lead $7.12 Vi 0 7.25.
ployment or entering the army.
t opper $23.12 Va.
Where products are put up by mem the factory.
"This regulation provides that after How Is this to be done?
Bar Silver 99 4c
"The answer Is plain. The first step
bers of canning clubs under organized
July 1, any registrant who Is found by
Louis.
St.
$7.10.
Spelter,
Cars of Young Horses.
London. Bar silver, 487d per oa.
a local board to be a habitual Idler or toward the solution of the difficulty Is
supervision It Is possible to guaranBoulder.
Give the weanlings and Immature
Tungsten concentratea SO tee the pack of the different products
not engaged In some useful occupation to prohibit engagement by
cent.
$20.00022.50 per unit; crude
per
shall be summoned before the board, men In the field of hurtful employ- ores, 60 per cent, $22.00025.00; 25 per as to grade and weight of measure. horses good care. The colts should
or Ineffectual employ- cent, $12.0012.50; 10 per cent, $9,400 This Is a considerable aid In selling, be given an ample supply of grain and
given a chance to explain and, in the ment, Idleness
12.20.
since the buyer then knows exactly good roughage in order that they may
absence of a satisfactory explanation, ment, and thus Induce and persuade
mature into useful work horses. The
Boatoa Wool Prlrrs.
what he is buying.
to be inducted Into the military service the vast wasted excess Into useful
Boston.
Wool Scoured baals:
fields.
Products.
saving of grain should be made with,
Texaa Fine 12 montha, $1.7201.75;
Pooling
af the United States.
"The very situation we are now con- - fine 8 months, $1.6001.55.
In case the products are poolpd for the Idle mature horse and not with
"Any local board will be authorized
d
Territory Fine staple. $1.80;
slderlng. however, offers great possito take action, whether It has an origmarketing, the different, kinds of fruit the colt. There ore many economical
combing,
$1.631.6K;
combing, $1.4001.45; fine or vegetables con be placed together rations thnt can be fed to both young
inal Jurisdiction of the registrant or bilities In Improvement of the draft as
fine medium In graded-size$1.6501.70;
for the com- clothing, $1.65'l1.60.
containers, when, per- and mature stock, depending on the
Sot; In other words, any man loafing well as great possibilities
clothing.
Pulled Extra, 11.(001.85; A A, $1.70 haps, the pack of any one Individual locnl feeds available. Write to your
around a poolroom In Chicago may be position of the labor situation by efA
supera.
$1.6001.65.
01.60;
might not be Inrge enough to make state experiment station for Informaheld to answer to a Chicago board even fective administration of the draft
the selective service law,
Kaaaaa City Prndaee.
up a quantity sufficient to attract tion regarding the most economical ra
though he may have registered In Considering
Mo.
Kansas
Butter
Creamery,
It Is as necessary to estab- tions to be fed In your state. Also
New York and lived there most of his we see two principal causes of detri- 39c; firsts, City,
37 He; seconds, 36
n.ick- - buyers.
c:
ment of the call to military servic- e- Ina. 28c.
lish a reputation for reliability ns to write to the United States department
life.
29c:
55c.
asseconds.
Firsts.
Eg
have products put up attractively. The of agriculture for Farmers' Bulletin
The regulations which apply to Idle exemption and the order numbers
poultry Hens, 23c; roosters, 17c;
lot.
803, which gives Information on the
broilers, 45c.
marketing of home or
registrants will be deemed to apply signed by
products can be made successful If feeding und management of young
also to gamblers of all description and
Exemptions In Two Categories.
Butter, Eggs, Potatoea and Poultry.
the canners will study the marketing horses.
Chicago.
May 27. Butter Creamemployees and attendants of bucket-shop- s
"The exemptions themselves fall Into
34 41c.
and enter to the needs of buyproblem
and race tracks, fortune tellers, two conspicuous categories depend- ery.
Eggs 36 Flrata.
30032c;
ordinary ers. When orders are secured In adH 1? 28c; at mark, rases inInexpensive Garden Tools.
firsts,
clairvoyants, palmists and the like, ency and Industrial employment One cluded,
29081c.
home canners
The cultivation of a home garden
who for the purpose of the regulations protects domestic relations, the other
Potatoea Wisconsin. Michigan and vance for products,
In
bulk. $1.0001.10; do, aacka, should endeavor to fill the orders on requires very little expenditure
shall be considered as Idlers.
the economic Interests of the nation. Minnesota,
$1.16 f) 1.26.
time and give the buyer the kind of tools. A spade, a hoe, and a rnke, rep
New Rule Is Sweeping.
Between the two there is an
Poultry Fowls, 26 He
products agreed upon.
resenting a totul cost of considerably
"The new regulation will also affect
hiatus, for It is demonstrably
less than $5, are all the bought tools
the following classes:
true that thousands, if not millions, of Chirac Gralu aad Pravlalou Prices.
Corn No. t yellow, $1 72
Chicago.
Why Beekeepers Fall.
necessary to be used. Everything else
"(a) Persons engaged in the serving dependency exemptions have no ef- 91.74;
No. 1
4
Failure to make a success of bee- can be Improvised. A garden line can
of food and drink, or either. In public fect of Industrial protection whatever. yellow, $1.40. yellow, $1.6801.68; No.
ttc; atand-ar- keeping almost always results from be made with a piece of twine tied to
9VlTIl0iAwh,te'
"One of the unanswerable criticisms
places, including hotels and social
1l 0 76c.
lack of study of the needs of the bees, two sharpened sticks that serve as
clubs.
of the draft has been that It takes men
Rye No. 8, 31.90.
combined with the failure to do stakes. A thin piece of board or a
Barley $1.2501.46.
"(b) Passenger elevator operators from the farms and from all useful
8.00.
$5.00
0
Timothy
things on. time. Beekeeping is essen- ghingle can be made Into a serviceand attendants, doormen, footmen and employments and marches them past
Clover $18.000 28.00.
Lard 824.02.
tially an industry which requires able trowel. A good scratcher and
other attendants of clubs, hotels, crowds of Idlers and loafers to the
Rlba $21.30081.92.
studious care, and In consequence the weeder can be made by driving about
stores, apartment houses, office build- army. The remedy Is simple to couple
proper development of this branch of three small nails through the end of
Gralu la Mlaaeuualla.
the Industrial basis with other grounds
ings and bathhouses.
Corn No. I yellow. agriculture necessitates to an unusual a piece of lath. A heavier weeder can
Minneapolis.
"(c) Persons, including ushers and for exemption and to require that any 81.4501.55.
be made from a piece of hoop iron.
degree the dissemination of informaother attendants, engaged and decu- man pleading exemption oo any ground
Oata No. 8 white. 7SH074Hc.
tion of a rather detailed nature. While with one end sharpened, bent into a
Flag $3.830 3.85.
pled In, and In connection with, games, shall also show that be is contribut
Pye $1.92 01.94.
there are published bulletins and loop.
sports and amusements, excepting ing effectively to the Industrial welBarley $1.1001.40.
Bran $26.25081.25.
actual performers In legitimate con- - fare of the nation."
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA)
Farming for feed Is the safest
rt4eaun Ure Starfc Qaatatleae.
farming.
Chicago. Hogs Bulk. $16.90 17.16:
order that operators on passing ships
LlahthouM Sends Menage. .
$16.80017.80:
mixed.
light,
$16.70
Point Judith light, near Newport, R. may be more likely to hear the mes- 17.80: heavy. $15.80017.10:
rough,
Keep the potatoes well, cultivated
pigs. $14.7617.2$
sages even if at the moment they may $1$.7616.20;
L, la now equipped with a radiophone
Cattle Native ateera. $10.50010
early In the season.
and feeder. $9.2f 913 65; cows
fog warning machine, according to not be tuned exactly to a standard
Popular Science Monthly. The words wave length. The system la likely to andhelfera, $7.26014.90; caivea, $8,900
Cultivate and fertilize the asparagus
Straight rows look better In the
"Point Judith light" are repeated every be Improved at Intervals. All lightSheep 116.000 If. : lambs, $11,500
bed well and It will well repay you garden than crooked ones.
ive seconds and can be heard any- houses could profitably employ such a IMt; sprlnga. $14.660 19.75.
a
for the work.
where within a radius of about eight contrivance if It works oat well ' In
Srew Trk Cfettm Prim.
The first year the sweet clover usumiles. After every third warning the practice.
New York. Cotton July, 84 63- October. 23.14: December, 21.10; Januarv
Care may well be taken to thin the ally does not go to seed. It Is a true
words "Yon are getting closer; keep
81.19; March, 82.19. Middling, 19.05.
off" are sent out. These can be beard
cantaloupe and watermelon plants aft- biennial, making root and a little top
Belting vsed 00 machinery la Boa
er they are strong and vigorous growth the first year and going to
dan oil fields is made of camel's hair Kew York.
about two miles away.
Sorar
aeed the second year.
Wave lengths keep changing eootinu- - which resists grease better thfJt rub
eaongh to stand.
(Id granulated. T.4S. Centrifugal,
batwaea B50 and 650 metera. la ber, cottoa or leather.
Amendment to Selective Service Regulations to Make Nation Efficient
In War Takes Registrants Out
of Deferred Class.
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cold air and, In consequence, his Invention was a failure.
Recognition of this fact made possible
the furnace which came after. A "cold
air register," placed In a central position In the building, "sucked" out the
cold air as .he heated air was discharged into the rooms. But here, too,
the Inventor and the manufacturers
who produced these furnaces overlooked something. They got the results, but disregarded what present-da- y
standards demanded efficiency.
Heat Wasted on Basement
In the basement a maze of pipes was
strung, each pipe leading to a room
above. These pipes, as the heated air
passed through them, threw off much
of the heat. In fact, the basement,
where no one habitually sits or stays
any longer than is necesary got the
first crack at the heat Coatings of
various kinds and of more or less value were applied to the pipes to keep
the heat In. Still much of the heat
was wasted on the deserted basement.
Then, only a few years ago, four or
five at the most, along came a man

mm

aaeaaaaajaa

r4ifi

It in through the door openings. Or,
rather, you don't carry It in, but It
goes In whether you want It to or not.
In the houxe taken as an example
six rooms, one story and a half 10 per
cent of its area Is basement, 40 per
cent on the first floor and 20 per cent
on the second. These proportions, of
course, differ In different types of
buildings. The percentages in individual cases are easy to figure. But taking the one mentioned, by eliminating
pipes In the basement, 40 per cent of
the heat produced Is saved, with a
consequent saving of 40 per cent In
fuel to obtain the same degree of heat
where heat is needed.
There Is another advantage, too,
(
which will appeal to those living In
small towns or in farm homes. The
oasement, or cellar, Is the family cold
storage warehouse. In It is stored the
things which to be preserved during
the winter must be kept cold.
The plpeless furnace Is making a
strong bid for business from the owners of small stores, bonks, etc. While
It does away with one of the country's
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Bungalow Showing How House Is Heated by
Plpeless Furnace.
with an "original Idea." It was orig- most famous institutions, the
ioned country store stove," honored In
inal, too. In. part.
"Why not," he probably said to him- story and verse, It has the advantage
self, running his hand through his of giving the storekeeper additional
hair, or holding his chin between thumb space In which to transact business.
and forefinger, or doing some one of
the many jthtngs men do In stories Tries to Lasso Bear With
Grapevine.
when they are In deep thought "why
James S. Ware encountered a bear
not save that wasted heat?"
on
and
cub
her
Cheat
mountain re
So he set about to save It and he did.
cently, says a dispatch from Elkins,
He invented the plpeless furnace.
For the benefit of those who do not W. Va.
According to Ware, the bears climbknow what a plpeless furnace is, It Is
ed a
and, being unarmed, he obsuggested that the first paragraph, or tainedtree,
grapevine and followed,
rather the first two paragraphs of this with some
article be read again. The plpeless The the Intention of lassoing them.
mother bear climbed down over
furnace waa Invented In Civil war
times. But the modern Inventor had Ware, he said, bnt making no attempt
the benefit of the scientific facts of to attack him, and fled Into the woods,
the circulation of air and the experi- abandoning the cub. Ware hurried
ence of the furnace men In the applica- home and returned with a dog and
tion of these facts. All he had to do gun, but both of the animals had diswas to get the cold air out of the build- appeared.
ing, so it could be replaced with heated air.
Natural Butter.
Circulation la Provided.
Shea batter, the reddish oil of the
This he did by making a register, West African shade tree. Is one of sevone section of which was the counter- eral vegetable butters that are of unpart of the cold air register and the usual Interest to makers of margarine,
other of the' hot air into the building chocolate, candles, and soap. The
and at the same time sucked out the sweet and wholesome pulp of the nut
cold air. In other words, it provided is mnch prized by the natives, and
butIs said to be hearty
circulation.
If you are not an expert on heating ter. The tree, beginning to bear Its
crop of nuts when about 15 years old,
device, yon will undoubtedly have
lot of questions in your mind. The reaches Its prime at the age of about
writer had. bnt he Jiad an advantage twenty-fivFive-Roo-
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the Captain Mountaineer quota.
recent editorial of the State Record
relative
to the beginning of the
Mountaineer's fourth year, etc., and
adds the following
complimentary
comment!
"With our opprotunities and facili- ties we have done our best through
the past three years to give the
people of Lincoln county a- - good
local newspaper, and when these
to
efforts have been brought
the attention of such an excellent
paper as the State Record, we fee!
i n,n
. .
. rnrit,
- - - -n- e.
,
ettorts in the future, the Mate Ke
observant of what
rm is always
.
the local papers of the state are doing, and is always generous enough
to mention it in deserving and complimentary terms."
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A NEW EARTH

John the great seer of Patmos
saw "a new Heaven and a new earth."
Ever since his day the human race
fias been yearning toward that new
earth. Many times some portion of
earth's peoples have fondly imagin- ed they had attained to it, only to
be disillusioned when through the
rosy mist of optomism the same im- perfect old world emerged.
The latest effort toward a radical
change of earth and of earth's pro.
pie is the effort of the Russian
to attain thereto, mainlv by
a repudiation of all earthly obligaa throwing down of all restion
ponsibilities.
These gentry have, it sePms, preached an absolute personal liberty
as the tiltima'e attainment toward
perfection in this life.
Their teachinfhas, however, defeated itself, in that they failed to
percieve that there can be no such
thing as absolute personal liberty
without degenerating into anarchy.
That was the inevitable and logical
effect in Russia, and it will be the
same with any other nation which
undertakes to put personal freedom
and license ahead of the interests
of humanity in the large.
Whether or not a staple govern- ment will emerge from the chaos in
to which it. master, have plunged
poor , Ru..ia. it is an impressive
ject lesson tor all tree peoples, a.
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quarter day will keep the Hun
and in a few months will drive
into his own coun- away back
.
try wnjcn j,
place to finish his
war for hjm,
A

away

ELIMINATE

LIQUOR

The necessity of curbing the liquor

traffic lias at last dawned

on Mcx- -

at least in the capital.
The
authorities have decided to place an
indefinite embargo on the transportation of piilimc into this city and
to prolrbit the sale of it here. The
main reason for taking this action
is the impossibility of enforcing the
liquor regulations made for the government of the dealers. This cty
lias discovered that the only way to
regulate the traffic is to eliminate
it
Mexican News Bureau.
ico

A CHANCE FOR WORKERS

The Southern Department of the
Army Y. M.C. A., has sent out an
urgent call for volunteers for Y. M.
('. A, which is now so important
at the front and at the camps in this
country.
it plain that no
Ihc ...call makes
,
i.
iween -- i amii oi auie to pass
,,la"
he physical requirenientg for m.li- T
bl"
SC' e Is
b.e
are m,?
twee"
stand the hardships and long hours
liable to fall to their lot are desired
,l' and
needed
vitii . uv a smv mat man inaj uat
No especial education is required
mucn
rreeaom
ror
100
nit
entirely
call says: "There is a place for
own good, and that the safest course The
the average man if he is earnest in
is to keep close to the old landmarks, his desire
to serve and has acceptable character qualification'
A WAR FOR WOMEN
A small portion of the money apThe, German Minister of finance propriated by Congress in July, 1916,
officially announced during the past for road work in the several states
week that he opposed an income tax is now available and the work on
in Germany because the war inde-nit- y such highways as have been approvwhich Germany will levy on th ed by the U. S. and State Engineers
United States and Great Britain will jointly will very soon be under way.
cover the deficit."
This announcement ought to wake
np a few of the many fools in this
country who still think the war is
en European affair. It makes it
plain that the German autocracy is
definitely holding out to its sub
jectt the promise that they will win
the war and that they wilt then loot
the world collectively and individual
ly.
What the Germans means when
they say they will "make America
pay" is not confined to a cash inIt includes a plan to ocdemnity
citios, enelave.
cupy the principle
......
r
,
exile, or execute the men, and to
y
Germanize the country by compel,
ling the women t t become th? mo'b- ers of a rac cf hyhirds of which the
German sold rr w ' uld be the sires
and over wK.'c't thvy would have

....
.i..j
i:r.cr...rz:r
s,

"'.llil'
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absolute cuiti j!.
This pl.ui hi i3 fot.nilation in the
thforips of C- rnt.in scientists who
b.ivr annoi'rc u l'i.t t!
the most
rapid nnd tff;'ct:vc ntrpn cf. Gor-- j
li
pMivinrr.-smaniing roi:,ue;
is s't out as o.i ! of the refit rempnli

which the Gtrr.--

to follow

in co"'jii-rrchan'.er on t'l.-.-

Arrry is

d

orjrrfd

territory, in!

a
subject, in the
German publicnf
prercriVng and
exr.l.uninR miliary regulations.
There are still many men and
women in tb:s country who have not
waked up to what we are fighting
for. and it is about time that they
should inform themselves.
This applies
particularly to the
women. Much has been sa'd about
it being a war for democracy and
liberty, and it is all of that is in
But trie greatest issue so
voivea
far as the future of the world is
is whether the women
concerned,
re to be free moral agents, as they
are now in this country in Franc
and in all British territory, or wheth
er they are to become merely the
instruments for the renationalizmg
of unfortunate countries.
The removal of all women from
Belgium between the age. of 13 and
SO for the
purpose of using them
e
lo repopulate Germany may
to American women, but if
they will inform themselves on German intention, and practices they
will promptly realize that Germany
care, far more about Germanizing
America in Germany, own scientific
interracial way than aha doe. about
any money indemnity.
The limited number of Americas
womea whe are aot doing everything
la tneir power to defeat the Pros
eiaa beast ma be divided into thr
classes thoM who are ignorant of
wnass intentions! these w he know
are, pacifist, and oppose America's
defease which mean, a othing less
seer-remot-

thaa that the are ia favor of and
re asspparting tba bsrasi plaa to
nag aa armny to this country t
cohohotsa vita them and reand a
w race tbia, ia affect, is tko
f any and all featala aacifut.
plat-tmr-

m

NEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES
STATE
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unit are. (or cruising shall be
AND TIMBER ' 4. The more
sections at any one , cruisone or
The cruiser on the completion of
ing.
VALENCIA COUNTY
Shsll
submit his estimate ol
cruise
any
the amount of the stsnding live timber
All
of Public on the area designsted to be cruised.
of the Commissioner
Office
timber wun green tops snau oe acemea
Lands,
to be live timber. Such estimate shsll
be so made as to show separately the
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
amount of standing live timber estimated
lo be on each forty (40) acres or each
Notice is hereby given that purausnt fractional
of any section. His
to the provisions of an Act of Con- - estimate
shall be based on the Scrihner
June 20th, 1910, the
approved
such
C
other Log Scale
or
Rule,
tress of the
it Ni-i.it
Mrsico, snd Rule ss
may be adopted from time De-to
rules and regulations of the Stste Lsnd time
States
United
the
Forestry
by
Office the Commissioner of Public Lands
but no allowwill offer .1 public ssle to the highest partment in this district
be made
shall
timber
for
defective
ance
11
bidder at
o'clock, A. M., Tuesday,
l he cruiser in his estimstes and such
Auaust 6th, 1918, in the town of Los by
filed with the
shall
be
estimate
report
New
of
of
State
I. unat, County
Valencia,
Ail live imon wun a
Mexico, in front of the court house there. , Lomrmasioner.
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12.
It is understood ami agreed that
the timber on all of the land, dcwtih.'d
in Schedule "B", sltsched hereto ami msde
. pan hereof, shall be sold, cut. logged.
' oreSd
.
?"
Ana
terms and '"nH,,J
herein
i
of
the
of any or all
sale
event
the
. . .
.
. .
Sch-j,,- !,
H,r:h.,, i.
"B" to other than the Purchaser herein,
or if the said Isnds are not sold s genfor cutting, logging, and
eral right-of-waand
operating thereon, shall be reserved, Purthe same is hereby granted to the
But if the Isnds in ssid Schedule
chaser.
B" shall be bid in by and sold to I Be
Purchaser herein, then said lands shall be
,UDjcct to .11 of the condition, in thi.
contract wmcn .re applicable 10 tne isna.
described in Schedule "A" hereto sltsch

ed.

13.
At any lime when there shsll renot more than ten (10) section, of
the lands uncut, bui not later than January
1st, 1937, the Commissioner will submit
estimstes ol all the timber remaining un- (or upon the lsnd. herein, snu the
urchaser shsll within thirty (10) days .(tar
receipt o( such notice, advise the Commissioner ol its concurrence or
in the correctness o( such estimIf the Purchaser shsll concur, final
stes.
settlement shall be made upon the basis
II the Purchaser shall
of such estimates.
refuse to concur in the estimate, so sube
mitted, then the .mount o( timber in
.hall be determined by . cruise snd
estimate made by one or more cruiser,
appointed by the Judge o( the United State.
District Court (or the District in which
the Capital of New Mexico may then be
situated.

main

ground shall be included by the cruiser
The Commissioner shall
in his estimates.
furnish to the Purchaser a copy of such
18
14
reoort. and acceotsnce or rejection of
same must be made by the Purchaser
wilhin thirty (30) d.y. of receipt of ; such
Sec 18
no event shall the timber
.HI.
2K.
1U
7ft
M
32.
1.
J4!
"HJ,
unni 79
covered by such cruise be cut or removed
D
11
W
SWtf. Sec 32: T. 10 N..
of stumpage has been
the
smount
until
T
12
6,
4.
of
Sections
8, 32;
W., All
10
2, 8, agreed upon.
N., R. U W., All of SectioLS
14
m a. 24. 2fi 2R- - 30: 32:
IS
17
u T 11 N . R 11 VV . SF.VSNEU. Sec.
The Purchaser will Day (or a mini
i.
Payment shall thereafter be made a. i.
feet of provided (or in Paragraph Five (5) here-o- f;
J. T 11 N . B 11 W . N,SE. Sec. 12: mm nf ten million (10.000.000)
14
11
with
W
but if the timber on the sections cut
each
R.
timber during
N.,
year beginning
W3, SEM Sec. 26; T.
oec. t: art, occ oi January jsi, jyjy, anu noi icss iimi uncupon during sny one year shall exceed
t
All ol sec.
All twelfth of such minimum snnual payment ten million (iu,uuu,uuu)
Sec.
S!4NWJ
8;
NWMNWia.
leet, sucn excess
SV,
of Sections 10, 12, 14, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26; shall be paid in advance on the first shall be paid lor on December 31st. (or
beginning the preceding year. On or before January
28, 30, 32, 34; T. 12 N., R. 12 W., All day of each calendar month,
18; October 1st 1918. toeether with a IX nail v 1st. 1W9. Daymen! in full for all Isnds
4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14,
of Sections
SEtf, Sec. ol Ten Dollars ($10.00) per day additional and the timber thereon must be made in
20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30; WJ4,
Sec.
S
34; T. (or each and every clay during which order to avoid forfeiture of the contract
S.NWK.
EJ4NEK,
32;
R. 13 VV
12 N.,
NX, Sec 24; NWK such monthly oavments mav be in de-- . and all previous psyment..
T. 12 fault.
In ihe event that the number of
Sec.
32;
NEK. EjSEX, SWKSEK,
In the final year of cutting, i( there
N., R. 14 W., All of Sections 22, 26; Ea. feet of timber on the sections cruised
the request of the Purchsser in any shall remain less than ten million
Sti'54. Sec. 34; T. 12 N., R. 15 W., All
13
13
1918.
W.
(eet of timber on the lands, the
R.
ten
shall
be
less than
year after
N.,
of Sections 32, 36; T.
All of Sections 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 20; SH, million (10,000,000) (cet, board measure, the monthly payments provided tor in Para
Secsuch
pay-meFive
minimum
of
All
between
(5) hereof, shall be made on
Sec.
difference
Sec. 22; W4, SE,
graph
26;
ol the amount
tions 28, 30, 34; T. 13 N., R. 14 W., VVJ4 and the price of Ihe timber so cruised a basis of
Sec. 2; All of Section 4; Eyi, Sec. 8; All shall be spplied to reduce the psyment of such timber so remaining.
of Sections 22, 24; NEtf, Sec. 28; T. 13 N., Xo be made for timber in excess of such
14
in any future year or
It is understood and agreed by both
R. 15 W., .All of Sections 2, 4; EH, Sec. minimum .mount
in which,
at the request' o( the parties hereto that the purpose ol nuking
8; All of Sections 10, 12, 14, 22, 24, 26,
N
R. 15 W., contsining
urchaser, .n excess shall be cruised. If provision herein for annual payments oa
28, 34; T. 14
timber upon the section cruised .t the purchase price of the land. i. strict68,954.71 acres, referred to as schedule "A" the
lands in form of contract printed below. the request oi the Purchsser in sny one ly in the interests of and for the benefit
The timber on this land is estimated at year shall exceed ten million (10,000,000) and protection of the State o( New Mexico ,it being admitted to be in the inNo bid on feet, payment shall be made on December
feet board meauure.
340,000,000
the land will be accepted for less than 31st of esch yesr (or such excess for terest of the State to require . more
the
stringent contract in thi. regard' than ia
$3.15 per acre.
preceding yc.r.
specified by statute.
trusty-worthThe timber on the following described
6.
In the event that the purchaser shall
IS.
It ia understood and a Breed
lands estimated at 110,000,000 feet board- - be unwilling to accept the cruiser's es
parties hereto that inasmuch as the
measure, will be olleretl lor sale togetner timates as basis for payment (or the timber, both
sale
of
i
the lands and timber herein deswith the timber on the above dcscnbc-ca joint cruise shall De mane at tne exlands, making a total estimated amount pense of the Purchaser, by one cruiser cribed, is made at public auction and upon
advertisement
measure.
feet
board
of limber 450.000,000
setting forth this contract
named by the Commissioner and one named
of this contract
No bid on the timber will be accepted by the Purchaser, and the amount of in full, no modification
hereafter
for less than $2.15 per I0UO feet board timber thus determined may be taken as or of the terms thereof shall
measure. All ol hectums 10, Jo; I. u in., the basis of settlement, but acceptance or be made.
K. 12 W., All of Sections 16, 36; T. U rejection of same
must be made by the
16.
This agreement shall inure to the
X., R. 13 W., All of Sections 16, 36; T. Purchaser within thirty (30) days o( re
13
N., R, 15 W-- , All of Sections 16, 36; ceipt of copy of report o( joint cruise, h iu-- it ol and be binding upon the parties,
T. 11 N., U. 11 W., All of "Sec. 36; T. 11 and in no event shall the timber cover their respective successors and assigns, fl
of
office
of Commissioner
Public
N.t It. 14 W., AH of Sections 16, 36; T. e,l liv xtieh rruise he cut nr removed un. the
;
11
N.. R. 15 W.. All of Sections 16,
til the amount of slumpaf-- e has been agreed Lands shall be abolished, the public ofR. 11 W., All of Sections 16,
T. 10 N
it tne parlies snail tnen De ficial most nearly performing the present
and
upon;
duties of the Commissioner of Public Lands
Jo; T. 9 N., R. 12 W., All of sbtCtluIiS 16, unwilling lo accept the amount determin
for the Commissioner
N.. R. 15 W.. All of
16; T. ed by such joint cruise, the Commissioner shall be substituted
i6: T.
of Public Lands for all purpose of this
13 N.,
U. 14 VV., All of Sec. 16; T. 13 N., shall
ue
a
to
tne
scaler
liy
paid
designate
H. 15
W.. SlA, Si c. 20: All of btrctiurs I'urch.iBt-rwho shull mark ihe timber in agreement
R. 14 W., All of be
30, 32. 34; T. 11 N
paid for and icale and measure the
THE PURCHASER
AGREES that the
2, 4, 1U 12, U, 22, 24 26; 28; Nj; samc hy the Scribner Decimal C Log Rule
.,
svt i. "
or by such other Lop Kule as may payments to be made as hereinbefore set
svv4,
B
lands in form of bcaje.
red to as schedu.e
then he in use in this district by the forth, will be made promptly and on the
contract print ed below.
'n ited Stales Forest Service; and in the dates 'on which they become due and
Heart Cut in Shreds
payable, and that all taxes and assessEach bidder will be Ten ui red to sub- f,,r herein all of the live standing limber ments that may be levied or assessed on
Mrs. Henricks, of Grenville, murbid
mil
and
a
on
such land shall be paid by said Purchaser;
timber
the
a
ten
or
separate
of
diameter
inches
(10)
having
dered her four and a half year old a
bid
on
the
land offered, more
inside the bark, three (3) feet from that this contract shall not be sold, asson in a most brutal manner re and separate
tutal amount offered
iimlicst
by tht ground, on ' any section shall be seal-e- d signed or transferred in any manner whatone bidder for both the land and
All live
and paid for.
trees ten soever except as provided herein, and in
cently, stabbing the body twelve any
the timber will be considered the high (10) inches or more in diameter inside the no event shall it be sold, assigned or
times with 'a knife, seven times the est
bid.
whatsoever to
feet from
three
the
(3)
bark,
ground, transferred in any manner
blade penetrated the little bodv
be
for
shall
marked
The any person, corporation or association of
cutting.
Anyone desiring to bid must, before Purchaser shall then pay for all such persons, who are ribt qualified to purchase
piercing the flesh under the left
state lands to the extent embraced hereA large piece of bidding deposit with the Commissioner timber aa determined by said scale and markshoulder blade.
of
Lands or his agent hold ing.
Within thirty (30) days after the in, that this land is being purchased for
flesh about 3 inches in diameter was ing l'ublic
this sale, the sum of $25,000.00 in expiration of six
months from the the purpose of grazing and agriculture
(6)
cut out over the heart- - No trace of cash or certified exchange of the char commencement of the cutting on a
n
only; that while the land herein contract-e- d
set forth in paragraph ten of the
for is believed to be essentially
so marked, all timber marked and
the flesh was found.
The butcher acter
of contract
form
below.
uncut shall be measured and estimated by
land, should mineral be discovered
printed
knife with which the terrible deed
the scaler and paid for by the Purchaser. thereon it is expressly understood and
was committed, was an ordinary one. The successful bidder will be required No deduction for defective timber or logs agreed that this contract is baaed upon
execute the following contract on or shall be made in scaling or settlement.
the express condition that the minerals
hut it had beeji sharpened with a to
1V1B.
therein shall be and are reserved to Ibe
file until it was sharp as a razor. before October 1st,
7. Nothing herein contained shall operate fund or institution to which the land beThe oldest boy about IS was plowing
CONTRACT
to prevent the Commissioner from order longs, together with right of way to tne
in ir at his exndnse a scale of the
in a near by field, two girls between
timber Commissioner, or any one acting under
THIS AGREEMENT
made and entered on any section or more, and. upon a scale mi authority, to at any and all time
7 and 15 were at the wind mill get- into
in duplicate this
move upon said land and mine and re
ihe
beinoso
ordered
and
Purchaicr
made,
day
of
ting) a bucket of water. The young, 1918. by and shall pay on the basis of the scale and ' move
the minerals t herefrom without let
or hindrance.
But no reservation of min
est boy, seven years old was sup- between the State of New Mexico, acting not on the basis of the cruise.
erals shall be made in deeds given under
by and through Robert P. Ervien, its Comin
be
to
house
but
he
the
had
posed
missioner of Public Lands thereunto duly
of
terms
the
this
contract for lands not
The
Commissioner
shall
designate by known
little to say.
authorised party of the first part and markings the timber to be cut
to contain minerals in paying
when set
a,Mr. Henricks,
is to be made on the basis of quantities at the time of the execution of
bricklayer by hereinafter called the Commissioner, and tletnent
I arauraoh six (6). and all ol such umber such deeds.
oy trade, was in lexas working and party of the second
part, and hereinaftei shall be paid for by the Purchaser whether
was immediately notified. The wom- called
the Purchaser.
AND
IT IS EXPRESSLY UNDERSTOOD
cut or not cut.
AGREED by and between the parties' herean is supposed to be crazy and has
WITNESSETH:
conthat
time
is
8.
to
of
essence
the
The
word
this
in
"section'
as
used
this
been thought!, demented
by the
shall be construed to mean all tract, and that If default is made by the
contract.
1.
That for and iu consideration of the ol the land in any one section which n purchaser in any of the payments as prone'ghbors for some time.
sum of
owned by the State, whether a full sec vided herein, or if any of the conditions
and agreements set out herein are aot
Dollars, cash in hand, being ten per cent tion or otherwise.
of the tidal purchase price of the lands
truly kept and performed by the said
(not including the timber) described in
The word "stumpage" as used in thi purchaser at the time and in the manner
Schedule "A" attached hereto, comprising agreement, shall be construed to mean Ihe as herein provided, then this contract can
acres at
amount of timber in board feet, determin and may be cancelled at the option of the
per acre, but at a price of not less than ed by cruise, scale, or estimate, as pro Commissioner, and all payments, with inihree Dollars and Fifteen Cents ($3. Is) vided fur herein.
terest, shall become liquidated damages, upon failure of the purchaser to comply with
per acre, and in further consideration of
the agreement to pay the remaining ninety
9.
The purchaser shall be entitled to thirty days' notice of intention to cancel
(90) per cent of the said purchase price
of the lands cover- mailed to the address given herein, and
receive a det d for
with interest at the rate of four (4) per ed by this contract! any
all rights of the purchaser to acquire the
cent on all deferred payments in advance
above land shall cease, and his rights in
in the following
described manner:
When payment in full for all lands and thereto end, and the Commissioner
a.
a.
Interest at four (4) per cent per an- and ail iiiutHr shall have heen made
shall be entitled to immediate and exclunum to be paid at the date of the delivery provided for herein; but the Purchaser shall sive
of the herein deirrihed
posst-ssioof this contract, upon the unpaid ninety have the
to repossess and enjoy as though
of
full
pnmiscs
privilege
making
CXJ)
per cent of the tun:iase once of the at any time fur all the lands and payment
timber. this contract had never been made.
lands, up to and uicluding December 311, and shall l hereupon receive a deed in fee
tJl- IT IS FURTHER UNDERSTOOD
i
AND
simple ur such lands and timber,
J-Mthat possession to lands herein
AGREED,
On January 1st, 1919, interest to be
b.
for
and
b.
held
Al
contracted
under
timr
after
tlir
ilate
o( this
any
existing
'
paid at the same rate fur ihe year end- - agrecmrnl llir I'urihasir shall be f mill., leases at the dale hereof, do not come
i n if
December 31st. VA'J. on the said unnaid lo a
for all of l lie
owned hy into the possf ssiiiti of the nurchaser unii)
Stiile
October
Ihe
purchase money.
in any one township affected by
1st, following date hereof.
ihih
in,n full n....,n, I...
iw ..
On January 1st, 1' JO.
i'
th an.l i,,,.., r in
(Signatures, etc.)
of the unpaid purcnase money shall
be paid and alo inn-resSale No. 1223
c.
al the said
Al
lime after the date of this
S3, Sec. 20; All of rate upon Ihe remaining unpaid purchase aureement, any
R. 14 W..
32, 34: T. 11 N
the i'urrhas, r shall be entitled tions 2S,
jrice
t.i a deed for any number of outlying All of Sections 2, 4. 10. 12. 14. 22. 24. 26:
Sec.
W; K3,
T. 11 N.. R. 15
or sections iorminii
'sections,
SVJi,
exu
n.,r
U.
In like manner thereafter on January I, ,umlaries of ihe lands described her, in. W , cnntninniK t!L" acres.
No bid on this
1st of each year until the total purchane if selection
tract will be accepted for less than $3.15
shall be made l,y th.
shall have been paid, the payment chaser wi as to clean up a line of bound-o- f per acre, to be pan! ns provided in para01
These
ninety ('All per ary sections running iiast and West or graph one of the above contract.
ctnl of ihe said purchase price, together North mi South,
as tunhcr
thus: lands are referred to in paragraph 12 of
with interest on the unpaid portions o( for instance ui Township 12 explained
bche-iuliiani
as
contract
li
lands.
Ranue
North,
the same at lour (4) per cent per an- - 12 West, the Purchaser must select lirst
num shall be paid.
All of Set
either sections 12 and 24 or 1. 4, and 6. Sale No. 1224
S,, Sec. 2; All
The Purchaser agrees lo select, il any.
of Sec
E'4. Sec. 6: S'A. Sec.
All Davments on Ihe uurchase nrice nf Ihe mtilvinu row ,,f
.l .in
32; T. 11 N., R. 13 W.,
r.rE,
NEK. NtfSE'4,
lands or limber herein provided for, and later to select those sections adjacent and S c. 2; T. 11 N R. 14 V., SV, NWjJf
interest thereon remaining due and un- - lying nexl toward the center of ihe town-paiaec. t; nytiwA,
wy,
shall bear interest at the rate ol ship.
Hut no deed (or such lands shall NV.tfSK;, Sec. 8; All ofawj(iNtj,
Sec. IS; SWkl,
on, (1) per cenl per month and the Pur- - ' lie given by the Commissioner until all Sec 21); EY,, NJ4.VVVJ, SWNWtf,
chaser shall be considered to be in de. of such sections and ihe limber thereon 28; All of Sec. 30; W',, Sec. 32; NNWtf,
fault of this contract upon failure to pay shall have been paid for in full, as herein SEKNWH, SWXSW& SEtf. Sec. 34; T. 12
N.. R. 14 W.. All of Sections 4, 10; T.
any or all of the sums due for lands or provided,
12 N., R. 15
umber or interest thereon under the terms
V.t All of Sec 32; T. . 13
14
10.
Before thi. contract is delivered
hereol, alter thirty days' notice ol same
SW'A, Sec. 26, T. 13 fCf
W., N
No bid
hy registered mail; bul no notice of monlh- - the Purchaser agrees to deposit with the 15 VV., containing 8068.80 acres.
ly payments for timber, as provided for Commissioner, as
for the faith- - will be accepted for less than $3.15 per
guarantee
'arairranh Fiv
(5) hereof, .hall be ful performance of sll and sintrutnr the acre, to be paid as provided in paragraph
than making good in this time
term s hereof, a check in t he surf of one of the above contract.
given or required.
Twenty-FivThousand Dollars (525,000.),
of stress.
AND IN FURTHER CONSIDERATION
Sale No. 1725
All of Sec. 12;
.if certified by
national bank, or banks, in
Sec,
the covenants, agreements and conditions the State of New Mexico,
Sec. 22; E,, SW,
each of which 14t SWK, Sec. 20;
are setting new milehereinafter set out to be kept and per- shall have a capital paid in of not less Sec 24; E'JE'f, SWSEg. SEtfSWtf,
Sec.
formed Uy the Purchaser, the Commission
than Fifty Thousand Dollars
Sec. 28; All
with 26; NWHXWH, 10 SNWH,
age records establishing new
er agrees to convey by a good and suf- a surplus of not less than($50,000.,
R 12 W., Alt of
N
a
one-hal- f
of of Sec. 30; T.
ficient
deed
to
the
said
the
paid-uthe
V, 14, 18; N& Sec. 20; All of SecPurchaser,
but the Purchaser
of
capital;
lands described in Schedule "A" attached may substitute at any time in lieu of tions 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 34, T. 10 N., R. 13 '
service
W.. All of Sec. 2; E4, Sec. 4; All of Sechereto, when paid for in full as herein such certified check Twenty-Fiv- e
Thousand Dollars
provided.
S:5.00U.), of United States Gov- - tions 10, 12, 14; K,, Sec. 22; All of
economy by reducing
26. T. 12 N.. K. 14 W.. All of Sec. 36;
ernmrnt Bonds.
bonds
will
Only
coupon
at
oxers
tn n
'The Purchaser
be acceptable, but the Purchaser shall be T. 13 N., R. 14 W., containing
13,770.93
cost per mile.
ine rate of not less than Two Dollars entitled to the interest on such bonds as crei- - The timber on this tract has been
and
Cents ($2.15) per thousand fert it accrues.
sou out noi cut over. io bid will be acThere is a United States Tire
board measure tor all timber of Western
cepted for less than S3.15 per acre, to be
Yellow Pine and other species standing and
The Commissioner shall hold such de- paid as provided in paragraph one of the
for every car passenger or
growing on the said Lands, the amount posit and upon default of the Purchaser above form of contract,
of stumpage of such timber to be as- in the performance of
commercial and every conany of the terms
certained as hereinafter provided.
of this contract, said sura of Twenty-Fiv- e
The successful bidder will be required to
dition of motorinf.
Thousand Dollars ((25,000.) shall inure to pay for the advertising and all costs inX
Not test than ninety (90) days be- the ante of New Mexico as liquidated cidental to the sale herein.
The nearest United States
fore the Purchaser shall desire to com- damages.
And it . is
expressly
mence cutting the timber upon any of the agreed that the amount ofhereby
which
Any improvements existing on the land
Sales and Service Depot dealer
lands covered by this contract, it shall shall accrue to the State ofdamages
New Mexico at the time of the first publication of
give the Commissioner notice of its in- by virtue ol a breach of this contract this notice shall be paid for by the sucwill cheerfully aid you in
cessful bidder.
tention, together with a legal description by the furchaser ahall. and tht um
of the section from which it wishes to herebT dcclarrrf tn tw. the
nf Tai.nt.
fitting the right tire to your
remove the timber and upon receipt of Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000.), and upon
All outstanding leases on lands sold will
needs.
hall cause i such breach this contract shall terminate. be cancelled on October 1, 1918, .nd posnut ss.se l lit .MII in BBIUIirr
cruise to be made of the designated epon faithful compliance with the terms session will be given the successful bidlards, by a timber cruiser
pointed by of thi. contract asid deposit .hall be re- - ders on that date.
him. who shsll mske his cruise and ea lumen to ine party ol .the second
part
at the expiration of the
The .hove asle of land. i. .object to
curate, .inctlv according to th
covered
hereof.
The .mount of timber shown to by the life oi thi. contract. period
valid existing rights, easements, right, of
Be on the land, by these cruise,
way and reservations.
(subjei--t
t the condition, hereinafter recited) shall
The Purchaser
assign the contract
be the basis for psyment for the timber for the purchase ai.y
The Commissioner of PuMie Land, of
of land, in whole or in
covered by this contract.
The time of part, but no assignment of the same .hall New Mexico reserve, the right to reject
Pii T I f J I fcv
be sn.de for land, in any township an- any and all bids offered at aaid sale.
mnm. ra.
notice provided (or herein, however, may tes, all of the land, in such township
Ke changed when necessary and
Witness mv hand and the official smI
and covered by this contract be includby agree-meof the parlies.
of the State Land Office of the State
ed therein.
Mexico,
ofKcw
thi. lib day of May,
The Commissioner agree, to appoint an
A. long a. the Purchsser s4istl
IL
and
eaperienced
mutually
satisfactory observe the covenants herein agreed by it
'
who
shall be competent to to be performed, it .hall have .nd enjoy
OUT. T. ERViEN.
woodsman,
cruise the timber covered by this con the right to occupy nnd use satd lands.
Coeasaissvoncr
of Public Land, of th. .
tract, toward, whnne eomnenaatioM
th. And the Pnrcnanpr .hall have aoJ Mfcnw
Stste of Mew Mexico.
Purchaser will pay to the (Male Seventy-Fiv- e nil right, of way privilege, necessary and Pint TSfMirntion Mae IT lata
Dollar. (VVR. per saoata.
fasch caavcaicat sat sagging
pargs.in, awes', ay1 Last tsUicaitoa August 2, let.

u.f

;?

r-- ,.

t

purposes. And this contract is issaed subject 10 all valid eaisiing righis, easements,
right, ol way and reservations,

f

Vsec.

r

Cut out that oxtr. daily luxury
and buy a Thrift Stamp. A quarter
a day from those who throw that
much away would mean many mil- lion, toward victory.

jq

BENT

ranch-voter,-

A KIND WORD- -

EFFICIENCY

The New York Board of Trade
nd Transportation baa taken the
lead in a strenuous effort to indue
Congress to defeat an amendment
to certain legislation now pending,
which seeks to prevent employes on
Various government work from re-- J
ceiving premiums, bonuses, or otherspecial rewards for extraordinary efficiency. or special accomplishment such government work The effeet of the amendment would be to
hold the more worthy, efficient anJ
patriotic laborers down to the level
- ordinary, or incompetent
-iiiwb - . :n.j
vnei, hum .i.
tion to accomplish greater results.
This New York Board says, "It
is treasonable to the extent that it
will give aid and comfort to the
enemy by hampering efficiency and
diminishing the output of the material imperatively needed to supply
our army and navy with the means
with which to fight."

j

par year

AND

We have been told (not confidenNEW MEXICO
tially either) that the old fight in
of Colfax
rank
the Democratic
county, which- hai disrupted the
NEWS REVIEW
party, tore it from a to ism, rent
it in twain, twisted and bent it until many of the old line Democrats
wouldn't know it if them met it on
(Continued from page one.)
the public hifthway, is to be revived, resusticated, put on its feet, tick- route which will begin the first of
led in the ribs, given the glad hand July between Shiprock and Gallup.
and encouraged to stir up things White trucks and trailers will be
again. At present there are no oth- Franklin cars for the regular trips,
er indications, the sky is not clear, used for the heavy service- and
and the low rumbling heard, resem- The outlay represents several thoubling deep growls, is that of discon- sand dollars.
tent, or in other discordant notes
over improper division of the pie. Bought CM Head of Cattle
J. A. Minner, of Hesperus, bought
With a revival of the unpleasantness
which has existed for several years! 600 head of cattle from Fields and
many of the Democrats will be found .Moss, of San Juan county and has
in the column of the "independent driven them to his Colorado
some stay at home and the
devil only knows about the rest. One Bright Hopes and Prosperity
man dictation (rampant and vindic-- ;
New well "Spudded" about 500 people
ative at that) has never been a sue- - recently witnessed the priliminaries of
the big oil drive when the Mesa Veriu...a.i
de Oil Co., began "spudding in" at
the well at Flora Vista, on which
PERHAPS
NOT PRACTICAL?
many bright hopes for future pros
forty-eigSamuel Rea left school
perity and wealthare based.
livand
his
began to earn
years ago
a
a
ln8
SAN MIGUEL
J1""" employee in ine enginr...K
ucpdr.im.iu o, .c ".insy.-o- n
van.a Railroad. He worked up through
Pinto Beans
var,"s positions unfl. five years Sampled
Last week at the Ilfeld wholesale
aRO. he became president of the road,
Las Vegas, they were samhouse
at
a post m which he has been continu-- f
ed bv. neconf 'e.nc.c. of ,h.e more pling canned Pinto beans, which were
tnan iuu.uuu stocKiioiacrs who own found on a par with any canned
the property and in which he has beans on the market. The New Mexof ico farmer will have no trouble in
hd th aspect and
the thousands of employees
who disposing of any quantity of beans
have made 'the Pennsylvania
the he may raise.
premeir railroad of the world. He is
now summarily
removed from his Summer Students Arriving
This year all indications point to
as operating head of his
position
nr n:vn
;i ...... .1 i...
onie of the busiest summer terms
a, McAdo0j who has given n0 reason ever known to the Normal faculty.
or hjs
course Mr Rea ;s Students are arriving every day, and
Qne of ,he best ,aiIroad operators from reports the enrollment will exthe Unjted s,a,es or jn ,he wor,d ceed any previous one.
for that. mater. He particularly
his own railroad system,.
knows
UNION
knows
f railroad prcs-as Qne
dcnt jn New Enand once said of
Ax
tne road winch tie managed, as a Crushes Head With
Juan Lopez, a Portugese about 40
man knows his bedroom in the dark."
y
fore
old, and
jet his road, his stockholders, the years
man of the Abbott ranch at Mt.
country, even are suddenly and wilh- Dora, was a victim of a most gruec tit
warning deprived of li i s services.
It is intended, maybe, to demonstrate some murder which tooplace a few
Mr. McAdoo's power.' Let us hope days ago by which Ins skull was
rrush with an ax. His brains were
it will not also demonstrate his
scattered all around where he was
found in the corral.
Fifty-eigdollars had been stolen
War prices can never be low. In from
him, the pocket of his pants
buying food, remember this: It is was rut
out, and together .with the
wheat, not money, that we must save handkerchief
in which the money was
to win the victory. Indiana Bulletin.
wrapped was found, buried near
where the corpse was found.
Three men have been arrested and
taken to Clayton for a bearing, two
occupied the same bunk house at
the Abbott ranch with him.
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Responsibility

i ours ana
National necessity has put a
new responsibility on every
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motorist.

Utmost service is demanded
the highest usefulness of
yourself and your car.
Service and economy are
your only considerations.

Our responsibility goes

hand in hand with yours.
As the largest rubber manufacturer in the world, it is
our duty to supply you with
tires of unfaiiing reliability
and extreme mileage.
United States Tires are more
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standards
continuous
effecting greater
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United States Tires
arc Good Tires
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TATE

NEW MEXICO
SALE

PUBLIC LAND

ROOSEVELT COUNTY
Ulllce

i umnussluncr

the

I

Land.

uu

Peblii

ol

He, New Meaice.

Notice it hereby (riven
ht punu.nl
to the provisions of an Art of
approved June 20th. 1910. the law endof the
rale
Nrw
and
Mexico,
Slate of
the
nf the State Land Office,
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer
acle . to the highest bidder
I public
o clock A. M on weaneaoay, junc
at
161 h, 19M in the town of Portales.
County
of New Mexico, in front
at Rooacvelt,
. State
L.
- ha Inllnvrmv
m
BI .1
inc ran. wiwawG
described tracta of land, vis:

,...

-

SH. Sec. 3; SyS, WNyj,
Sato Na. 1144
Sec. 7; All of Sec 6; All of See. 9i Lot.
SysNWK. SWK; Sec 10; T. I S.
There
R. J7 E., containing 2473.12 acre.

UU

re ao improvements
NX, See. 18; W4. NWH.
Sato Na. Il
Sec. 21; EKSWtf. Sec.
Sec, Ml EXSEM,
JJ T. 4 S.R. JO E., NEJ, Sec. 9; T. 5
S.. R. 30 E., containing 1117.01 acre.. The
contiat of well and fencing,
improvements
value $220.01
,
No bid on the above described tract,
will
be
of land
accepted for lea. than
($5.00)
FIVE DOLLARS
per acre which
la the appraiaed value thereof and in
thereto the auccea.ful bidder mu.t
pay for the Improvement, that exist on
the land.

-

All of Sec. 16; T. 4 N., R.

Sato No. 1147

E., containing 640 acrea, The improve-sen- t
con.i.t of corral, well, tank and
fencing, value $1015.00. No bid accepted for
thia land for leaa than 110.00.
Sato Na. 1141
NEK, SWK. See. 16; T.
The
5 S., R. 37 E., containing 320 acre..
improvement, con.i.t of fencing, valuefor $225.-0lea.
No bid accepted for thia land
than $10.00.
10

-

Each of the

be offered

The
feet

vis:

for

above

ove deacrlbed tracta will
tale separately.
.ale

of

will

landa

iu valid ending rights, astral eats, right, c4 Cor the Santa Ft and Grant County
Kail road Bond Fund.
Tkwra nra m inv
way., and reservation a.
ta.
provi
The Commissioner ot Public Lands or
So bids on i he abuvt described tracts
hia agent holding such sale reserves the
for lest than
right to reject any and all bids oiler, .ia of land will U attt-ptrFIVE DOLLARS ($5.00) per acre, which
Posaession under contract
at said sale,
of sale for the above deacribed tracts will is the .ppraisrd valu ihrrrul ' ind in aU
be given on or 'before October first, 191$. dition I here to the successful bidder snuat
pay fr ihr iptprnvrmrnis that exist on
Witness my hand and the official aval the land.
Land Office ol the Stair of
of thr Stat
All of Sec J6; T. 7 S.,
Sato No. 121T
New Mexico, thia Ninth day of April, 191$.
R. 30 E., containing 640.00 acres.
The imconsist of well and windmill,
ROBT. P. ERVIEN.
provements,
No
value
$300.00.
on
bid
this tract of land
Commissioner of Public Lands,-Ststof New .Mexico. will be accepted for leas than $10.00 per
acre
First Publication April 12, 1911
Last Publication Jnae 14, 191$.
All of Sec. W; T. 6 8.,
Sato K.o. UI8
R. 31 E., containing 640.00 acres.
The im- nf fencing, value $75.00.
consist
Rrovemrnts
of
will
land
this
be acMEXICO
tract
STATE OF NEW
cepted for less than $10.00 per acre.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Sato No. I2
NN'yi. SSH. SEMNE),
NEMSEla. Sec. 16: T. 11 S.. R. 24 ftC con.
PUBUC LANL-- SALE
The improvements
taining 400.00 acres.
consist of fencing, valre 8225.04 No bid
LEA COUNTY
t
on this tract of land will be accepted for
of
Office
the Commissioner of Public less than $20.00 per sere.
Lands,
bach ol the above di scribed tracts will
Ssnta Fe, New Mexico.
be offered for sale separately.
Notice ia hereby given that pursuaa'
The above sale ol land will be subject
to the provisions of sn Act of Congress
and conditions,
approved June 20, 1910, lews of the to thr follow innfor terms
land selected for the
Excrpt
Slate ol Net Mexico and the rules aac via.:
the Sams Fe and (irant touniy Railroad Bond
regulations of the Stste Lend Office,
Commissioner of Public Lands will offei Fund, the successful bidder must pay to
he Commissioner of Public Landt or his
at public sale, to the higheat bidder, a'
of
nine o'clock A. M. on Saturday, June 29th, agent holding such sale,
he price ottered by him lor i he land,
1918, in the town of Lovington,
County ifour
per cent cent interest in advance for
of Lea, State of New Mexico, in front of
the court house therein the following des- i he balance of such purchase price, fees
tor advertising and appraisement and all
cribed tract of lead, vis:
costs incidental to the sale herein, each
Sri Sec. I; NEX. SWX ind all of sad amounts must b- deposit
Sato Na. 114$
m cash or certified exchange at the
Sec. II; EJ4EK Sec. 12; NWX Sec. 13; S
Sec. 14, T. 15 S.. R. 35 E., NyS Sec. 2, T. time of sale and which said amount s and
.ill of them are subject to forfeiture to the
if
the successful
Mexico,
The improvement's consist of fencing, vslue State ofdoesNew
r
withnot
a contrail
bidder
$600.00.
in thirty days after it hat hern mail-- d
t
o
him
he
Land
Mfice,
Slate
taid
by
14
StfSWX Sec. 34. T.
Sale No. I1M
contract to provide thai the purchaser
S..R. 3b E.. WX Sec. 2; Lots 3, 4, StfNEX.
of
his
make
ai
not
may
T.
option
Sec.
All
of
payments
11,
SEft Sec. 3; NX Sec. 10;
of ninety ftve per
IS S., R. 36 E., SEX, StfSWX Sec. 25; SX less than
of the purchase
cent
at
time
any
Sec.
Sec.
SEX
SX
price
27;
WX.
26;
SEtf, SWX
the sale and prior to the expiration
Sec. 28; EX. SXSWX Sec. 29; All ol Sec. aftrr
f thirty years from the date ot the con
32; EXNEX, NEMSEM, S'ASH Sec. 33; All
and tn provide for the paymmt of
'rart
of Sec. 34; All of Sec. 35; All of Sec. 36.
T. 16 S., R. 36 E- - NEX. SEXNWX, SV, any unpaid balance at the expirationcon-of
years from the date of the
thirty
37
Sec.
of
16
R.
All
S.
T.
Sec. 31,
E.,
I;
on deferred payments
All of Sec. 2; EM, Lots 1, 2, SEtfNWX. tract with interest
the
at
rate of four per cent per annum
Sec.
Lota
3,
4,
3;
KSWJj, SEXSWX Sec.
on
in
advance
the anniveraary of
payable
4; All of Sec. the date of. the
SEXNWX, E4, SWK
contract, partial payments
9810.31
5. T. 17 S.. R. 36 E.. containing
on
be
the
to
credited
anniversary
3
acres. The improvements consist of wells, date of the contract next followingof the
the
windmills, tank and fencing, vslue $2300.00. date of tender.
EH Sec. 17; All of Sec.
Sale No. 1111
tor the Ssnta
Sec. FeTheand sale of land selected
18; All of Sec. 19; SWS4 Sec. 20; SW
(.irant County Railroad Bond Fund
21; NW'4 Sec. 29; ti'i Sec. 30, T. 16 S.. will be
above
the
to
terms snd
R. 35 E., containing 2388.38 acres.
The im- conditionssubject
except tnar tne succetttui Did
provements consist of fencing, vslue $450.00. der mutt nay in caah or certified ex
of
at the time of tale
NWX Sec. 22 WVSEJ4 change
Sale No. I1S1
the purchase price offered by him for
Sec. 35. T. 16
Sc. '7: EV4 Sec. 34: S'S
tour
ad
land
cent
per
in
interrtt
960.00
R.
35 E. containing
acres. There the
vance for the balance of such purchase
are no improvements.
price and will be required to execute a
contract
tor tne payment oi inSale No. 1153
such
SSWtf Sec. 13; NEtf balance providing
of
it
price
purchase
SEX Sic. 14; SEX Sec. 15; f.
NHNW, thirty equal annual instalments
with in
at tlv
SiSWX, Section 22; NJ4NEX. SWXNEX, terest on all deferred paynit-ni23; rate of four per rent
Section
NWXSEJ4
W, SV4SEX,
pr anouro ttt so
NJ4NS-4- .
SASH, SEXNEX. NEXSEX, Sec. vance, payments and interest due on Oct1
24; NEX, NtfNWX Sic. 25; Nj.NEX, NWJj ber 1st, of each year.
Sec. 26; Hy, Sec. 27, T. 16 S., K. 36 E..
Lot 4, Sec. 18; Lots 1, 2. SEXNW'X. SWX
The above tale ot land v ill he subjei
NEX. S!-- i Sec. 19; NEX Sec. 20; N'A. SEX, ti valid existing rights, easements, right
Sic. 30, T. 16 S., R. 37 E., con- of way and reservations.
.,SVX
taining 3843.22 acres. The improvements
consist ot fencing, value $875.00,
The Commissioner of Public Lands o
such sale reserves th
his agent holding
Sale No. 1154
S", Sec. 10; All of Sec. riht to rfject any and all bids offerer
NEX at said tale.
14; All of Sec. 16: W, Sec. 27;
of

rOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

be

aub

to the following term, and condition,

-

j

-

'

-

-

N.

$150.00.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PUBLIC LAND SALE
DE

of
Landa

Office

BACA

COUNTY

Commissioner

the

Santa

Fe,

of

improvements that exist on the land.
Each of the above described tracts o
Public land will be off cited for sale separate

New Mexico.

Notice is hereby given that purauant
to the proviaiona of an Act of Congress,
June 20th, 1910, the laws of the
Spproved New Mexico and the rules and
regulations of the Slate Land Office, the
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer
at
at public sale to the highest bidder25tli.
Tuesday, June
nine o'clock A. M., ofon Ft.
Sumner, County
1918, in the town
of De Baca, State of New Mexico, in front
of the court house therein, the following
described tracta of land, viz:

-

No bid on the above described tracts
land will be accepted for lets than Five
Dntlara f&.OO. Act acre, whicii is the ap
praiaed value thereof, and in addition thereto the successful bidder must pay for the
of

STATE OF NEW MEXICO

SWK, Sec. 25; S'A Sec.
Sale Mo. 1142
Sec. 2S;
26;
NJiSEU, SWJ4 Sec. 27;
SHSVS Sec. 32; All of Sec. 3.1; NWK. SE'4.
NK!4
NWtfNEK.
Sec.
34;
SWNEJa.
E'4E!5, .
35; All of Sec.
NWK, W.NWJ4, SVVJ4
Sec. 21; All of
36 T. 1 N., R. 25 E.i SE
Sic. 28; NEK, WVjSWM, SkSSEJL Sec. 29;
All nf See. .VI; All nf Sec. 31; All of Sec.1
32; K'A, WSSJ4, SWtfSWK Sec. 33; T
10; SASIM
N., R. 26 E., Lots 1, 3, 4,

S',

Sec. 2; Lots 1; 2; 7; 8; 9; :j; 11 Sec. 3;
N'4-SESec. 10; Ni'jSW'4
NEK Sec.
Sec. 11; NEKNWK, SWKNWK Sec. 25;
Sec. 34; T. 1 S., R.
NW'4NE, ofS'ANE,
Sec. 5; Lots 1, 2; 3; 4; 8; 9;
25 E., All
R. 26
10. 11. 14. SEKSWK Sec. 6, T. 1 S
E.. containing 8572.44 acres. The improve-

';

The above sale of lands will be subject
terms and conditions
to the following
via:
The successful bidder must pay to the
Commissioner of Public lands, or his agent
of the
such sale,
hoUiing
price offered by him for ttiofor land, foui
the bal
per cent interest in advance
of such purchase
ance
price, the fee
anr
and appraisement
for
advertising
to the sale herein, anr
all costs mcuk-nta-l
each and all of said amounts must b
deposited in cash or certified exchangr
at the time of tale, and which said amount!
and ah of them are subject to forieiiurr
tu the State of New Mexico if the sue
ccssful bidder docs not execute a con
tract within tlurty days after it has beer
mai!cd to him by the State Land Office
to provide th.it the purchase,
said
may at his option make payments of noi
oi ninety-five
pet
less than
cent of the purchase price at any time aftet
ihe sale ana prior to the expiration oi
anr.
thirty years from date of the contract,
to provide lor the payment oi any un
paid balance at the expiration of thirt
years from the date of the contract, witt
in i crest on iltterrcl payment t at the ran
of four per cent per annum payable it
advance on the anniversary of the dat
of contract, partial payment t to be credit
ot the date ot
ed on the anniversary
contract next following the date of tend
er.

ments consist of fencing, value $2481.25.
No bid on the above described tracts
of land will be accepted for less than
FIVE DOLLARS ($5.00) per acre, avhich is
the appraised value thereof and in adThe above sale of lands will be subject
dition thereto th'e successful bidder must to valid existing rights, easements, right
on
exist
that
the
for
of way and reservations.
improvements
pay
the land.
The Commissioner ol Public Landa "Ot
SWJ4
NJ4NWK,
Sale No. HO
his agent holding such sale reserves thr
NWK. WKSWtf, SEKSWK. SWJ4SEK Sec. right to reject any and all bids offeree
J2, T. 3 N-- , R. 28 E.. containing 360 acres. at said sale.
The improvemente couaist of fencing, value
(15.00.
Possession under contracts of sale foi
the above described tracts will be. giver
No bid on the above described tract of on or before October 1st, 1918.
Isnd will he accepted for less than Ten
Dollars ($10.00) per sere, which is the
Witness my hand and the official teal
value thereof and in addition there- of the State Land Office of the Siate o
to the auccessful bidder must pay for the New Mexico, this Ninth day of April, 1918.
improvements that exist on the land.
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Each of the above described tracts will
Commissioner of Public Lands,
be offered for sale separately.
Stste of New Mexico
First Publication April 12, 1918.
The above sale of land will be subject Last
14, 1911
Publication
June
and conditions,
terms
to the following
v

-

wis;

The successful bidder must pay to the
Commissioner of Public Lands or his agent
of the
holding such sale,him for
the land, four
price offered by
the balper cent intereat in advance for
ance of auch purchaae price, fees for advertising and appraisement and all coats
incidental to the sale herein, esch and all
of said amounta must be deposited in cash
or certified exchange at the time of sale
and which said amounts snd all of them
are subject to forfeiture to the Stste of
New Mexico, if the successful bidder does
aot execute a contract within thirty days
after it has been mailed to him by the
State Land Office, said contract to provide that the purchaaer may at his option
not less thsa
snake
payments tf
of ninety-fiv- e
per cent of the purchase price at any time after the aale
and prior to the expiration of thirty years
from date of the contract, and to provide
for the payment of any unpaid balance at
the expiration of thirty yeara from the
data of the contract with interest on
pavtneni. at 'he rate ot lour per,
cent per annum, payable in advance on
the nnniverssry ot the date of contract,
partial payment to be credited on the nnof the dste of the contract .next
niverssry the
date of tender.
following
The above into of toads win be subject

The above sale of land will be subject
to valid existing rights, easements, rights
of way an d reservations.
The Commissioner of Public Lands or
his agent holding such sale reserves the
right to reject any and all bids offered
at said ssle.
Possession under contracts of sale for
the above described tracts will be given
October 1st, 1918.

on or before

Witness my hand and the official sesl
of the State Land Office of the State of
New Mexico,
this twenty-sevent- h
day of
1911.

April,

-

for the Santa
Except for landa aelected
Grant Count v R. R. Bond Fund.
the euccc.ful bidder mu.t pay to the
Commiaaioner of Public Land., or hia agent
v. ....
Bum vaic,
oiums:
price offered by him for the lat.d, four
the
balance
for
in
advance
intereat
cent
per
ac .BCD nurena.c privc, inc
all
and
coat.
aad
appraiaemeat
verti.ing
Incidental to the sale herein, aad each and
all of said amounta mu.t be deposited in
aaati nr e.rtitied exchanee at the time ot
sale, and which said amounta and all of
tftem are suDject to torieiiure to ine m.ir
I New Mexico if the successful bidder does
aot execute a contract within thirty dsys
after it ha. beer mailed to him by the
State Land Office, aaid contract to provide
that the purchaaer may at hia option make
paymenta ot not tea. man
of ninety-fiv- e
per cent of the purchase
price at any time after" the tale and prior
to the expir tion of thirty year, from date
af the contract, and to provide for thr
at the expayment of any unpaid balance the
date ol
piration of thirtv year. Irom on
deferred
the contract, with inlere.t
payment, at the rate of four onper thecent per
annum payable in advance
of the date of contract partial pay
menta to be credited on the anniversary
of the date of the contract next following
the date of tender.
Sec. 28; S'A Sec. 29; S'i Sec. 30; All ol
33, T.
Sic. 31; All of Sec. 32; W', c.
The .ale of lends selected for the Santa 16 S., R. 35 E., NViSEX. SEXSEX Sec. 19;
R.
Bond
R.
Fund
Fe snd Grant County
Sec. 29; S'jSyi, S'A, NEX NEX
XJ4NWX
will be suliject to the above term, and Sec. 30; AH of Sec. 31, T. 16 S., K. 36 E.,
condition, except that the successful bidder All of Sec. 2; All of Sec. 3; All of Sec.
must pay in cash or certified exchange ai 4; All of Sec. 5; All of Sec. 6; All of Sec.
of the purchase 7; All of Sic. 8; All of Sec. 9; W'i, W'A
the time of sale
price offered by him for the land, four NEX, SEX Sec. 10; EX. SWX. El,NWX
for he balance Sec. 11; N'A Sec, IS; All of Sec. 16; N'2
advance
in
interest
cent
per
of such purchase price and will be
Sec. 18, T. 17 S., R. 35 E containing 13466.59
to execute a contract providing for acres. The improvements consist of 3 wells
the payment of the balance ot such put and windmills and fencing, value $5000.00
u
chase price in thirty equal annual instalH'A, SWX Sec. 29, T
ments, with interest on all deferred paySale No. li
ments at the rate of four per cent per l s P 17 V all nf Sec. 2: All of Sec.
annum in advance, paymenta and intereat 9; NWX Sec. 10. T. 17 S.. R. 37 E condue on October 1st of each year.
taining 1924.76 acrea. The improvements
consist of fencing, vslue $900.00.
The above sale of lands will be subject
All of Sec. 1; Syi, SEX
to valid existing rights, easements, right,
Sale No. I1S
of way and reservations.
EH1SWX. Sec. 2; NWX. WjSWX, Sec. 3;
EA Sec. 4; Lots 2. 3, 4; SEXSWX Sec. 7;
The Commii.loner of Public Lead, or SaNEX. NWX, NXSWX, NXSEX, SEX
the SEX Sic. 10; SWXNWX. WtfSWX Sec. 11,
bi. agent holding such .ale reservesoffered
NEX, NJ4NWJ4, SEXNWJd, Sec. 12; Wfc
right to reject any and all bids
at said sale.
SWX, Sec. 20, T. 19 S., R. 35 E., All of
SEX.
Sec. 16; All ot Sec. 17; 20; 21:
Possession under contracts of sale for EXSWX Sec. 27; NX, NEXSEX, SWJSWX
SEXSEX
WSEX.
NK.
the above deacribed tracts will be given Sec.
SWX,
28;
a,
1
c
tn . i .a. 1
an JIf ciICV. tWa
w,
an or before October 1st, 1918.
3CC. in. nit
SWKSE
SEKSWW,
NEtfNW
N
official
sesl
the
and
Sec.
hand
SEHSEW
32;
Sec. 31;
Witness my
NtfSH,
af the State Land Office of the State ; ol NWJ4, SW4NW34. SW5, StfSEtf, Sec. 33;
Sec. 34; T.
SWMSWt
New Mexico, this Ninth dsy of April, 191$. NE4,
EJNWH,
18 S., R. 35 E
All of Sec. 36, T. 18 S.t R
9740.92
The im34
E
acrei.
P.
ERVTEN,
containing
R0BE3T
-provements consist of fencing, vslue $900.00.
Commissioner of Public Lsnds,
Mexico.
State of New
Sec. 21, T.
Ntf. SE
Sal No. 1157
First Publication April 12, 1918.
16 S.t R. 35 K
containing 4K0 acres. Thr
of
Lust Publicstion June 14, 1918.
consist
fencing, value
improvement
Pa and

sure has prfeo In thirty eanal annul In
uslments with Interest on all deferred pay
nents at the rate of four per cent pel
mnum in advance payments and interest
fue on October 1st, of each year.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION

PUBLIC LAND
CHAVES
of

Office

Lands

Commissioner

the

'

SALE

COUNTY
of

Public

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Notice is hereby given that pursuant
to the provisions of an Act of Con-greapproved June 20th, 1910, the lawa of the
State of New Mexico, and rules and regulations of the State Land Office, the
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer
at public sale to the highest bidder at
9 o'clock A. M., on Monday, July 1st. 1918,
in the town of Roswell, County of Chaves,
State of New Mexico,- in front of the court
house therein, the following described tracts
of land, vis:
S

No. 1MI

-

RVSNEK.

SEtfVW. Re.

J; T. 4 S., R. 24 E., containing 120.00 acres.
The Improvements consist of a house, value

$40.00.

Ss

L

t24

-

SEKSWft SKSE. Sec.
Hit
tL 3$ E Lot 10, Sec 30: T.
E containing 15190 acrea, mJcci- -

8aJo No.
S
2$: T.
S

ROBT. P. ERVIEN
Commissioner of Public Lands.
State nf New Mexico

f1"
Lat

fff
Fffr! July

Publication

I

Xt?
1918.

5,

SALE

Commissioner

Public

of

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Notice' Is hereby given that pursuant to
the provisions of an Act ot Congress ap- 20th, 1910, the laws of the
Sroved June
of New Mexico, and rules and regulations of the State Land Office, the Com
missioner of Public Lands will offer at
sale
to the highest bidder at
public
2 ofcloctc P. M., on Thursday,
July 18th.
1918, in the
town of Mora, County of
Mora. State of New Mexico, in front of
the court house therein, the following described trscts of land, vtxi
All of Section 11; W'A
Sato No. 1220
NS, SWUNEtf. SEHNWK, SWM. W'4
SE& Lot 4, Sec. 12; N& SEK, Sec. 13;
FM E'SW'S, Sec. 24; NtfNEjd. E'aNWtf,
Sec. 25; T. 22 N
R. 22 E.. NMSW;4,
RVVXRWM,
Src. I: All of Sections 3. 4, 9,

10. 15, 16; VM. EV4WJ4.
W54NW54. Sec. 21;
Lot 2, ENW& SWJ4NEH.
Sec.
30; T. 22 N., R. 23 E.. All of Sections 20,
21, 22; WVJSEJ
NEWSE. W'St NEK, Sec.
Sec. 24; All of
23; WMNE. NWJ(,
29. 32; SlNVS, S
Sec. 2; T. 23 N
R. 23 E., containing
11548.41 acres.
The
vslue
improvements consist of fencinir.

NWSE.

$1180.00.

Sato No.

Nj4, Sec.

1221

SWtfNEH. WVSNWtf,

10;

SEtfNWX,

T. 22 N.,

R. 25 E., containing
There are no improvements.

NEtfNEM,
Sec. II;

acres.

520

No bid on the above, described tracta of
land will be accepted for lest than FIVE
DOLLARS ' ($5.00)
per acre, which ia the
value thereof and in additioti
appraise))

thereto

the successful bidder must pay
improvement! that exist on the

for the
land.

Each of the above described
be offered for sale separately.

tracts

will

The above sale of land will be subject
to the following terms and conditions,
viz:

The successful bidder must pay to the
Commissioner of Public Lands or his agent
such
sate, one twentieth of the
holding
nv him for the land, four
price offered
cent
interest in advance for the hnlper
Possession under contract nf sale tor th ance of such uprchase price, fees for ad- above descriht-tracta will be given oi vertising and appraisement and all costs
or before October 1st, 1918.
incidental to the sale herein, each and
all of saiil amount I must be deposited in
Witness my hand and the official sea cash or certified exchange at the time
of the State Land Offire of thr Slate o of sate and which taid amounts and all
New Mexico, this 18th day of April, 1918.
of them are suhiect to forfeiture to the
State of New Mexico, if the successful
ROBERT K ERVIEN,
bidder does not execute a contract within
Commissioner of Public Lands of th thirty days after it has been mailed to
State of New Mexico him by the State Land Office, said contract to provide that the purchaser may
First Publication April 19, 1918. .
at his option make payments of not less
Last Publication June 21, 1918.
than one thirtieth of ninety-fivper rent
.
of the purchase price at any time after
the tale and prior to the expiration of
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
thirty years from the date of the contract and to provide for the payment of
FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE
any unpaid balance at the expiration of
thirty years from the date of the conPUBLIC LAND SALE
tract with interest on deferred payments
the rate of four per cent per annum
at
QUAY COUNTY
payable in advance on the anniversary of
of the contract, partial payment
the
of Public to bedate
of the? Commissioner
Office
credited on the anniversary of the
Landa,
of the contract next following the
date
New
Mexico.
Santa Fe,
date of tender.
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to
The above sale of land will he
the provisions of an. Act of Congress ap to valid existing rights, easements, subject
rights
proved June 20th, 1910,and the laws of the of way an dreservations.
rules and reguState of New Mexico,
lations of the State Land Office, the ComThe Commissioner of Public Lands or
missioner of Public Lands will offer at his agent holding such sale reserves the
highest bidder at right to reject any and all bids offered
public sale toM the
on Tuesday, July 16th, at
10 o'clock, A.
said sale.
County
1916, in the town of Tucumcan,
of Quay, State of New Mexico, in front
Possession under contracts of sale for
of the court house therein, the following
the above described tracts will be aiven
described tracts of land, vix:
on or before October 1st, 1918.
N'
WKSWtf. Sec. 13;
Sale No. 1207
Witness my hand and the official seat
Sec. 14; SEtfNEWL Sec. 23; Ni of the State Land Office of the State of
NEJ4NEK,
R. 36 E., Lots New
Sec. 24; T. 17 N
NWV4,
Mexico, this twenty-sevent- h
day of
2, 3, Sec. 7; Lots I, 2, 3, NWJ4. Sec. 18; April, 1918.
T. 17 N., R. 37 E containing 906.82 acres.
There are no improvements.
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Lands of th
Sato No. 1288
SEKSEM, Sec. 3: T.
State of New Mexico
6 N., R. 27 E containing 40 acres. There
First Publication May 3, 1918.
arc no improvements.
Last Publication July 5, 1918.-Sato No. 1ZW
N!,SEJL Sec. 4; W,
SWX, Sec. 10; T. 14 N., R. 35 E.,
160 acres.
are
no
There
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
improve
ments.

-

-

SE,

$157.50.
R.

Sale No.
36

E.,

1211

NEJ4--

containing

Src. 2; T.
160.46

acrs,

N.,

PUBLICATION

PUBLIC LAND
UNION
Irtlice

11

select-

FOR

NOTICE

FM, RWtf. See. 15; All
Sato No. 12M
Sec. 10; T. 16
of Spc. 16; ENEX.
N., R. 34 E
containing 1360 acres. The
of
value
consist
fencing,
improvements

ot

the

SALE

COUNTY

Commissioner

Landt,

S.i ii t a

ed for the Sam a Fe and (.rant County
The improvements
Bond Fund.
Railroad
consist of fencing, value $20.00.

Fe,

of
New

Publu
Mexico.

Notice
ii hereby iriven that pursuant
to the provisions of an Act of Con-sre..(.pruved June 2ifth, M0, the laws ot tin
Sec. 28, T. 12 M ale of New Mrkico, and rules and tin
Sale No. 1212
tin
N., R. V. E., containing 160 acres. There uiauoits of the State Land Office,
l innii!..iiirr ot ru Mic i.anai win onti
are no improvements.
to thhi nut. lie sale
highest bidder at
No hid on the above described tracts of 9 o'clock A. AI.. on Wednesday, July 10th,
town of (lay ton, County of
T'lH, in the
land- will be nfcrpted for less than FIVE
of
is the, I'nion, State of Nt w Mexicp, in
DOLLARS
($5.1)0) per acre, which
the following desand in addition ihe court house
appraised value
the i to the successful bi.Mcr must pa v cribed tracts of land, vie:
for the improvements that exist on tlp
Src. 15;
Sale No. 1158
land.
NW', NS'-Sse'4skj4. sec.
Sec. 24; T. 21
All of Section 36, T. i 13; NF.4X.-;4- .
Sale No. 1213
5 X..
R. 29 E.. containing 640 acres.
The R. 29 E., S'jXV, SK'4. ESV'4, Lot 3.
F.! SWX,
SWSW,, Sic.
improvements consfst of house, will, and Sec. 7; S'SNW'i.
Sec. 17; Lots 2,
NW!4NW!4.
f
above
on
No
the
value
8;
$640.00.
Jid
ncinj,
described tract of land will be accepted 3, 4, E'iVtf,- NK'4. X',.SEX. SEXSEX. Sec.
for less than $10.00 per acre.
IS; Lot 3. NEXSWX. NEXNWX. NNEX.
K.
,
Sec. Vj; NEXSWX Sec. 20; T. 21
The imAll of Sec. 36; T. 6 N., 3d E., contamtna; 23'.92 acres.
Sale No. 1214
of house, sheds, wind provements consist of ftncmg, value (100.00.
consist
Srovemenis containing 640 acres. The im
c.
32;
SWX. S,SEX.
Safe No. I15t
breaks, well, windmill, fencing, and plowNo bid on the above T. 21 N-- , R. 30 E
SaNEX, SEXNWX.
ing, value $1341.00.
described tract of land will be accepted EMSWX. Sec. 1; WNLX. SjSEX, Sec.
11; NEXNWX. KXNKX. SEXNEX, S.. Sec.
foe less than $10.00 per acre.
Sec 24; T. 20 N.,
12; All of Sec. 13;
NWX. SX, Sec. 5;
Each of the above described tracts will R. 29 E.t WV.NEX,
Lota 5, 6, 7, SXNEX, SEX, Sec. 6; SViNX,
be offered for sale separately.
S'., Sec. 7; All of Sec. a; WiNWX. SEX
The above sale of land will be subject NWX. E'.SWX. Sec. 9; All of Sec. 16;
terms and conditions, WXEX. WX, Sec. 17; NX. SWX. WXSEX,
to the following
SEXSEX. Sec. 18; NX. Sec. 19; WXNWX.
vis:
R. 30 E., containing
Sec. 20; T. 20 N
6292.94
The improvements consist
acres.
Santa
for
for
selected
the
the
land
Except
Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund, of fencing value $650.00.

l.!s.

..,

EV5,

-

N,

-

the successful bidder mutt pay to the
Sala No. life
ENEX. Sec. 23.NXNEX.
Commissioner of Public Landa or his agent
of the Sec. 24; SEXNEX. Sec. 25; T. 20 N., R.
holding such sale,
Sec. 30, SEX
for
him
four
30
offered
the
land,
E., SEXNWX. NEXSWX.
by
price
per cent interest in advance for the bal- NWX. SEXSWX. Sic. 31; T. 20 N., R.
ance of su c h up rc h a se pri ce, f ee t for ad 31 .E., SEXSWX. S"jSEX. Sec ; T. 19
vertising and appraisement and all costs N , .R. 31 E., containing 480 acrea. There
incidental to' the sale herein, each and are no improvemente.
r
all of said amounts must be deposited in
A'l of Sec. 2; SEXNEX.
Sale No. 11C1
cash or certified exchange at the time
of sale and which aaid amounts and all NXSEX. Sec. 9; NX. NXSWX. Sec 10;
of them anf aubject to forfeiture to the NXNEX.
NWX. N.XSWX, SEXSEX, Sec.
State of New Mexico, if the successful 11; NEXSEX. SXS'4, Sec 12; All of Sec
bidder doer not execute a contract within 13; NEX, EXNWX. SXSX, Sec. 14; SXSX,
uajm aiicr ii nai nrrn manira w Sec 15: All of Sec. 16; EHNEX. NWX
miny
him by the State Land Office, eaid conNWX. EXSWX. SEX Sec 17; NXNX, Sec.
tract to provide that the purchaser may' 20; NX. SEX, Sec 21; All of Sections
at his option make payments of not less j 22, 23. 2ft; SWX Sec 28; EXSEX. Sec. 29;
than
of ninety five per cent NEXNEX, Sec 32; NX. SEX. NXSWX,
of the purchase price at any time after SEXSWX, Sec 33: All of Sections 34, 35;
the sale and prior to the expiration of T. 20 Nl, R. 31 E., All of Sec 20; NX,
years from the date of the con- - Sec 29; SEXSWX. SWXSEX. Sec 30; T.
thirty and
to provide for the payment of j 20 N., R. 32
tract
containing 9570.08 acres.
any unpaid balance at the expiration of- The improvement a consist of fencing, value
confrom
of
date
the
the
$1500.00.
years
thirty with
interest on deferred payments j
tract
Sale Na. 11CZ
WXEX. EXWX, Sec.
at tne rate ot tour per cent per annum
Sec 3; NEX, WXSW.
payable in advance on the anniversary of 4; WXEX, W
the date of the contract, partial payments SWXNWX, NMSEX. tots 3, 4, SWXSEX.
to be credited on the anniversary of the Sec 2; EX. SWX. Sec 1; NEX. Sec 9;
date of the contract, next followinf the SEXNWX, Sc. 10; NWXNEX. SEXNEX.
date M tender.
WXNWX. NEXSEX, Sec 11; EX, EXWX.
Sec Ui All f .Sec 13; EXNEX. SWXNEX-SeThe safe of land selected for the Santa
14; NEXNEX, Sec 15; All of Sec
Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund 16; NXNEX. SEXNEX, WXSWX, Sec 17;
vill be subject to the above terms and WXWX. SEXSWX, Sec 20 1 WX, Sec 29:
WH, VSrX. SWXSEX. Sc 3?:
fndittnft extrrpt that the nreessfnl bid-4e- r
must pay in cash or certified exchange SWXNEX. SEXNWX. NEXSWX. Sec 33:
h
t the time of sale,
of the pur EX. EXNWX. SWXNWX, NViSWX. SF4
base price offered by him for the land. SWX. Sec 34; EX. SWX, Sec 34; SEX
xmr per cent interest is advaace for the SEX. Sec, 23; NX. SWX. Sec 25; EHEx
Salance of snch purchase price and will be EXNWX. SWXNWX. SWX. Src X; All
reroirrd to execute
cowtraet provMiwe of Sec 36; T. 19 N- - R. 31
WX. WXEX.
SXSWX. Sec 1; All of
SEXSEX. Sec
f tftt talanra f

f

f.

ttt

16274.

SO.

-

'

Lands,

:

All of Sec. 16; NEX,
Sal. No. I
NNWX. SEXNWX. NEXSEX. Sec 21; All

MORA COUNTY

the

of

Office

7f Wtf,

Section. 22, 27; NEX NEX. SXNEX.
SEXNWX. SEX. Sec 28; T. 17 N., R. 31
E., All of Section. 22, 23, 26. 27; T. 17
N.. R. 33 E.. SKNEX. SEX. Sec. 24; NX
R. 30 E.. NX.
NEX, Sec. 25; T. 16 N
SWX. Sec. 5; NX, a SEX. Sec 6; NX, Sec.
c
Viz GiCUfia
7., Ill .(
C.n:A.s o, 19.
UI UIHIUII
II , a??,
H3yi& TV Ta i a.7CS..
18; WX. Sec 19; NWX. Lots, 3, 4, Sec.
31
16
R.
E
30; T.
N.,
SXSWX. SWXSEX.
Sec. 2; All of Sec 11; SX. Sec. 12; All
of Section. 13, 14, 23; WX. Sec. 24; All
of Section. 26, 30; T. 16 N., R. 33 E., WX
SEX. Sec. 7; SWX. Sec. 8; NWX. Sec'
17; All of Sec 18; NEXNEX, Sec. 19; T.
16 IN., K. 34
t., tVi, EjNWX. 5WHN WJ4,
Sec 26; T. 15 N., R. 31 E., NEX. NXSEX.
Sec. 10; T. 15 N., R. 32 E., SWX NEX,
Src. 4; T. 14 N., R. 32 E.. containing
acres.
There are no improvements.
Sala No. 114
Lots 4, 5, 6, NEX. EX
SEX. Sec 19; S'ASA, NEXSEX. Sec. 20;
NX, SWX, WXSEX. Sec. 29; Lots 1, 2. 3,
4. 5, 6; NEX. NEXSEX. Sec. 32; WXNEX,
SEXNEX, SEXSWX, SEX. Sec. 33; NXNEX.
EXNWX. NEXSWX. S'AS'A, Sec. 34; T. 17
N., R. 29 E., All of Sec. 3; T. 16 N., R.
29 E., Lots 3, 4, Sec. 3; Lot 1, Sec. 4;
EXNEX. SWXNEX. WXSEX. Sec. 10; NX
NEX. Sec. 15; T. 16 N.. R. 30 E., containing
3187.47 acres. There .are no improvements.
' All of Section 4; T. 16
Sal N. 1165
N., R. 31 E., containing 681.20 acres. There
are no improvement.
Sale No. IIS
SWXNEX. SEXNWX,
NEXSWX. NWXSEX. ESEX. Sec. 20; WX
of

FOR FUBUCATION

PUBLIC LAND

Sec.

barn and fencing, valu

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
NOTICE

Sec Si Wtf, Sec 17: All oi
at I7i nn
rOVW SB, 0TatTMi
Sec.
NWMNWtf.
i NKNEU, SEtf
; WSsWH,
NEX, NWX, Lou J, 4, Sec
aEM, Sec. M( All of Section.
SEXSWM,
19 NT, R. JJ E., Lot
U,l6;
I, 2, NWtf,
sec. li Lot. I. d, I,
WMaWM, NEM&-.Sec. SI Nj4, NKSK, Sec. Si
SEXNWJ4.
El.NEK. See. I; SKNEU. SKNWW. E'i
SWM, SWKSWK, SEX. Sec. 10; NEX. SX
NWX, SA. See. 11; All ol Sections U. U;
SV,TJrc. 14; NX.NEXSWX. NJ4SEX. SEX
SEX. Sec 15; EKSWX. Sec. 17;
E'A, EyJWtf. Sec. 22: All of
Syi, Sec. 20;
Sections 23, 24; NKNEX. NWX. N'iSWX,
Sec. 25; All of Sec. 26; NX, SXSX, Sec
27; All of Src.
NNEX. SEXNEX. NWX.
WKSWX, SEX, Sec. 12; All of Sec. 36;
R. jl E., NWX. SKNEX, Nyi
T. 18 N
SWX. SWXSWX. SEX. Sec. 1; EXEK,
WttWX, Sec. 2; SKNEX. WX. SEX, Sec.
3; SAS'A, Sec. 6; All of Sections 7. 12:
EA. Sec. Ui All of Src. 29; EXNEX, t'A
SWX, SEX, Sec. Mi StfNWX. SWX.
NEX, Sec II; All of Sec. 32; SKNWX.
SWX. Src. 27; All of Sec 34: T. U N R.
32
SWX. Sec. . 18;
., WX. Sec. 7; N
T. 18 N R. 33 E., containing 29.SoS.37 acres.
The improvements consist of well tanks,

Sec

aSSEUlsUn

acres.

4097.99

There are no Issarovsmtnts.

-

at

Na. IMI
NEXSWX, NXSEX. See.
10: NKSX.
SEIaSEtf. Sec 11: NWXSWW.
Sec.
26
SXSX,
NEXNEX, Sec 13; c T.
.. V 12;oiciin.
.
D
af
fitri.e...
3 cos,
oes.
"".".
o"
.
c
eu7ikiDii
al..,.y
viI
in, anr,i.A7S( .v.ilnii.i
SXSEX.OHnnaj
Sec 15: SXSX,
SWX, NWXSEX.
sec 14! BSWM, sec. UI "HMMl
23; NEX, NXNWX. Sec. 24; T. 26 N.. R.
34 E., All of Sec 36; T. 27 N
R. 34
s ncr. are mo in
vuuiainina Map., acre

"..

JW"

provemeat.

Sal i Na. IIM

nrr.

-

NEXSEX, WXSEX, SWX,
Sec 14; EXNEX. NWXNEX,
SWUSWX. Sec 22: SElaNWX.
Sec aJ: NXNWU. EMSWX, WX
24; NXNEX. T.WXNW)2, SX
25; NXNEX, NWX, NWXSWX.
Sec. 26: SWXSEX, Sec 27; All of
Sec. 36: T. 30 N.. R. 30 E., All ol Sec.
Sec.

SX.

13;

NEX NWX,
NEXNEX,
SEX. Sec.
SEX, Sec.
SEXSWX.

WKNEU. NWM.
N., R. II E., coataiaiag
The improvements consist
dam.
value
fencing, nlowinsr.

19:

Sec 20; T.
acres.

4004.46

of

well.

55060.75.

30

-

wtf nlnetv-- o
(91) feci an1 tare 0) la
cheat 'henc. northeasterly fiftf.tns
04
feel and seven (7) ruches; theae eaatcefy
feel and seven (7) incbe la
twenty-fiv- e
Lot Number One. as ahowa on aale)
thenc southerly along aaid Lot Namsp
ber
One snd Lots Number Two, Three, r'oar
mmd Inrtv.fiva
one. humlred
tall
,snd Ten.
. ... .
i
anci emni ibj lacnes to ine avotai or
The .aid nlaintiff further allevea thai ka
is credibly informed snd believes that you,
or some of you, mske some claim to the
said sbove described premises adversa to
the estate of plaintiff and that during bi
lifetime the ssid Jose R. Ortis made some
claim
to said premises adverae to the
estate of plaintiff herein and that there
are unknown persons who may claim some
interest or estate in the .aid premises
adverse to the estate of plaintiff here-

t

in.

.tt

Plaintiff ask judgment that hia
id premise
the
be ettabli.hed and
the defendants and each of thcaa
be barred and lorever stopped from Iriv
ing or claiming any right or title ia ar
to the said premise., ur may
thereof adverae to plaintiff and thatpart
plaintiff,
title to .aid land be forever quieted
and
act at rest.
The names snd address of plaintiff attorney are Me Fie, Edward aad Mcr'ie,
Sant Fe, N. M.
.
Unless you appear and answer the complaint in said .action on or brfore the Utn
day of July 1918, judgment by default will
be taken againet you.
Witneas my hand and seal of the above
entitled Court this 23rd, dsy of May lvls.
(Seal of District Court)
T. C. de Bscs, '
County Clerk snd
Clerk of the District Court of Santa Fe
county.
pP!,i",in June 14, Ma.
In

that

Sal No. HO
SX, Sec 14; EXEX, See.
C.
MCiaMlTL
v.i uuri.uria
iy
V 71
C71
K7, ITtVi
, conNWX, sec 23; T. 27 N., R. U
There are no im
taining 640.00 acre.
provement.
Sala No. IIM
SXSEX, Sec 11; NX.
Sec. 14; T. 27 N
R. 32 E., containing
400.00 acres.
There are ,no improvement..
'
SWU. SWNWtf.
Sala Na. IMS
SWU
NEX, WXSEX. See. 1; SEXNWX.
2,' f."3
SWX
EX S WX, WSE
N..Tl. 30 E containing 600 acre.
There
are no improvement.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
SALE.
Sala No. UN
SXNX, Sec. 15; T. 20 N
R. 28 E containing 160 acre.
There arc In the District Court for the County of
no improvement.
Santa I'e, I'irsl Judicial District, State
ol New Mcaivo.
Sal
No. 117
No. 8926.
EXNEX. EXSWX. SEX,
Sec. 21; SWXNWX. NWXSWX. SJ4SWX, Mathiaa J. Nagel, Jr., and Mathiaa J. NageL
NXSEX, Sec. 22; WXNWX, Sec. 27: NEX.
Sr., Plamliiis vs. Anson A. Avery and
Lame M. Avery, Defendants.
EXNWX. Sec. 28; T. 20 N., R. 28 E., containing 880.00 acre. There are no improv- ' Notice is hereby given thai under snd by
virtue ol a Decree and Order of Sale
ement.
a crruin Mortgage made and caSale No. 1198
NWXSEX, SWX. Sec. tered into by Ans.,n A. Avery aud his
28;
NJ4NEX, Sec. 32; NX'MWM. Sec. 33; wile Carrie M. Avery and given to Malhias
T. 20 N., ft. 28 E., containing 360.00 acres. J. Nagel, Jr., and MalliiatJ. Nagel, Sr.,
on the 3rd day of May, l'y7; Recorded
There are no improvement.
in Book
P, page 191 ui the Record of
Sale No. UN
Sec.
F.A
27;
ESEX.
Mortgages ol saul County, made and entered in aaid entitled Cause ou the 4th
NEX. Sec. 34; T. 32 N
R. 26 E., conThe improvements con- day oi May. lle, t tie undersigned Special
taining 160 acres.
Master will on Thursday, jXuku.i 15th,
sist of fencing, value. S260.00.
1W, at the hour ol lu o'clock in the
SWX. Sec. 21; T. 20 N., R. 28 E., conof .aid day. at the Iront door of
No bid on the above described tracts of
taining 320 acres. There sre no improve- land will be accepted for less than THKKK the Court House of thia Santa re County,
ments.
DOU.ARS (85.00) per acer, whkh is the New Mexico, offer for sale and sell at
aDDraistfd valua tnnrrnf anit in uil.li.i.in
public aucnun lu the highest and best
All of Src. 16; NWJ4 thereto, the auccrssful bidder must pay for bidder
Sal No. 117
lor cash, the following described
NES1. NEXSEX. Sec. 17: S.SWSI. Sec. If the improvements that exist on the land. property, situate in the said
Couuty ol
NX. N'ASA, SEXSEX, Sec. 19; NXSVS, Sec
ami Slate of New Mexico, toSama
re,
R. 28 E., containing 1477-20; T. 21 N
wn :
All of Sec. 36, T. 20 N
Sal. No. 120,
at a point on the SecCommencing
fetiu-inThe improvements consist of
acres.
1
R. 25 E., containing 640 acres.
The im- tion line between
and 13, Townvalue 8S20.0U.
provements consist of well and fencinir. ship, lu N. ft V bast, N.MI'M, 375 feet East
No bid on this irai-- t
nf oi the intersection of t lio Norih ami Smith
value 5396.50.
S'iKWX. SWliSK'i. Src. land will be accented for Irss than till 111 half Section line ol thr aai.l Srrtinit I I
Sate No. hit
ncc.
11
tlieiice South parallel Willi said hall Sec- per acre,
ntv, niir.n.
NXNWX,
NWXNEX. SWXSWX,
Hon line 111 Kous to ihe East and West
Sec. 13, N'A. NXSEX,
Section
N
23
Sec.
No.
T.
All
ol
121
SWXSEX.
Sal.
thence bast
16;
, hail Section line ol Section 1J
21
R.
N.
E
33
T.
SX R. 36 E., containing 640 acres.
24;
line M2 3 leer.
The
satU hall Secliun
NWX, E'jSWX, SWXSWX. Sec. 17; Lots provunrnts
consisl of tank and fencing. t.ieiice North parallel wit', the said Norlb
2, 3, 4, SEXNWX.
No bid on this tract ol and
South hall Section line of said
NESW!4, W'i value $500.00.
13
SEX. Sec IK; SEXNWX. WXNEX. SEX. land will be accepted for less than $10.00 Stcttun
1H8
West
thence
lect,
SEXSWX. Sec. 19; WXNWX. NEXN WX. per acre.
wall the said Easl and Wesl
parallel
iialt Section line ol the said Section 13
SEX. Sec. 20; T. 21 N., R. 34 E., Lots 2,:
3
NWSWJ4. Sec. 2, T.!lJly.8
ilicn
eSU'!iN'W.-Nunh parallel wuli the
V;lV; Sec.ScC AiLotsLo,,a1. i'l 24 Sa,e No' 1202
2,
2, 4,
N.. R. 34 E containiiiK 4;i.O0 acres. Thrrei
5;,
Norih and South hall Section line
Sic. 6; N'j, NhSbJ, are no itnprovcmenls. No bid on thifl tract olaij h.inl Scctiuii U UV2 Ittt to the su.d
J, 4, 7; TsVjSh'A,
ShlA of land will be accepted for lei than flO.OO Sccimti hue Uiwecn .aid Sfction 12 and
SVJ4SE'4, S'iSWj, Src. 7;
NKltf. W'jNWtf, SKUSVVH, SK,
13,
Hit uce West aluiig said Section line
8;, per acre.
J!a1
led, to the place oi bcgiuumg, said
16; T. 21 N., K. 35 K., All of Sections 2ft.
Sale No. 1203
WA, Sec. 32: T. 2f N pre mi .t being in lie North EaaU quarter
R. 29
27; h! :.KJ4,
., containing 32U00 acres.
There ul Stciion 13. T 16 N, R V Lakl, NMi'sU,
WAVi,
ShSW.I
SEX. Sec. 28; All of Sections 29. 32 33; are no improvements.
No bid on thist Santa le County, New Mexico.
One hunNEX. WWX. SEXSWX,
SWXSEX. EX tract of land will he accepted for less dred and twenty
five yards in (he lolluw-mSEX. Sec. 34; SXNWX, SWX- - SXSEX. Sec. than $10.00 per acre.
the Norih East
desenpuun,
35; All of Sec. 36, T. 22 N., R. 34 E., conquarur of bcuion 13, Towm.liip 16 N, Range
86 acres.
The improvements
Sale No. 1204
All of Sec. 36; T. 28 N., 9 Last, in Santa le Coumy, N. M., the
taining
consist of well, tank and fencing, value R. 32 E,, containing 640.00 acres.
There land lie re by conveyed being in the West
$3305.00.
No bid on this em end oi land above described, and is
are no improvements.
tract of land will be accepted for less than measured as lolluw s(
;
commencing
NEX
NWX,
Sate No. 1161
WNEX.
jiu.iAi per acre
at i nc North West corner of aaid desSWX. NWXSEX. Sec. 11; NWXSWX. Sec.
thence 125 yards in an Easterly
cription,
AU of Sec 36; T. 28 direction, thence in a
12; WXWX.
Sec 14; T. 23 N., R. 30 E.,
Sale No. 1205
Southerly direction
NEXSWX. Sec. 30; T. 23 N., R. 31 E., SX N R. 34 E containing 640.00 acres. The in a straight line as far as the line runNEX. SEX. Sec. 35; T. 24 N., R. 30 E.,
value ning I rum the South East corner to the
improvements consist of fencing,
im81)0.00
no
No
$293.25.
hid on this tract of land will Sout h West corner ol said description,
acres.
There are
be accepted for less than $10.00 per acre. thence 125 yards in a Westerly direction
provements.
as far as the said South West corner
All of Sec. 9; All of Sec.
All of Sec. 16; T. 15 N., of said description, thence in a NortherSale No. I2N
Sale No. 1171
16; SEXSEX, Sec 14; WXNWX, SEXNWX. R. 32 E
The ly direction and along the Western boundcontaining 640.00 acres.
Sec. 23; T. 23 N.? R. 33 E., containinR improvements consist
of fencing, value ary of said description to the place of
14HV00 acres.
No bid on this tract of land will beginning. It being the same and identicThe improvements consist of $306.00.
be accepted for less than $10.00 per acre. al property conveyed to benjamin M. Read
fencing, value $400.00.
by Jose .Maria Samoza and Eelicitas RoLots 3, 4, SXNWX. Sec
Each of the above described tracts wil driguez de Samosa by Deed dated January
Sale No. 1171
4; T. 24 N., R. 32 E containing 192.48 acres. be offered for sale separately.
lJili, 1V00, which aaid Deed is Recorded in
There are no improvements.
the office of the Probate Clerk and
The above sale of land will be subject
Recorder of Santa Ee County. M.
Sale No. 1172
NEXNWX. See. 7; T. to the following
terms and conditions, M.t in Book t. 1, Records of Deeds of 'aaid
24 N., R. 34 E
containing 40.00 acres. viz:
County at page 3H4,
There are no improvements.
Said sale being made to satisfy said DeExcept for the land selected for the
Santa Fe and (irant County Railroad Bonn cree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale upNXSWX. SWXSWX. Sec. Fund, the successful bidder must pay ti- on which there will be due Plaintiff at
Sale No. 1173
120.00 the Commissioner
of Public Lands or hia the date of aale the sum of $3v53.e7; also
32; T. 25 N., R. 28 E., containing
ot $30
There are no mrjrovements.
acres.
agent holding such sale,
fees, $25 Special Masters Ices
the price offered by him for the land and Attorneys
costs and expenses herein incurred to
NXNX, Sec. 14; NXNEX, four per cent cent interest in advance foi be taxed.
Sale No. 1174
NEXNWX. Sec. 15; T. 25 N., R. 29 E., the balance of such purchaae price, fees
Jas. W. Norment,
containing 280.00 acres. There are no im- for advertising and appraisement and all
Special Master
costs incidental to the sale herein, each First Publication May 10, bid.
provements.
and all of said amounts must be deposit Last Publication May 31, 1918,
ed
in
cash
or
certified exchange at th
EXNEX. SWXNEX. NWX.
Sale No. 117S
Sec. 23; T. 26 N., R. 32 E., containing time of sale and which said amounts ani
4Jp4jsfr44),W'
280.00 acres.
There are no improvements. all of them are suhject to forfeiture to the
State of New Mexico, if the successfu
EX. EXNWX. NWX bidder does not execute a contract with
Sale No. 117.
days after it has been mailed
NWX, SWX. Sec. 25; All of Sec. 36; T. in thirty
to him by the State Land Office, sate
27 N., R. 29 E., Lots 1, 2, 3, 4; SWXNWX.
contract
to
1435.49
that the purchaaei
R.
29
26
provide
Sec. 1; T.
N.t
E., containing
LAND FOR SALE.
may at his option make payments of no
acres. There are no improvements.
of ninety five pei
less than
of
the purchase price at any tim' FOR S.M.E OR TRADE Seven passenger
All of Sections 13, 24; rent
Sala No. 1177
f
Six Cylinders, 1'uwerful
thirty year, from the date of the con Studi'bitkcr Car.
T. 27 N., R. 29 E., Lots 1, 2, 3. 5. 6, SX
NEX. SFXNWX, NEXSWX. SEXSEX. Sec. tract and to provide for tTie payment o btigine. Call or address 2hi San Francisco
balance
at the expiration o St. Santa I t, N. M. No. 2tM.
6; T. 26 N., R. 30 E.. containing 1682.82 any unpaid
thirty, years from the date of the con
There are no improvements.
acres.
after the sale and prior tn the expiratior TWO THOUSAND acres in a solid body
tract with interest on deferred payment
All of Sections 14, 15, 16, at the
Aiilmosli and Moriarly, Torrance
Sale No. 1178
cent per annuir 'letween all
rale of f..ur
under tence, title clear, every
17; NX. NXSWX. Sec. 20; .WXNWX. SEX pa.yal.Ie in advance onprthe
ounty,
anniversary o lire
cbn be cultivated, guod pure water
NWX. Sec, 21; T. 2b N., R. 29 E., containi he
of the contract, partial payment
date
There are no improve- to be credited on the anniversary of th ,n every quarter section at 10 to 00 feet.
ing 3ioO.UU ares.
twu quarters on wlttcli Ihe wells
ments.
xciptutK
o tite
next following
th' ire
VU
leet, one guud two story six room
date of tender.
live
one
rui'tn
houc and other
SWX
1171
3,
SXNEX.
No.
4,
louse,
Sala
houses. .No. i2. Male Record, San-NWX. SX, Sec. 2, SEX, Sec. 3; NWX
The
of land selected lot the Snib .mailer
at
I c, N.
All
AI.
Good Bean Land
Is
This
11; T. 27 N., R. 32 E.,
NEX. Si'
Fe and
County Railroad Bond Func1
There are no im-p- r will he (.rant
7P.36 acres.
nm
tuil'ject to the - above term
RANCH- - West
of
CATTLE
Ens If, N. M..
ements.
bid
conditions except that the successful
with mountain .prmns; two houses, Rangr
ex
der must pay in cash or certified
-110 calve,
Sec. 4; NEX
SXSEX.
Sale No. 1180
at the time oi sale one- tenth o lur 1!hiu head. There ;,rr 5t) cows,
lianKe
8 steers
Sec. 9; T. 27 the p'lrrhas
inn ye.ir "Ids. l'rice com
NEX. SWXNEX. NEXSEX.
offered
by him fn and
.- No. lvS.
There il.t land four pnre
N., R. 32 E containing 200.00 acres.
in
ao rilclc: $.'n,(J.IK)per cent intt-rfiTill iS. li. A11K1..N, DemittK. N. M.
arc no improvements.
vance for thp balance uf surh jmrchas'
price and will be required to execute f
ANItU-- A
tin.
st.li.iu. t,l hased
Sale No. 1181
SXNX, NWXNEX. M-for the pavment ol th
prm-idicontract
s rtii.J water. Leire
30
.'1 K'
.
li. ihalr.inT. 2
It
""
l
N.,
NWX. S1'o'
price
ru-a.l th
.an
The improvi nk tits 'Dirty .it.il amm.-i- l
with in
in st .dm.nt.
containing 560.00 acres.
e lull di s. tlli;i :i
I'u u
rmiiHj.
it rest
on all tieferred
consist of fencing, value $15tJ.'JU.
payments at t ri
ulei ul!i'T IIUattr r.ut';,i
ot tour per cent per annum in ao
ii
N
car
.11
iii'.nt
.ii
"., i
SWMXF.M. S'JXW'I. S'A i.infs--,
.,D
Vt
Sal No. 1182
y n f n t a ant i n t e r t
Mexico.
1: S'j her 1st. of each year.
Kei,..rd.
..tl..
NW'iSK'-J- .
SK'4SK'i.
X'.SWVS.
SK.WU.
SE'j.
KV.
.
"J
The above Pile of land will be luhjec AANl LL M
,t ...d urar-nrSic. 2; All of Set. i; X",, E! K!., Se-- . 1(1;
and
Sec. II; to valid 'Tislnik' rights, easements. nKht. u& l.tiw.
,kl Silt
S",, SW'i, K1SE. SWHSEM,
N w
Mexico
11.
Sec.
13;
33
R.
of
and
K., SC14SVW,
T. X N.
.,icrny
,'suni
way
reserations.
Uil i,
iiicv line, but
pay
SWK. VVJ4.SF.tf. SEMSEH, Sec. 11; SE'A,
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CLASSIFIED
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Sec. 15; Evi, .NF.NU. Sec. 24; ,NF.'JNLy,
Sec.
S1 .SLif, Sec.
25; SEKXEtf.
,
NEMXEM. S'XEtf, SE'JXVtf. SVV'4.
SE!4. SW'ViSE, Sec. 33; NWM. X;,SWM.
N'1.XESec. 34; XE'i, NM.WVTi, S;.'4
NESEM See. 35; N;,,
SW'4. SWMSEtf,
XEWSF.M. Set 32. E".. XW'4.
ViAlVIl
T. 29 .N., K. ii
Sec.
36;
NWHSWX,
SWK. Sec. IS; KA, SWK, W.SE14. Sec.
in. int. 1. 4.
10.
vi
c.t.si.
Sec. 31;
SEWSEV.
SEHSWM,
XEliXWij
E'4. S'iXWM. SWK. Sec. 32; T. 29 N R. 34
7440.35
The
acres.
E.. containing
improve- ents consist ol corrals, and lenctng, value

SE.

i;

Toe

Cuinniisf-iuiic-

of

Public

Lands

oi

his aRent holding such sale reserves thr
ripbt to rfject any and ail bids offer.-.-

at

said

saie.

are Mate Kee ,r,l,

jli'a

i"

.;

.

N.

M.

.

.No.b

PERSON AU

Possession under contracts of sale fpr th VlAKHl AI O.M.E -- 11 lonely; writ" me.
t'.
above dcsrribrd tr.vts wi!! be given ct .uu k
1
"d hudicls vi d. scrip
, or
worth $l,"ou to
Delore octuner 1st, tyis.
people,
i,,nt; c.,nfc,Tial
sdcj5j,'0tl; seei.tU marriaiie; (ConllOenttalf.
Witness mv hand and the official sea lre4, Kaipn tty.le. can rranci.co,
"f the State Land Office of the Slate o( v,0. jj;.
New Mexico, this titterntn nay 01 April
1"18.
WILL YOU WHITE to lonely young widow
RORF.RT P. ERVTEN.
SJS.U'M? Would marry. Address Mary,
of Public Lands of the worth
Commissioner
$5(C.OO.
Calif. No. ISO.
State of New Mexico llox 584, Los ivngclcs,
All of Sec. 16; NEW. E'4 First Publication April 26, lUS.
Sal. No. Ilsl
YOUNG MAIDEN, 21. worth
ATTRACTIVE
Sec. 21; NW)XW4.
SWMNWM.
Last Publication June 28. 1918.
NWM,
Anxious to marry honorable
over $50,(XJtl.
Sec. 22; T. 29 N., R. 29 E., eontaininir
K. Warn. 2JltH Ti'ii.plc
t. Lo.
gentleman.
were
320
Ot)
selected
which
seres
of
acres,
187
Calil.-- No.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE Angeles,
for the Santa Fe snd Crant County Railroad Bond Fund. There are no improveOF NEW MEXICO, WITHIN AND
MARRY IF LONELY: for re.ult., try me;
ments.
est and most successtul "Home Maker";
FOR THE COUNTY OF SANTA FE
'ur.dreds rich wish marriage soon; strict-Sale Na. 114
NEviXEK, W'A, SE'4.
Sec. 16; T. 30 N., R. 28 E., enntainin? Romulo S. Lopez,
confidential; most reliable; years
"The Success-j- l
dc scr:ptioiis 4ree.
520.00 acres.
The improvements consist of
Plaintiff,
Cluh." Mrs. Purdie, Bos 556, Oakland,
No. 9032.
vs.
fencing, value $300.00.
sliforma.
Unknown Heirs of Jose R.
NEK. E!',NW!(. SEK. deceased, and any unknown Ortit,
Sal. Na. I1SS
H
claim.
ESWH. SWKSWK, Sec. 1. T. 30 N., fL ant. of 'interests adverse to plain
ARE YOU SINGLE? Would you mar-- y
. All 01 .ec. jo. 1. 01 1... i. cy r... tjf( m the premise described be- ly
if suited.'
Let me find your ideal.
e nuiiiuiimtui, iOVf,
coniat.uinir lima Kiel.
consist of fencing, value $60.00.
bsolute satisfaction; Many wealthy
Defendants.
wishing marriage; honorable
ZA. Sec. 2ft; T.' 31 N.,
NOTICE OF SUIT.
Sal N. UK
members descriptions free;
R. 34 E., containing 320 acrea.
There are
10 tne unknown neir. 01 Jose is. uttib.
no imrrovenieiita.
Oakland Calif.
or VI rs. Cappel. Box-75- 7
deceased ano any unanown claimant
interests adverse to plaintiffs in the pre-- No. Mi.
NEKSW-4- ,
Sal No. im
NWKSEK, mises described below, defendants above
nSec. 24; T. 32 N., R. 34 E., containing named:
80.00 acre.
for speedy
You and each of you are hereby notified Marry If You Are Lonely
Jhere are no improvements.
that there is a suit pending against you results try my club; best, largest in
Lot 3, Sec 19; T. 32 in the above entitled Court in which RoSale Na. Ittt
12 years.
N., R. 15 E., containing 12.76 seres, select- mulo & Lopes asserts that he is the owa-e- r the country, established
ed for the Santa Fe and Grant County
in fee simple of that certain tract of thousands wealthy wishing early mar- The improvements land in the county of Santa Fe. stste ! riaoa all ffpalinc rnnfirUntial rla.
Railroad Bond Fund.
consist of reservoir, value $100.00.
0re pnicat"lr d"CTlb'
Wo-!lI"i- CO
criptions free. The Old Reliable
Lots 5. 11, See. 24; SWK
That certain piece or parcel of Isnd ia Club. Mrs. Wrubel. 732 Madison, Oalc-th- e
Sal NaTlia
SWK. Sec. 26; StfSEK, Sec. 27: NEKNWK.
city of Santa Fe. shown on s mspland, Calif. Xo. 186.
Sec 35; T. 32 N.. R. 36 E containing 200.00 "in black ink" entitled Map of 33 Choice
.
l
L.
Lot
to Jamr
acrea, aelected for the Santa Fe and Grant Buildingr
Belonging
NEW
,
FAIRMOUNT MATERNITY HOS- i
:n:
i
There are Vt
County Railroad Boad Fund.
:
e.'
PITAL for confinement: price reaaonablei
Ban
ao improvement a
j . .
r board; b.bie adopted. Write
",r,k
snd deribed
Begin- - "ST
follow,
T. B. Long,
9H K. rtb.
Sala Na. UN
Nvi, Sec I; NVS. Src ing at a point on the westerly line of 'OT booklet. Mr.
M0.-- K0.
303.
Kansaa
.
31
City.
E
N..
R.
No.
T.
2$
Ten (10). distsnt northerly from
2;
EvjNEK. NKSEK. Lot
: WVSWvf. NEKSWK. SviSEK,
Sec the taortberly line of Johnson Street, forty- I
Sec
I
21: SMNWK.
WILL
TO
YOUNO
SWK. SysSEK, Sec 22: Nvi, owe (41) feet and Bine and one-ha- lf
LONELY
WRITE
YOU
(9W
j WIDOW
wonh S3S.000. Object, vnatrisaoayt
Sec 25; Nvi. NVSSWH. inches; running thence westerly fifty-tw- o
SWK. NV4SEW.
SEKSWK, SEK. Sec 2; MEM. NSSNW) 02) leet aad ten (10) inches; these north Hary, Box 5S4. Lo Angeiea. CaliL No. la.
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persons who would be pleased to ee It may have no connection with this
her a queen."
I pray to Heaven It hasn't. The duy
"I see," said Christopher. "The plot before you took us in your cur to see
thickens."
your uncle, Ponsonby
Fitzgerald
"It grows very thick Indeed," an- came."
swered Eloise, "for Mirko won't think
"To your house?"
of tlie Ludy Vulda will think of no
"Yes. He wrote u note to announce
one but me. Yet he must keep Kudo-vie- that he was coming, saying that I
for the present. must throw over everything else to refriendship
That's why our engagement hus to be ceive him, ns It was Important for my
AUTHORS "r'THE LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR. ETC
secret; und our murriuge must be interests as well as his. So I I post
secret too."
lively dured not refuse. You are the
"When Is It to be?" he asked, with only person in the world except Mirko
DI?ArATIZCD AND PRODlCED
outward calmness.
to whom I could tell this, because you
IN PICTURES
THE
"Thut Is the greutest secret of all. know Ponsonby Fitzgerald, and that
VITACRAPH COnPAJiY.
It Is to be next week. I will let you we used to be rather pals, in roy dark
know the duy, and should like you to days. But I didn't mean to speuk of
COPYRIGHT, l3lb
be there. So would Mirko. He knows his visit, even to Mirko. He came to
should hear ull there wus to hear the what you did for me. Alreudy you are get my help in a In a kind of specu
FOURTH EPISODE
GOOD ROADS IN NEW ZEALAND
to him more than other men, for my lution he's going into, and when I told
very worst from me than from
someone else."
him I couldn't possibly do anything,
sake. And If you would help him
The Hidden Prince
Concrete Declared Moit Satisfactory
"Don't speak like that," the prince if you would take us Into Dulvanla " he Insisted obstinately, even threaten
in Land of Heavy Rains Cheaper
"Not only will I do thut ; but I think, ing disagreeable consequences if I
"What wus
Implored her tenderly.
Christopher Rare stared ut the
in Long Run.
there to hear, after all? Only thut a If the Prince still needs it, I can get persisted in refusing. I told him thut
and sin red again. If It hud man whom I shall kill one
I should be away out of England ut
when hi in money."
day
come to him in Ills palmy ilnys, he I have the time
"He needs It desperately. But you the very time he wanted me; und he
The New Zealand authorities, both
terrorized you cruelly."
illicit not huve been thus hluukly
At this nioment arrived 1111 anxious-lookinlocal and national, are carefully studyure not rich?"
at
wus
Where
that
caught
instantly.
imiazi-i; hut ut best who was ChrisI going? he asked; und then I would
"My Uncle James Is."
ing the subject of good roads, realizgentleman, whose face cleared
topher Race Unit lie should tio hidden at sight of the group of three. Rowing
"I'rince Mirko would give him a huve given a great deal if I hadn't
ing that this is the best way to open-uto u reception ut tlie foreign office, tu
the hinterland of the dominion. The
courteously to Miss Duuvray, at whom dukedom and the Order of the Bed spoken. But I saved myself by saymeet royulty?
he glanced quickly with veiled curios- - ;Swun of Dulvanla."
roads of the country, In the main, are
ing I should be In Paris. (That's true,
Of course, Christopher suid to him- it.v, he announced In Indifferent
not In very good condition. There are
French
"My uncle would give ten years of you know we must puss through
self, he would not go. Hcfore the day that he hud been searching everywhere his life for the Swun, und a hundred Purls und he knows I have friends
ome good stone roads, about the larg- -'
Me. Good Fortune Had a Quarrel With Me Until Two Weeks
"Congratulate
of the reception he would he uwuy in for his royul
er centers, but few of them extend out
highness, in tlie hope of thousand pounds for u dukedom, even there whom I've visited once or twice.)
Ago."
trailwith
Scarlet
the country
ltunner,
more than 25 or 80 miles. Tbelr up- -'
introducing him by special request
though Dalvanian or I don't know I hope he fancied I was going to them.
ing it fut und vulgar Auslrallun mil- to u very great persoiiuge.
him. You and Prince Mirko could In- In any case, he shrugged his ghoul
to
enter
and
30 Queen Anne's Gardens, the keep has been found very expensive,
the
stood
of
there
library,
keys
Mil
his
fut
and
lionaire, with
vulgar
Such
request wus a command, and duce him to do it, If you would let me ders us if in resignation. Buying, 'I the younger brother, a surprising like house adjoining the Dulvanian Em- especially In the northern part of the
lionairess uliotlt rural Kiiglaud.
Kloise smiled permission to go.
country, since the rainfall is heavy
take you both In Scarlet Kunner to wish you Joy of Paris. Then he went ness of the elder.
side.
bassy on the right-hanto
knock down
ilail he not chanced
and washouts are numerous because
"Thut is the Diilvunlan iimhiissu-dor,- " Hyde Hampton, Lis place In Middle- away, leaving me horribly depressed
ten
claiming
About
o'clock
Christopher,
friendship
thut
night,
having
his Mule pile of haters with his elhow,
she murmured, us the tull, youth- sex, to pay un afternoon visit."
and almost 111. I don't think Pon- with Mirko and Miss Dauvray, spoke given all necessary instructions con the stone used Is soft and grinds up
reaching for the coffin' pot, he would ful figure uud the short, middle-agerapidly, the Scientific American states.
"We will go; I can promise for sonby Fitzgerald could have found with purtiul frankness of his suspi
cerning Scarlet Runner to the chauf
have accepted the millionaire's terms one moved uwuy
Of late much has been said In re-suid Kloise.
out about the raid. That secret's been cious.
Mirko,"
together.
feur
he
unlocked
trusted,
Christopher
ami declined with thanks the forHe hud not seen his relative for too well kept. It Isn't as If a few
to the construction of concrete
"lie looks clever," said Christopher.
gard
"I
he
somehow
"that
d
believe,"
said,
the
door
of
his
uncle's
front
lint he did
eign ullire invitation,
"He is clever," replied Kloise, "uud months, nor had he comtnuniucted with glances could betray It, as they can the Dalvanian ambassador hus got
highways, and It is thought that thll
town
house
and
in.
walked
knock the pile down, and the bottom
In1 the long rut.
we believe he Is on our side. Not him siuce he had taken to earning his a love affair. But Mirko hus disap- wind of the Prince's
engagement, and He had with him, in a golfer's bag, will be far cheaper
envelope hud no resemblance to the for me
stone roads as they are now
than
the
don't mean that. I hope own living with Scarlet Runnr. peared. Something dreudful has hap- hus tricked him, by means of a letter a
one
or
two
other handy
pickaxe,
rest.
und pray he knows nothing, and may Nevertheless, his long and elaborate pened. Help me help me !"
which your brother received this morn- tools, and an electric lantern. To be- constructed, for the reason that the
It was hi ue, hut of a delicate guess
until too late to inter- wire the next day was promptly an"I'm goiDg to try," said Christopher ing. Into calling at the Embassy. There gin work, he chose the back room on upkeep will be so very greatly reduced.
nothing
mid attractive uzure. The letter wus fere. I mean
something of more im- swered by old Jumes Itevelstoue Knee simply. "But I want a little time to he'll keep him, If my idea Is right, the second floor, which, according to It is estimated that a mile of
signed, "Kloise Duuvray."
could
portance to Dulvanla than a love af- with a cordlul Invitation for uny duy think things over."
until after the appointed wedding-day- ,
his calculations, was separated from concrete road four Inches thick
That name hail rung in his curs, fair.
be built In New Zealand for $2,000
The girl rose. "I'll go," she said perhups indefinitely, to separate him Prince Mirko's
Perhaps, lifter ull, It's Just us thut suited His Koyal Highness.
the more
prison
only
by
us
of
the
music
sweet
und
than a mile of ordinary stone
mysterious
well thut I cun tell you whut I have
The expedition was to be a secret, hastily. "It's just possible there may from Miss Dauvray, and if possible to house wall. With a small hammer be
hells flouting over Ihe sea from u city to tell
you alone. First, I thuuk you of course, like everything else which be news at home. If there is, I'll bring about a marriage with his step- tapped lightly once, twice, without road, on which there would be a saving
the
where
musked hull,
of mirage, since
In upkeep for the first five years of at
for coming, and isn't he glorious?"
brought Prince Mirko of Dulvanla and let you know."
daughter."
receiving an answer. Then he was least $1,200, while at the end of ten
lie had heen lucky enough to serve the
decided that If he were
"Yes," suid Christopher. "If I were Kloise Dauvray of New Orleans toThe
Christopher
Greut
slrl
that
heavens,
on
a
day
rejoiced
by
responsive
rapping
fair .Southerner's purpose.
a soldier I should like to fight for gether.
to help Eloise Dauvray, he could begin my brother marries Valda will be the the other side. At first the knocks years there would be a saving of
ller letter had no conventional be- lilni."
or $8,000.
Old Jumes Race was enchanted with In no better way than by learning what duy of my death," exclaimed Peter. seemed to him
desultory and irregular,
ginning, "Since I have been u grown
"How strange you should say that !" the Prince. The confidence that Mirko manner of man was the Dalvanian "I love her she loves me. But Mirko but In a moment he realized that
woman," she said, "I have known only half
the girl. "It Is exactly reposed; In him he regarded as an Ambassador to the Court of St. James. doesn't know. I knew I had nothing words were being formed by taps and FEDERAL AID FOR HIGHWAYS
two real men, und you ure one of those what whispered
I wunt you to do. Will you be overwhelming compliment, and hinted
He had no friends In the diplomatic to fear from his rivalry, so I kept spaces, long and short, according to
two. I wunt you to meet the other. u
'soldier of fortune' und
for us a suggestion of help even before the service living in England, for Max my secret, though I knew his. Mirko the Morse code of telegraphy.
Organization Arranged by Secretary of
Something great may come of the meet- both? Hut no j It Isn't fuir fight
to ask you quickly following offer of the duke- Und was far away, but old Major sent me to Paris some days ago
In ten minutes the two men, thus!
Agriculture Described In Reing, und tills time you would be with that until
dom.
Thnt
not
could
be
bestowed
know
an
the
whole
to
with
ancient
of
a
you
friend
of
James
a
letter
his
Norburn,
crony
story."
cent Publication.
divided by bricks and mortar, were
ine in an adventure of which neither of
So she told him the story, briefly until Prince Mirko should become Race, had a nephew who was a clerk who is enlisting recruits and rais able to come to an
us need be ashamed. As for me, I um
understanding.
us she could, keeping down her own King Mirko; but the Ked Swun of In the Foreign Office.
But
came
a
Christopher ing money.
yesterday
was assured that he was (Prepared by the United Statu Depart,
iu it deeply, heart und soul. If you
Dulvunlu, on fire with the blaze of went at occe to the club where his telegram from Valda, forwarded to me Christopher
ment of Agriculture.)
talking with the Prince, Mirko was inwill throw iu your fortune with mine, excitement, which would grow with rubies and
transwus
small
brilliants,
uncle's
friend
the
his
from
this
house
tale. Christopher knew little or
(I don't know who formed that he was talking with Chrisspent
afternoons;
The organization that has been arcome tomorrow :ilght to the foreign of
ferred
from
Mirko's
to
breast
that
a
of
und
stroke
luck
the budding could have helped her, unless her topher Race. Also Christopher was ranged by the secretary of agriculture
by
fice reception for which I will see that nothing of Dulvuuluu affairs, except of
the dazzled old man.
I hat the
diplomutlst had called to keep un ap- muid) begging me to come back, as able roughly to communicate his plan to administer the provisions of the
people of that turbulent counyou tmve un Invitation. Yours grateOn
the
to
back
after
London,
wuy
had risen some years ago against
pointment with his relative. Tlie two she foresaw trouble. I wrote my to the prisoner, and learned to his de- federal-airoad act of 1016 Is defully lor tlie pust, hopefully for the fu- try
visit, Eloise told were on the eve of starting out, but brother I must return, wound up his light that there was a good prospect scribed in a recent publication of the
their king and killed him; that the this triumphant
ture Kloise Dauvray."
the
would
that
had a few moments to spare, and affulrs as well us I could, and here I of success.
and lier children had been saved Christopher
wedding
department
No question now us to whether he queen
by flight; that a distunt relutlve take place on the following Suturduy. young Norburn was boyish enough to am, only to And that trouble has come
All night long Christopher worked,
Ten district offices, each directed by
would go or not go! He wanted to see only
Unless Christopher heurd to the be fluttered by Christopher's questions, Indeed. What shall I do? Shall I refreshed with
of the dead man a person fuvored by
bread
and
from
wine
a district engineer, reporting to the
Kloi.se Iiauvruy. On the iilglit of tlie
he wus to call ut the house which Implied Inside knowledge on his demand Mirko at the Embassy?"
had
been
to
contrary,
raised
the
Turkey
his
and
he
had
dawn
bag;
by early
director of the office of public roads,
reception he dressed himself us one
und that the Dalvunluus, who in Regent's Park at twelve o'clock on purt. He perhaps did not know all he
"Certuinly not," suid Christopher. dug a hole through which, he could have been established.. The district
of the two real men in the world ought throne;
affected to know; but he described "But I'M tell you whut you might
to
suchave
been
elated
Saturday.
at
their
lope
ought
mo
offices are located In Portland, Ore.;
speak to the Prince. Until 'this
to be dressed for an occuslon of imThere was no reason why Chris Rudovlcs as inordinately vain, endcess, had been more or less dissutls-tie- d
with Mile. Valda. Thut would ment he had outlined bis plan but San Francisco, Col.; Denver, Colo.;
portance.
ever since.
topher should have expected to heur lessly ambitious, subtle und proud of he a vuluuble move. If her muid helps vaguely ; und what Mirko heard now Minneapolis, Minn.; Omaha, Neb.;
I.est she should he neede:l he drove
Now Eloise Duuvray told him that from Eloise or the Prince before Sat- his subtlety, not bad at heart though her to send off secret telegrams, she amazed him.
Fort Worth, Tex.; Chicago, III.; MontScarlet ltunner to Whitehall, und left the
"His purt will help smuggle you Into the house.
story of the flight und the mas- urday, for their plans were carefully sufficiently unscrupulous.
While London slept, and the old gomery, Ala.; Troy, N. Y., and WashIn
tier
charge of a hired chuuffeur sacre was twelve
made
and
a
to
seemed
is
be
carried
bit
his
above
said
the
Do you know her name?"
likely
capacity,"
years old. The
houses la Queen Anne's Hardens kept ington, D. C.
whom he could trust.
hud lived in greut seclusion, In- out successfully, whutever might hap- young man from the Foreign Office,
"Anastiisla," replied Peter.
their wooden eyelids closed, four perThe procedure adopted calls for the
He was greeted by the foreign sec- queen
afterwards.
"and
he'd
have
no
he
had
chance
of
It
Yet, somehow,
sometimes in France und pen
cognito,
"Disguise yourself as a man of her
retary und ills wife, and distantly for- England, sometimes iu Austria and did expect to hear; for he grudged except through his wife. His mar- own cluss, and ask for her' at the serv sons, who had stepped out of a closed submission of an application, known
carriage round the corner, walked
gotten us the murmur went round that
Hungary. Now she wus deud had leaving his dingy lodgings for more riage was brought about to serve the ants' door. If you can get Mile. Valda quietly to the door of No. 36. There
royalty wus urrivlng. Now he puused been deud for two
than
an
a
half
hour
a
at
convenience of the powers thut be In out of the Embassy before the day were three men and one woman ; and,
time, lest
years. Her last
forlornly, looking for Ulul.su Duuvruy. words to her two sons
who's half fixed for Prince Mirko's wedding with
Mirko, twen special messenger or a telegram should Turkey; but the woman
the
electric
"Mr. Kuce," murmured a voice thut
.
come
from Eloise Dauvray and he Irish has been a beauty in her duy, Miss Duuvray your brother's happiness having pushed
nnd Peter, twenty-onhad
bell, they were almost immediately ad- no man who hud heard It once could
been; "Win back Dulvanla. Mirko should not be there to receive It. But and all poor old Rudovlcs' honors have us wen as your own win De assured.
mitted Into the dark, unfurnished
forget ; und, turning, he wus face to must be king."
nothing did come; and on Wednesday been given hlra for her sake. Those
"Have you no plan to save my house.
face with Kloise Duuvruy an astonThis chimed with Mirko's heart's afternoon, feeling the need of nlr and who are 'in the know' say he despises brother?".
"Is all well so far?" asked Eloise
ishingly whanged Eloise Duuvruy.
"I huve a plan," said Christopher; Dauvray whispering, in the dim cordesire. But there was no money: and exercise, he went out for a stroll in King Alexander, and If he weren't
She hud been beautiful before, but Dulvanla even if
was
the
five
Park.
o'clock
of
afraid
Turkish
his
after
master
It
would
a
"but
one."
it's
queer
willing to accept
ridor.
Mite was
doubly beautiful now, with the him was weuk, while Turkey was when he somewhat reluctantly re- be In the thick of all the plottings.
"Can I help?" asked Peter.
"All is well so far," answered
Of course, if that romantic-lookinradiant, morning beauty of a girl of neur and powerful. Still, he wus the turned.
out
"By seeing Anastasia, finding
As he let himself In with his latch- chap, Mirko, would take a fancy to the the gossip of the servants' hall, if Christopher Race.
eighteen. Then he saw the other man, rightful heir; nnd Dnlvualu was very
It was not until after ten o'clock In
und, Seeing him, knew the secret of tlie tired of
who is naturally
a any, concerning your brother, and runKing Alexander, spendthrift key, he nearly stumbled against the stepdaughter,
the morning that the absence of little
favored
lodging-housof
I'hunge la Kloise luuvruy. The glory und profligute.
off
protegee
carrywith Rudovlcs' stepdaughter
Turkey, things ning
Lady Valda and her maid was dis
tf love Irradiated her, uud It seemed to Now, Prince Mirko's errand In the ing somebody's tea.
might get uncomfortable for Alexander as quickly as you can."
covered by Mme. Rudovlcs, for sht
wus
not
thut
she
ushumed
in
Dalvanla."
a
whut
"Oh,
Christopher
sir,
good thing you've
When Prince Peter of Dalvanla and was a late riser
most Important lslund of the world
by habit, and the girl
to let him see It.
!"
back
she
exclaimed. "The lady's
have Christopher Race had sketched out had
wus to enlist sympathy for his cause got
Christopher would gladly
posed as an invalid the day be"Mr. Kuce," said Eloise Duuvray
learned more, but the source of infor- something which faintly resembled a
among those who would lend him their been wuiting for you a good
again, "I wanted you to come und meet money or their help in organizing a
mation was pumped dry, and he apolo- plan, and had made arrangements fore. Under Valda's pillow a note had
been slipped. "I have gone away to
Prince Mirko of Dalvuiilu. I huve told secret raid ; and the
two
ran
the
gized for having kept the two
up
Christopher
flights
so
concerning Scarlet Runner, Chrisadventure,
him about you."
so long from their engagement. topher kept bis promise by going to marry Prince Peter of Dalvanla. We
Eloise Duuvray eagerly explained to of stairs to the second floor, two steps
love
"Rudovlcs Is surely in this," Chris- Regent's Park and telling Eloise all sent each other." And that news had
Christopher was not surprised to Christopher Race, was not so hopeless ut a time.
the ambassador in baste to the
As he opened the sitting-rooburn thut this noble young giant, iu us
door topher said to himself; and suddenly that was In his mind.
It might seem.
door of the closed room, where do
the wonderful eustern uniform, selntil-latin!"
Eloise
an
"At
idea
of
In
what
he
last
would
do
Rudo
Dauvray
up.
sprank
"Please
The Dalvanian Ambassador, who
be ready at the time al- work had yet been begun upon the
with orders und decorations, hud
Just culled the Prince away, had she cried. 'Tve been praying for you vlcs place sprang into the young ready fixed for the wedding," said "fallen ceiling.
Road, If Well Kept, It Sat
wus called prince.
come.
one
to
You're
man's
Before
mind.
Eloise
my
hope."
seeing
heen put In his place by Turkey, like
Christopher quietly. "And have everyHe unlocked the door, and knocked
Isfactory for Moderate Traffic.
"I am here with my grandmother," all other
"What
hus
he
to
secdecided
call
for
the
happened?"
ngaln
Christopher
Dalvanian
body else concerned in the ceremony by way of courtesy, two men tall
diplomuts of asked
oaid Miss Duuvruy. "You huve not
ond time at Mirko's house to pake in- ready too."
abruptly.
King Alexander's day; nevertheless,
Dalvaninns both, In bis own private as a project statement, by the state
met her, but she Is un old friend of he
an
"Mirko
Elclse
has
disappeared,"
quiries.
had privute reusoiis for being at
to the district enHalf an hour later Christopher,
service
standing on guard as usual highway department
the fon-igPrince
wife.
swered.
"Has
His
Prince
secretary's
Royal Highness
heart Mirko's friend. Damiello Hudo-vic- s
but too excited for hunger, lest the prisoner should
gineer, who examines the road It Is
an
attempt
Mirko and you uud I must talk tono
"Have
come
asked
Mirko
back?"
he
asked
you
of the was racing towards
suspicions?"
knew what was Mirko's mission
Hyde Hampton escape. Each time since Mirko's cap- proposed to Improve, and transmits
gether."
the project statement with bis recomin England; knew that he was trying Christopher.
with Scarlet Runner. Tea minutes at ture Rudovlcs had himself
brought the
a
"I
out
found
have
of
that
"No, sir; but His Royal Highness his uncle's was
They
thought
Turkey might
quiet corner,
to get togfthc a hundred thousand
for old Jumes Prince's meal in this fashion, twice mendations to the headquarters office
enough,
the way of the crowd. "Now I am
found
and
considered
It
Prince
worth
out,
Peter has arrived from Paris," Race was heart and soul for Prince
In Washington.
If the secretary of
pounds to buy arms und feed a smull
witnin twelve hours, bearing also a
was the answer.
going to tell you a secret," the girl army; knew that he wus Inviting ad- while to remove him," she faltered.
the project
Mirko and Eloise now. Christopher hundred
agriculture
approve
for
his
apologies
"necessary
on.
"Is
went
thnt your only Idea?"
"You see bow I trust you
Christopher thought for a moment, flew back London ward with a signed but
statement, the plans, specification! and
venturous or rich young Englishmen
once
Not
harshness."
regrettable
"The
how we both trust you? For It's a to Join him
one. All the and then scribbled a few lines on a
cheque in his pocket; and, calling at before had the indignant Mirko an- estimates are then submitted by the
secretly ut the Montenegrin rest nre only developed
secrbt that, if known, might spoil u frontier of Dulvanla,
vague nnd mad. But there's card for Prince Peter, whom he had Lord Wendon's in the car.
for a certain purfound swered the knock, but now his voice state highway department to the dispink whose success melius everything pose; yet Hudovics was giving no hint one thing I had better tell you, though never seen. Presently he was Invited Prince Peter jubilant. Just back from
trict engineer, who transmits them
responded with a cheerful "Come in." with his
lo the priu :e everything, therefore, to to
recommendation to the Washthe Dalvanian Embassy. He had gone
Turkey, his real employer, of the
as
he
"Congratulate me,"
continued,
III.
office, and when they are found
ington
business ufoot. "And that is not bethere in his valet's clothes and Insisted Rudovlcs
fell
back
upon the threshold, to be suitable for
"lie hi. J asked me to murry him. cause of uny
a formal
on seeing Anastasia, whose cousin he
love for the
at what he saw, "And let me certificate to that approval,
That is part of the secret," said Kloise. I'rince," finishedpersonal
effect Is Issued by
the woman who loved
to be. The maid had per- aghast
pretended
Introduce you to my dear wife, the the secretary of
"I or his suke I ought to huve refused. the I'rince above
agriculture to the secmission from Mme. Rudovlcs to go out Princess Eloise.
all, "but because he
We thought a wedHut I love him. My love hus mude me wants Mirko
of the treasury .and the state
retary
on Friday evening; Valda would pre
to marry his wife's daughat the Embassy an excellent plan,
elfish."
department, and a formal
tend some slight indisposition, keep ding
ter. If Mirko would take her, Turkey
and have been married for an hour." highwayagreement
"You would hHve spoiled my life and would let him
Is entered Into be
project
her room all day, and leave the house,
his throne with
guin
A thousand thoughts raced each othkilled my umhition if you hud refused," no more than a mere theatrical strug-pltween the secretary of agriculture and
well veiled, in Anastasla's hat and er
through the ambassador's head as the state highway department As the
I'rince Mirko of Dulvanla broke in
cloak. Afterwards the woman would he 'stood
Thereby hangs a strange tule.
staring first at the pale smil- work progresses or upon its complehotly.
"Once upon a time a sultun loved a
do her best to follow unobserved, and
girl, the two priests, the registrar, tion, payment on a special voucher aplie spoke In perfect English, though fair lady who was not his sultana,
a rendezvous would be made some- ing
and the hole In the wall by which they proved by the comptroller of the treaswith nn accent something like that of yet she was of
where In the neighborhood after dark, and
high rank and hud imHe ury is made of the federal funds ap
Christopher had entered.
an Italian.
ofwith
Runner
must
Scarlet
who
not
in
be
relatives
portant
waiting.
thought of his daughter, and was portioned to the state.
"Congratulate tne. Mr. Rare," Raid fended. So the Sultun heaped upon
As for Mirko's presence in the house forced to hope in the circumstances
the prince. "Good fortune had a quar- her all the honors he could, and
Anastasia had been able to say noththat she was the younger brothers COMPLETE PAVING IS SOUGHT
rel with me until two weeks ago; then married her off to a colonel in his
ing definitely, but she did know that wife by this time. He thought of bis
I met Miss Dauvray."
who
soon
died rather suddenly
since morning one of the rooms had own chances of advancement in Dal
army,
me !"
exclaimed after the wedding day. Perhaps by
Nineteen Miles of Lincoln High"Congratulate
been closed, on the plea that part of vanla under a new
He thought Only
Eloise. "You saw whut I was before. thut time the great man bad tired of
way Remain Unpaved In the
the celling had fallen, and no one was of Turkey's probableking.
attitude towards
You see what I am now."
State of Ohio.
her beauty; at all events, when she
to go in until workmen should have a
struggle In which Valda's husband
This was a delicate topic; and per- hud been long enough a widow, with
come to repair the damage.
would be engaged as well as his
There will be Improved In the state
haps Christopher's face showed thut be a pretty little girl, he smiled upon a
Next morning at ten o'clock Chris- brother; and he thought of nine hun of Ohio during- 1918 many miles of
found it difficult, for the girl spoke be- match between the lady and the new
Race
was
at
the
door
n
of Messrs. dred and ninety-sevetopher
other things, all the Lincoln highway. The plans for
fore he could choose his answer. "The Dulvanian Ambassador to the Court of
Leonard and Steele, estate and house In the space of one long moment.
Improvement are so far advanced that
ptlfice knows," she said. "I told him St James. Now the girl Is grown up
at
moment
the
when it opened
agents,
Then he bowed and said slowly of the 234 miles In the state only
thut Is, she's sixteen or seventeen;
everything. It was hurd, and I was
for business. Papers were signed, a "Graciously allow your host to be the 19 miles- of the route will remain
teit pted to keep my own counsel, Per-ba- p and you can see that, if Mirko of
check in advance for a quarter's rent first who offers your Royal Highness unpaved after the contracts for the
conscience alone would not have Dulvania would please to fall in love
was paid; and presently Christopher and his bride all possible good wishes." present year ere fulfilled. Practically
derided me, but it was better he with and marry her, there would be
found himself in possession of the
"She Will Help Smuggle You Into the House."
all of the road completed Is of brick.
(END OF FOURTH EPISODE.)
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OF PRINTER phasize the Importance of getting the
stationery for his new gun company
Letter Heads of Electrie Company printed correctly. When the first sheets
came to him, however, the English
Made to Read, "United States
printers had made his concern appear
Electric Lightning Company."
as "The Maxlni Cum company."
Sir Hiram Maxim, in hi recently
that Teaching Safety to School Children.
yublished autobiography, say
Red for "danger" and green for
he organized the United State
tMectric Lighting company its station- "Irish" was the conception of the danfrom the printer with the ger and safety emblems which lira.
ery came
krad. --Tie United States Electric Katberine D. Larrabee, the lecturer of
t.
the bureau of public safety of the
Ugbteinf Company." Later, In
of this mistake to em Brooklyn (N. T.) Rapid Transit com
be
AMUSING

ERROR

Eng-tKs-

ul

pany, found to be most widely entertained among the children of the
Brooklyn vacation schools and playgrounds whom she met in the annual
summer school safety campaign under
the Auspices of the Brooklyn Institute
for Safety and the board of education.
Mrs. Larrabee was well pleased that
the children universally recognized the
danger sign, and she explained to
then the more exact significant' of
the green symbol from the safety
point of view. Electric Railway

again lower down in the sky." . Recently
powerful telescope was
Mystery Explained When Telescope Is brought into play and the mystery was
solved. The lights were found to be
Brought Into Use Wers Lights
those on automobiles coming down the
en Automobiles.
Rockwell road from the summit of
William R. Gardener, who has a cot- Qreylock mountain.
tage on the west shore of Pontoosuc
lake. In the Berkshire, has been noFerryboat Propelled by Automobile.
At Aberdeen, Wash, there Is in opticing what he termed moving stars In
the noth western heavens.
"These eration a barge so built that It can
be
driven by the automobile that it
stars,! ha tad 'said, "appeared quits
high In the sky and slowly descended. ferries across a bay 20 miles wide.
They disappeared and then appeared When tne automobile is driven upon
MOVING

STARS IN HEAVENS

.

Setting Out Orchard.

the targe Its rear wheels are raised
When the orchard Is set out every
and clamped to shafts that drive the tree should be formed so there will be
propeller wheels mt the sides of the no crotches ; no limbs should be nearer
boat
than eight Inches to each other but
should stand out as near horizontal a
As Willie Understood It,
possible to the main body.
Willie was on a visit to bis ancle
Chicks,
In the country and wss wstching him
Every chick hatched Is an egg taken
When be .remilking one evening.
turned to the boose his aunt asked from consumption. Every chick lost Is
hint: "la Cncle Hassle through milk- a egg and a quantity of feed need ts
"Not yet," answered-Willie- . BO purpose. Every chick raised add!
ing
"He's finished two faucets and either eggs er meat to the nation's
has Just cosr sMBOsd on the other twe" food supply.
yet-WUll-
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StMSOIOOL

THE

LESSON

KITCHEN

(By REV. P. B, FlTZWA'fER, D. D
Teacher of English Bible In tta
Moody Bible Institute of Chicago.)

HOME GARDEN SHOULD PRODUCE

'Tight,

SURPLUS FOR WHITER STORAGE

1911,

CABINET

Western Newspaper Union.

LESSON FOR JUNE

2

To make good tea for you and me.
We'll heat this earthen pot, you see,
Tben In it place Just one, two, three
Full teaspoons ot the fragrant tea.
One each for urn, and me and thee.
And when the water boiling be,
Turn on; then steep It thoroughly

THE PROPHETIC OUTLINE OF
THE
BETWEEN
INTERVAL
CHRIST'S
CRUCIFIXION
AND HIS COMING AGAIN.
LESSON TEXT

Mark

13:1,

Three minutes to set flavor free.

14:9.

GOLDEN TKXT-- He
that shall endure
unto the end, the same shall be suved.
Mark 13:13.
DEVOTIONAL READINa-Ephesla- ne
i:

Gathering the Product of Their Work, and They Are Pleated.

A half-acrgarden, If cared for properly, will produce far more vegetables
(linn the average family can consume
during the maturing period of the
crops. Only a small portion of n garden of this size should be devoted to
those Vegetables that must be used as
soon as they reach maturity.
It Is
advisable to devote the major portion
of the space to those crops which if
not needed at once may be kept for
winter use. In fact, If the spuce is
available the garden should be planned
with the definite purpose of growing
crops for storage for winter use.
Late beets, late cabbage, carrots, celery, onions, parsnips, Inte potatoes,
sweet .potatoes, salsify, und late
may be stored In their natural
condition and if possible should he
grown to the extent of the family
needs for storage for winter use.
Work Garden All Season.
It is possible In nearly ull sections
of the country to grow late beets, late
cabbage, late potatoes and turnips on
ground that has already produced a
crop of lettuce, radishes, beans, early
peas, early potatoes, or some crop requiring a relatively short period for
Its maturity. Gardeners are Inclined
to neglect the opportunities for crop
production In the garden after the first
of the season has passed and frequently space Is allowed to lie Idle that
should be producing a crop of late potatoes, cabbage or turnips.- - In sections
where the season Is short It Is possible to plant the late crops between the
rows of early crops before the early
e
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GOOD SUCCESSION

OF CROPS

Garden Should Be Kept Busy All SeasonPlan Given for Grouping
Various Vegetables.
by the United 8tates Department of Agriculture.)
All the ground In the garden should

(Prepared

crops ore removed, thus gaining two
or three weeks' time.
Late potatoes may be planted on
ground from which early peas or string
beans have been removed.
Late cabbage may he planted between the rows of enrly potatoes before this crop Is mature. Turnips may
be sown between the rows of late corn
and late bush beans. I.nte beets may
be planted between the rows of late
heuns and will grow long after front
has killed the beans.
Storage In the Home.
Ry utilizing every square foot of
space in the garden a considerable
quantity of vegetables may he grown
for storage for winter use. If no storage facilities exist In the home ull the
crops suitable for keeping may be
stored in outdoor banks or pits. However, it is not at all difficult to provide
stornge facilities In most homes, It being only necessary to make use of the
cellar, the attic, a large closet, or other parts of the dwelling, depending upon the character of the product to be
stored.
Beans, Including the Limns, mny he
stored dry, and it Is advisable to grow
them to as great an extent as possible
for winter use. Limns and other pole
beans may be planted around the fence,
It being possible In this way to produce
considerable quantities of dried bean
for winter use. The pods should be allowed to remain on the vines until dry
enough to rnttle, should then be gathered, spread on the attic floor or In
some other dry place, and when dry,
shelled and stored In bags.
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COMING UP TO SCRATCH

Surely a uniform I Overalls.
A few yards of wire netting
may mean pence with your
chicken-lovinneighbor.
If that doesn't work, try a
gentle message to his wireless
run.

be kept fully occupied all the season.
As soon aa one crop Is removed, something else should take Its place. The
following grouping of vegetables will
Growing Specialties.
serve tolndlcate which ones may preIt will pay the home gardener to
cede or follow others.
certain specialties of which he
Crops Occupying the Ground All the grow
may be fond, and which may be
Season.
troublesome or expensive to purchase.
Pumpkins
Beam, pole
Okrn Is an example of this class, and
Peppers
Beans, pole Lima
Potatoes, Irish,
Cucumbers
little beds of parsley, chives or other
mttln
crP
Eggplant
herbs take up very little room and
Tomatoes
Melons
Squash
provide the housewife with additions
Okra
Potatoes, sweet
for her table which are most welcome
Onions, from seed
Parsnips
If they can be picked conveniently and
Followed
Be
Early Crops Which May
at the right moment.
by Others.
Pea
Beans, bush
Plnnts which grow high and cause
Potatoes, early
Beets
Radish
Cabbage, early
heavy shade should not be located
Spinach
Carrots
where they will Interfere with
Turnips
Corn, early
small plnnts. It is well, also, to
Lettuce
Late Cropa Which May Follow Others. separate perennials, such as rhubarb
Corn. weet
and asparagus which are not cultiBeets
Kale
Brussels sprouts
vated, from plnnts which must he
P
late
Cabbage,
tilled.
Spinach
Cauliflower
.

g

Turnips

Celery

In planning the garden all
crops should be grouped tothe
gether, bo that after removal
for
ground will be available as a unit alIs not
planting something else. It
ways necessary to wait until the crop
Is removed. Late cabbage or sweet
corit may be planted between the rows
of early potatoes some two or three
weeks before the potatoes are harvested. Some dissimilar crop should
follow the first crop occupying the
ground, In order to help In the control
of Insects and diseases.
g
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WITH THE LARK!
Gardening

before

breakfast

starts any day right

Those tomato stakes? Where
are they? Expensive kindling.
Are you saving some finely
sifted coal ashea to loosen that
clayey spot?

The same kind of vegetables should
not be grown twice, If this can he
avoided. In the same part of the garden. If a radically different kind Is
disease spores nnd Insects,
grown,
though present In the soil, probably
will not attack the second crop.
Ready Market for Crops.
Early cabbage, cauliflower, celery,
tomato nnd other garden plants should
find a ready market this year. Florists In some of the towns and cities are
using part of their houses for growing this kind of stock.
Depth for Planting Beans.
Beans of any kind should not be
planted any deeper than Is necessary
to secure good germination.
This
should never be more than 2 Inches and
on heavy soli It should not be more
than 14 to 1 Inches.
'

Many Gardens Neglected.
Many gardens which start very favorably in the spring gradually decline
In productivity as the season advances,
Beans.
and become weed patches long before
Planting Castor
the
India
fall arrives.
A bushel of castor beans of
variety will plant from 15 to 20 acres.
In
warm
Great Nitrogen User.
The seed should be soaked
Corn Is a great user of nitrogen,
water for 12 to 24 hours before planting. Such treatment makes germina- while potatoes and root crops need
Has your soil
plenty of potassium.
tion more rapid and certain.
enough of these?
.
Mining Soil Profitable.
Don't Experiment
Mining the soil. can only be made
Do not experiment with crops about
profitable by the miner turning manufacturer and selling his product on which you know nothing. There Is no
the market nearest the consumer, and easy way of beating the crop production game.
returntog the wast to the soli.
j

WHEN COMPANY COMES.

If each householder keeps a hen for

half a teaspoonful of paprika and a
teaspoonful of suit. Mix and beut until w ell blended.

it Is easy to say. how we love new
friends and what we think of them,
but words can never trace out all the
fibres that knit us to the old.
MORE GOOD THINGS.

each member of the family, chicken
Spinach Is one of the spring greens
soup may be a which should be used freely. It Is
common
dish
more
rich In Iron and
I on the tables of
,
other material
I the American
salt.
I housewife.
Spinach and
Eggs. Have ready
a generous cupful
4 In a kettle of cold
of cooked spinach
water, bring to' a
chopped fine. Melt
boll und boil ten
two
teuspoonfuls
minutes, then cover tightly and set
of butter, add a
into the tireless cooker or to simmer tablespoonful of flour a fourth of a
on the back part of the range for
teaspoonful each of suit and pepper;
Keniove the cook a
three or four hours.
moment, then add half a cupchicken which taay then be used for ful of rich milk and stir until boiling.
another dish and add to the stock Add the spinach, mix and use to line
two large sliced onions or a dozen a
gloss buklng dish. Break into the
small ones, two diced carrots, one dish three fresh eggs and set them
diced turnip, one cupful of peas, two into a moderate oven to cook until
bay leaves and salt and' pepper. Boll set. Serve us a luncheon or supper
until the vegetables are tender, re- dish.
move the buy leaves but do not '
Mock Orange Marmalade
Scrape
strain. Serve with grated cheese and
carrots to
buttered toast. Veal may be substi- and grate enough raw
two pounds, then squeeze over
tuted for chicken or a little of both weigh
the carrot the juice of three lemons,
may be used for this soup.
set to cook In a double boiler and
Season ull meats with salt, slightly cook an hour, or until the carrots are
with pepper; to beef add onion Juice tender, then add the grated rind and
or a cut clove of garlic, or a minced Juice of three oranges and four cup-fuonion cooked In fat. To lamb add
of sugar; cook until thick.
onion and tomato, mint sauce or toVegetable Pie. Have reudy cooked
mato catchup. To veal, minced chives,
of carrot
.sweet herms. To poultry odd celery dried Lima beans, cubes
or
and canned corn. Mix
salt, sweet green pepper, chopped ripe all turnip, peasseason with
butter, salt
together,
olives. To fish, tomato, parsley, onion,
and pepper, add a little milk and discucumber, horseradish or pickles.
pose In individual buklng dishes.
Spread bread with butter lightly Cover with rounds of pastry, muklng
on
tben lay
slices of brick or any rich an opening for the steam to escape.
cheese. Put into the oven and serve Bake long enough to cook the pastry
when the bread Is hot and tie cheese thoroughly. Serve as the main dish
Is melted.
for luncheon or supper.
Cream Dressing for Fruit Salad.
8panl(h Mackerel. Split a Spanish
Melt four tablespoonfuls of butter mackerel down the back, remove the
and add two and a half tablespoonfuls bone and the small bones attached to
of cornstarch; one tablespoonful of it. Season Inside with
of
flour,
teaspoonful of salt, a teaspoonful of salt and a few
three drops of tabasco and a
dashes of paprika, squeeze over the
of sugar. Add gradually one fish the juice of half a lemon and
cupful of hot sweet milk, stir and cook sprinkle with a tablespoouful of finely
well. Take from the fire and add a chopped chives; put the fish back In
beaten yolk and Ave tablespoonfuls Its natural
shape and place It in a
of lemon Juice, one at a time, beating baking dish, suitable for the table.
well after each spoonful. Add sour Lay slices of salt pork over it and
cream when ready to use, whip with bake in a hot oven half an hour. Rea Dover egg beater and serve well move the
pork and pour over the fish
chilled.
a cup of highly seasoned tomato sauce.
8trawfaerry Filling for Sponge Cake. Serve another cup with the fish.
Beat a cupful of cream until stiff,
add a third of a cupful of sugar, the
We never know the true value ot
white of an egg beaten stiff, and a
friends. While they live we are too
of their faults, when we have
sensitive
half cupful of
strawberloat them, we only see tbelr virtues.
ries. Flavor with vanilla and spread
-- Hare.
aa a filling for layer cake.
GOOD THINGS FOR OCCASIONS.
Be resolutely and faithfully what you
be humbly what you aaplra to
are
be. Man's noblest sift to man Is his
There are any number of people who
sincerity, for It embraces his integrity
like carrots, but who have no ambition
also. Henry Thoreau.
to originate new
ways of serving
MORE GOOD THINGS.
them. One of the
commonest, nnd to
Those who are privileged to have
many the least atrabbits wild or tame will enjoy thla
tractive of all dishdish. Wash two rabbits
es. Is creamed carI
. ' i which have been cut In
rots. Let us try
1 pieces for serving, place
I
some other ways to
In
of
a
rubbit
I
layer
serve the wholeB
o r nci nticDUMila m otnna.
t
some veegtable.
covered dish, thqn cover
Puree of Carrots Scrape two lurge
with a layer of finely
sliced onion, a few whole carrots, wash and dry them, cut In
or shreds. Put Into n saucepan
peppers, three cloves, a slices
two tablespoonfuls of butter, a
quarter of a bay leaf and a sprinkling with of
boiling water, a teaspoonful of
of salt. Repeat the layers until the pint
rabbit Is all placed, then cover with sugur and a dash of paprika; cover
water and vinegar, using one purt and let simmer very gently for about
an hour; add three cupfuls of soaked
vlpegar to two parts water, cover the
dish and let stand two days, l'our bread that has been well drained and
Into a saucepan or kettle and cook pressed down into the cup; add two
of chicken or veal broth and
slowly until the rubbit is tender. Re quarts an hour.
move the meat carefully and strain simmer
the sauce. Cook two tuhleipoonfuls
Celery With Beef Marrow Allow a
of sugur to a deep caramel nnd add head of celery to each pereson, pare
very slowly to the sauce. Mix two the roots and cut the stalks, wash in
tablespoonfuls of flour with a little several waters to remove all earth;
of the sauce and add to It. just before have all heads the same length and
serving put the rabbit back Into the put on to boll In boiling water to cover ;
boll five minutes, then drain on a cloth,
sauce to reheat, add three tablespoonset the heads Into a dish where they
fuls of grape Juice or Jelly.
a will He flat, add salt, a piece of green
Potato Dumplings. Take two
of mashed potatoes, add salt and or red pepper, a tablespoonful of butto cover; let simmer
n
egg, half a ter and broth
nutmeg, one
one hour or until tender.
For six
cupful of croutons well browned In
butter a teaspoonful of fine chopped heads, cut four ounces of marrow hfrom
a beef bone, the hind ahln, In
parsley, or half a teaspoonful of
slices, let soak In cold water, drain;
sweet marjoram.
cover with boiling water and let simDainty Spring Salad. Cook a pound mer one minute; drain and It Is
of Italian chestnuts
(shelled snd
ready. Serve with a brown sauce; add
blanched) In chicken or veal broth five tablespoonfuls of corn flour, add
(seasoned with vegetables) until ten- four tablespoonfuls of olive oil and
Skim out, cool and cut In cook until
der.
frothy,' then add one cupful
Cut tomato Jelly In small of
shreds.
highly seasoned brown stock, a half
shapes, shred half a green pepper, and cupful of tomato puree, and stir until
cut a bunch of endive In julienne boiling ; add one tablespoonful of WoWash and dry the heart rcestershire sauce, a dash of
shreds.
paprika
leaves of two beads of lettuce and and two or three tablespoonfuls of orset them on Individual plates, sprinJules.
kle over It the shredded articles and ange
Breakfast Dish. Heat two cupfuls
set the tomato bits above. Pour over
two tablespoonfuls of the following of tomato, add salt pepper and butter
to season, and pour over
dressing and serve.
toast which has been softened around
Salad 'Dressing Cut a Bermuda the edges In hot water before spreadonion In halves end with a thin, sharp ing with the butter. The bread simply
knife scrape the Juice Into a bowl; heated In the oven la fully as good and
of a cupful of ollva much easier to
add three-fourtprepare.
oil, a cupful of red wine vinegar,
cupful of tomato catsup, a
tablespoonful of Worcestershire sauce,
one) teaspoonful of mushroom catsup.
'
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Matthew
ADDITIONAL MATERIAL
II
46; Luke 21:5-3I Thus. 5:1-22.
Thess.
TOPIC-Jes- us
PRIMARY
among his
friends. Mark 14:3-TOP-I- C
JUNIOR AND INTERMEDIATE
14;8-- .
Our best for Chrlst.-Ma- rk

23:1-2-

Boy

Three Exquisite Daytime Frocks

The printed text (14:1-9- ) may profitably be used by the primary. Junior
and intermediate grades, but the adult
classes will more profitably confine
their study to chanter 13. lit order to
avoid confusion iu this study, let it be
clearly borne Iu mind Hint two matters are presented the destruction of
Jerusalem by .the Roman armies and
the glorious return of the Lord. The
two are sometimes so closely Interwoven as to mnke the threads difficult
to disentangle, but If we see the coloring In the graphic picture of the destruction of Jerusalem as adumbrating
the revelation of the Son of Jod in
glory, we shall have no serious trouble.
I. The Occasion of the Prophecy
(vv.
As Jesus was passing through the
temple for the last time on his way to
the Mount of Olives, where lie gave
this discourse, the disciples reminded
him of the splendor of the building, to
which he replied that not one stone
should be left upon another. When
seated upon the mount three disciples
came privately with a threefold question, according to Matthew 24, requesting further Information.
1. When shall these things be?
2. What shall be the sign of thy
coming?
3. And of the end of the age?
That which follows Is given In answer to these questions.
II. The Characteristics of the Age
During the Absence of Christ (vv.5-23)- .
1. Appearance
of deceivers (vv.
5, 6).
Since Jesus went back to heaven
many false Chrlsts from time to time
have pressed their claims as being the
Christ. As the age draws to a close
these claims doubtless will Increase.
2. Wars and strife among the nations (vv. 7, 8).
The history of the centuries since
Christ Is written In blood, and the river
Increases in volume as the age goes
on toward its consummation.
Jesus
warns against muklng any particular
war the sign of his coming. Many good
people have seriously blundered in this
respect because they did not heed this
warning.
3. Earthquakes and famines (v. 8).
Though these calamities grow Increasingly severe as the days lengthen,
the Intelligent, believing disciple Is not
surprised or alarmed, for these are
the precursors of a new order, the
birth pangs of a new age, the establishment of the Kingdom of Christ
upon this earth. Let the child of God
In this present darkness look up, for
his redemption dm wet h nigh (Luke
21 :28).
4. Universal evangelism (v. 10).
The gospel of the Kingdom, according to Matthew 24 :14t shall be preached In all the world for a witness. This
Is not the Gospel of the grace of Uod
which we now preach, but the new
evangelism which shall he proclaimed
by elect Israelites Immediately preceding the coming of Christ to establish his Kingdom (see llev. 7:4-1ltoni. 11 :15).
5. Universal hatred of the believing
Israelites (vv. 10:13).
They shnll be severely persecuted.
Civil government shall be against
them, and even their relatives and neur
kin shall hate, hunt nnd kill them.
Their one duty, notwithstanding, shall
be to preach the Gosel, depending
upon the Holy Spirit for wisdom
For this specific duty they are
sealed with the seal of God In their
foreheads (Rev. 7:3). This will he the
real Pentecost of which the outxiur-Inof the Spirit at the beginning of
the Church was a type (Joel 2:28-32- ;
Acts 2:16). Eternal salvation Is promised as an encouragement' to fidelity
(v. 13). It is the great tribulation (vv.
14 23). This is the consummation :of
the age Immediately preceding the glorious appearing of Christ. Out of the
missionary propaganda of converted
Israel shall eventuate the unpnralelled
horrors so glowingly pictured here.
Daniel's "abominations of desolation"
the "man of sin"
la the
(Daniel 9:26, 27; 11:36; 2 Thess., 2:3,
4) will direct this reign of horro. In
men's desire for deliverance from this
reign of terror they will be easily led
astray by false Chrlsts who shall peculiarly appear at this time.
III. The Lord's Glorious Return (vv.
).

g
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24-27-).

This Is the superlative event, the
one to which all prophecies have pointed, and all ages are moving with unfailing precision. It will usher In the
golden age of which the wise and
great of all ages have dreamed, and
for which they longed. The coming
of the Lord will put an end to earthS
sorrows; wars and strife will not end
until the kingdoms of this world become the Kingdom of our Lord and his
Christ (Rev. 11:15). This event wUl
Castor Bean Culture. Tomatoes Until Frost
The castor bean produces well oa be accompanied by great physical disWith good soil, a good variety, and
turbances and Jesus will gather his
normal season, the early planting of any fertile corn land. The preparation
ends of the earth.
tomatoes will continue to bear until for the crop Is also similar to that of elect from the
IV. Applications of the Prophecy
corn..
frost
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Repair Old Tools.

. Perhaps It wtU pay better to repair
old tools for another year's service
than ;to bny new ones. ... .

Chance lor Youngsters.
Give the boys and girls a chance to
raise a garden or small fruit patch this

jr.
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Millinery Styles.
There are definite characteristics to
be noted In the spring nnd summer
millinery and the styles of the season
nre almost all charming. There seems,
In fact, to be nn obvious dismissal of
weird nnd freakish shapes and trimmings, and a Arm adherence to those
that are truly attractive and beautiful.
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Outfit in Summer Shoes

e

Just how tew pairs of shoes can we
get along with this summer? That's
the question that wrfmen are called
upon to settle for themselves, now
that wartime economy culls for retrenchment on all sides.
Secretary
McAdoo says he has his shoes
when they need it nnd nppeurs
to be proud of It, recommending this
course to every one else. Leaving out
house slippers and evening slippers
that need not come in the reckoning at
all, three pairs of good shoes will see
one through. This will seem an impossibly slim allowance to the woman
who usually buys from six to twelve
pairs, but three pairs will answer.
There Is no economy in having only
....
1
i
uuo guilt w, ni i c, .l BiH'ira,
irr.aunv uic
wear much longer and look much bet-- I
ter when two pairs are worn alternately. Shoe trees keep them In good
shape when they are not in use and
are as necessary to shoes as hangers
are to coats and frocks.
A wartime summer outfit In shoes
might follow the suggestion in the
group of three pairs shown In the picThese do not Include shoes
ture.
made solely for sportswear, which can
be considered beside the question of
ahoea that are Indispensable. All the
shoes pictured are In the best materials and workmanship, which are
matters of real economy in footwear.
They Include a pair of substantial
black kid street shoes, a pair of smart
white canvas oxfords and kid pumps
for dress.
The high boots for street wear have
sensible Cuban heels and moderately
heavy soles. Perforations along all
the seams and at each side of the fac-half-sole- d

...
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The wartime demand for dresjtuffl
Many New Waist Modes.
has revivified the ancient Indigo IndusSince the spring has brought with
It a revival of Interest In suits there
Henry Hall, a Wyandotte county try of Central America.
In Veoesoela a person may select a has been a corresponding new activ(O.) farmer, baa painted every fenc
land
and
either.
of
farm
obtain
red,
to
his
aa
title
It
Dresses
piece
big
post' around
(w.
ity In the waist business.
1. As these events multiply In the; white or Woe. - mining claim without the) necessity have beem la favor for so long now
'' Best Tims for Lettuce.
on
carried
of
proving the existence of mineral.
Traveling machine shops,
that waist buyers were becoming a
Lettuce.does not withstand heat well earth we knew that the coming of the
The total of taxes collected' throughare being need ' In Engbit discouraged. Now along comes a
and thrives best, therefore, In the early Lord dfaweth nigh (w. 28, 29), as the motor-trackbroken
automobiles
out
the territory of Hawaii for the fis- wonderfully promising spring and con
patting forth, of .the leaves offbe fig land to repair .
autumn,
spring
cal year ending' June SO, 1917, was sequently a new- - Interest In many
tree prove the approach of sumcoeiv-- '.
down on country roads.
x
JL The JewtsK race' shall retain' its
greater by S060.114, or approximately things and a new Impetus given to
In scourging ander the ancient
Lats Vegetables.
method the culprit was stripped, IS per cent, thaa the amount for 1910. many branches of business.' Perhaps
The handling of the 'soil previously Integrity Ull the end (v. 80).
on
a The taxes for
?
amounted te the main reason that suits are good
The perpetuity of Israel Is the mir- stretched with cords or thongs
to planting Is sn Important factor In
SU8298.
acle of the ages.
! and beats with rods.
tats season, aside from their more be
growing vegetables late) In the
8. Certainty of fulfillment (v. tit.
or-lat-

front, of georgette crepe. The iwo
long tassels at each side of the apron
are Important Items In Its make-up- ,
and the sleeves are especially smart,
with deep shaped cuffs. The tunic is
bordered with a braided band the
braid in the color of the dress nnd the
neck finished with small, covered buttons set In a row at each side. It will
be noticed that a tailored hat Is worn
with this daytime frock.
Silk Jersey, for which satin or foulard might be substituted, Is shown In
the skirt and coatee design at the right
of the picture. The sailor collar and
tunic are finished with embroidered
bands, nnd they define the sides of the
covbodice also. The
ered buttons In precise rows add their
neat charm to this exquisite dress.
All these frocks huve wide, crushed
girdles, adjusted easily to the figure
below the waistline, and are worn with
pumps and silk stockings footwear
that Is In keeping with them.
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The smart woman ot today Improves
each shining hour of summer by taking her knitting everywhere she goes,
and by wearing frocks much like those
that help to make the three graces pictured above,. look so lovable. These
frocks are of a sort to make even the
Jaded millionairess grow Interested,
and everyone else, who knows anything about clothes, to grow enthusiastic. They have everything that we
aspire to in our apparel simplicity,
style, refinement, originality all within the boundaries set by the season's
modes, nnd they are not out of the
reach of women of ordinnry means.
It Is hard to point out just what
gives distinction to' a frock as simple
In design as that worn by the girl sitting at the left. It lies In the choice
of material, In good hues and In the
wide band of embroidery about the
skirt with Its motif repented to finish
or similar fabthe neck. Khakl-koorics, would be a good choice for It,
or some of the heavy weaves In silk or
satin that are supple like those made
for the handsomest sports skirts. The
embroidery Is done In the color of the
dress with touches of black or a dark
color Introduced. Oyster-shel- l
white,
gray or sand color are good choices for
this dress.
The
tunic dress at the
center appears to be of satin with
and apron drnpe, at the

Bo-M-
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ing at the front, give them a handsome finish and they look altogether
dependable and smart just as women
themselves aspire to look In these
times. White canvas oxfords for wear
with summer street suits and frocks
are very plain and mny be had with
either Cuban or French heels. They
are easily kept clean nnd are very
durable.
Where street shoes will
strike the wrong note und something
more dressy Is needed, kid pumps,
similar to those shown In the picture,
will fill all requirements. They nre ot
black kid with gray panels, but there
Is a great variety of pumps In
and black with colored panels to
choose from.
k

Different Shades of One Color.
The combination of different shades
in the same color is a very smart note
in millinery Just now; this Is noticed,
perhaps, most In the tortoise shell colorings. An attractive small bat of
Milan has an upturned side brim and
this Is trimmed in a very light shade of
apple-greewheat, which is laid thickly about the crown sides and topped by
a row of foliage In the color of the
straw.
n

Colored Leghorn 8port Hats.
Colored Leghorns make smart sport
hats, some of these being faced In a
contrasting color tagel and trimmed by
single strips of the tagel used on edge
and made into a motif that reaches
from the crown base to the brim edge.

coming lines. Is the fact that thli
spring promises to be warmer than
Usual and because women have had
to wear heavy coats for so long on
account of the extremely cold weather.
Get Away From Mannish Types.
distinctly feminine note doml-- .
nates all of the apparel shown this season. - Paradoxically, having been permitted to take a real hand In doing,
men's work In the world, women art
veering away from mannish types el
A

do the.

V

Next Sunday Is Corpus Crlsti day
Mr. and Uri. George Armijo
nounced the glad tidings Wednesday and will be fittingly observed here
for
soldier
the
a
with
high mast at the Cathedral
morning that little
in the morning followed by a targe
U. S. had arrived at their home.
procession. All Catholic societies,
Col. and Mrs. Alfred Grunsfetd, schools and organiationa will take
of Albuquerque spent Sunday at the part in the procession,
mansion the guests of
executive
Governor and Mrs. W. E. Lindsey.
Corporation commissioner 'Hugh
Williams returned to the city this
the
with his daughter Miss Helen
of
week
surveyor
Guy Harrington
general's office returned Monday Williams a graduate with this years
class from the New Mexico Agrifrom ait inspection of land
in the northern counties, in which cultural college. While in the south
the location of several homestead Mr. Williams attended railway and
claims were in doubt.
express company hearings at Magda-len- a
Kelly and Hatch.
Hon. Antonio Lucero, secretary of
at
Mrs.
H. B. Sammons, of Farming-tothe
address
delivered
class
state,
San Juan county, attended the
the high school commencement in
Las Vegas the latter part of last conference of the coimtv chairmen
week. His inspiring theme was the of the war savings committees held
at the New Museum Tuesday morn
"Meaning of Time Education",
She left the same afternoon
ing.
J..H. Wagner, state school super- for Kansas City, Mo., on a farewell
be
to
left
pres- vis't with, her husband Dr. Sam-- 1
intendent,
Tuesday
ent at the opening of the institute mons who leaves shortly for trance,
at the High School building at Raton
The State Record will accept one
Wednesday morning, where he addressed the assembly of teachers.
War Savings Stamp which costs only
$1.16 now, and will be worth $5.00
The statement current here this January 1, 1923. in full payment of
i
Safford
week that Captain Ed.
your subscription from now to that
in France is corrected by relatives date, four years seven months. The
who say they have received letters State Record is $1 .50 pe.- - year, but
from him in Linda Vista, but it is this sacrifice is being made to inpossible he will embark in the near duce its readers to help a "bit" more
future.
to win the war by buying more

anT fascinating coiffures. Cabal!,
roe in knee trousers, tacky, make a as,
and overhauls.
i
' The Toy Symphony led by Mrs,
KatoA. mt Henderson and competent
orchestra was a pleasing feature. Re.
frcshmcnts were served.

an-

CAPITAL CITY NEWS III BRIEF
General and Personal
P. M. Dolan, of Taos, who Is engaged in the mercantile business In
i
that City spent few days in Santa
A. G. Whittier. traveling auditor Fe this week.
has returned from Colfax county.
H. B. Hcning had his household
Leslie Gillett was appointed city poods packed and shipped to Albuengineer Monday by Mayor E. P. querque this week, where he and his
Davics.
family will reside.
The Santa Fe county teachers
titute opens next Monday.

Ins-

,

Here and There Over the State
THE CITY OF BROKEN HOPE
I know the Earth as I know a book,
I've traveled it far and wide.
I've seen all the towns this side o
the sea
And all on the other side.
I've been where misery walks with

crim-e-

Where poverty's footsteps grope,
... IIIC - j.i
:... . .11
UU .1.
MUUHI I.IIJT III ail nil tuuiiuo
Was the Citv of Broken Hope.

,nA.

n,

Judge M. C. Mcchem, of Socorro
J. E. Vaeth chief deputy in the
was a business visitor in 'the city office of the state game warden, has
during the week.
been called into, the army and is in
camp nowM'ss Ramona Dnca of the state training
office
to
went
Albuquerque
engineers
Neil Lord and John McConvery
on Memorial day.
visited the Lamy metropolis TuesThe boys making the round
y
H. Dormp.n left Wednesday day.
trip' on their wheels.
for San Antonio. Texas to enter the
avirjion branch of service.
Mrs. Rupert F. Asplund left Wednesday with her daughter Caroline,
Mr. and Mrs. R, W. Isaacs, of to spend the months
of June July
Clnyton. I'liion county, were guests and August at St. Joseph.
at the Pe Vargas this week.
Pedro B. Alarid enlisted as a clerk
I. Creed and little in the quartermaster's corps of the
Mrs.
daughter left Sunday to visit rela- army at Albuquerque Saturday and
tives in Jacksonville, Illinois.
left immediately for tl Paso.

CHURCHES

SOCIETY. CLUBS, LODGES,

That city

that

is lit with the lights

failed.

i
Lancheoat At Maaslea
Governor and Mrs. W. E. Lino
sey entertained a few friends at two
Th.t.toFrfM delightful
luncheons at the exeeu.
T'.".!;
cers
tive mansion the past week.
degree work, led by their Council
Commander Bascom Howard, which Klwaals Eveat Elaborate
urn a ntif An ttrmt
One of the most elaborate and n
District Manager G. E. McDonald, joyable 'social events in Albuquerque
of Roswell. far famed orator, deliver-- : recently was the dinner, musical at)
ed an interesting
address on points!
Club. . li
Kiwanis
by the
.,
.. .. ...dance .given
.
. .
.
I
n? ,n wausncs lieu of its regular weekly meeting
J ?' ,,e,a wor
of the growth of this great order, at the Y. M. C. A. Eiehtvfive
About ISO choppers were present. club members and their ladies Wert
At the conclusion of the initatory present. The dinner was the Open
ceremonies,, and program, refresh. ins feature of the evening's enter
ments and cigars followed.
Itainment. At the conclusion Of the
t
musical program and addresses the
n . -if-,- niTP.?."ir
u was nostess remainder of the evening was spent
Miss
, ,he Countr Club daneig.
at a delightful dance Sat"Hv P'w'-- t
- "
Card
"y invited were: Misses Flor--"Benefit
i
guests
A benefit card
be gWt4
ence and Edia Rarnest. Helen LinJ.june 8th at the pjr,y wj
building bf
sey. Margaret McBride. Mary Von the ,adies of the Bo,;,j of Trt(
nJ!i7'jie"nMDoro,hi?ai.Kocch
.Pa';j,ne Tickets will be 50 cents each an4

choppers

initated into the mysteries

"

"vl

uTJs.0!?:
... J.

When the stars come into the skies
are paved with the dreams
Its sfreets
'
of youth,
And its music is made ot sighs.
It can not be found upon the map
r seen through the telescope,
But alasl it is only a lit lc way
To the City of Broken Hope.
The people that live in that sorrow
ful town
Look weary and woebegone,
xu:.m
,:n k. ...... a
Weirilv wearil" drugs .he day.
'
Virginia, the
coal for the comint
?ent S5?r8l"'.L W'lliams,
And gloomily night comes on.
Richards and Gn- - winferproceeds
be purch,ted.
wil,
,
.
A languorous night the sad stars evievo. Chatterton Fred Wairiir
Louis
. Cantaleou.
Neil
Lord.
Frank
,iKht.
School Usirtl
,
' Pr.,.B,.j Wltfc
stamps.
.
.
i i'i me nnrtais 01 a awn swintr one
i irrin sfan in 1'rirm
M
'
Frank I.ovclnnd left Wednesday to W. D. Murry, prominent Silver
A"
V"
Mr. and Mrs. Lucius Dills. Miss
al-- .
. u'iiuinc irni nviann
,
rranic curro
,,7"M
rnaiv
":..
-j
nnn
sums
j
uuu
.11
Diiv
mat
inc
anion
t;
iwi
rim
uavie.
L.a.
nnvprv.i
arrived
Con.
Milseveral
with
banker
A.
weeks
J.
night
Monday
Miss
j
City
spend
Vatelte Dills and friend
Bold theives traveling in a new In the
'
Broken
of
Hope
Vassar Smith Wavne m
City
i,
'ball and 'Vrk wnjT
to attend the war workers' confer- dred Toyner. of Roswell, arrived here Hudson car who stole the alter
eel! on the I.os Alamos ranch.
-S- elected.
Laws William Rose, Judd Stosson an "j,,
ence held Tuesday at the New Mu- the first of th's week from the chalices and vestments at the ancient
..5
men ar, a f
The
aim iiormai iiaiuuci.
reircsn- lows
Otis Seligman left Tuesday for San seum.
Miss Jovner mission church at Sandia. and the
Chaves county city.
ments
were
served.
Frr nriro. California, where he will
Lottis
CtntetoK,
will spend the summer at the Dills s:lver chimes frorn the church at Woman' Anmial Club Meeting
Rget, ball
J. B. McGhee, court stenographer
nter an officers' training camp.
Santo Domingo, are believed to b . The Santa Fe Woman's Club held
(Vassar Smith, Burrell SpeSri, Kelt
Honor Of Miss Baer
of the Roswell district, formerly U. home.
the same parties who stopped only its annual business meeting Tuesday
Mics HeIen j :nrt5ev entertained n "eth .La' APhonso Herrera an!
Mrs. Ruth Miller of the slate de- S. court stenographer in this city,
.
a
Francis Martinez.
Mrs. H. J. Bootman, of Kansas long enough in Santa Fe last Fri- afternoon at the Library building
i..
i
partment of education is attending is here as a witness in the U. S. City. Mo., who has been visiting her day
N.
B.
team Wayn
Mrs.
Laws. .LOItll
new
a
Lacghlin
presiding.
.
add
to
their
treasures
of
to
Franr-rauest
l...nor
her
Mis.
the teachers institute in Socorro.
court.
and
The Constitution
tire with detachable rim and casing
Maplin. Alpnons
parents Mr. and Mrs. J. P.
Baer, of Roswell. The '
peonle
will leave this week accompained by from the automobile of Owen Wood. were revised, after which the elec- - te-- t to meet Biss Baer spent Herrera and Frank Lovetand.
The several
her mother for a few weeks visit in The car was parked in front ot flic tion of officers took place..
happy hours at the executive Jack or Jill?
Los Angeles, California before re- New Museum.
Several detective following ladies were 'elected :
mansion.
Light refreshments were'
and secret service agents are on the Mrs. N. B. Laughlin, president,
Sister Sadie's now a bell hop.
turning home.
served.
Mrs. Leslie Gillett, 1st, vice president
a swell hotel,
job.
vice
Miss Elizabeth Massie, 2nd,
Cousin Lucy drives a taxi,
pre" Pollard Owen
Help boost your town's I stamp
I
A
of
unusual
Heln
war
finance
sales
the
interest to
Heli)
sident,
wedding
so noes AnnaDei.
Mrs. II. C. Vontz. recording sec- fiends was that which was solomn-ize- d Mother runs an elevator,
put the New Mexico Stamp sales
the
home
at
over, by sending the State Record
Saturday evening
retary.
Aunt Jane carries mail.
Mrs. Frank Parker, corresponding of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Pollard, Grandma's busy guarding aliens,
one War Savings Stamp (Cost $4. 16
to cover your Subscription from date
At the county jail.
secretary
Agi" hrta Koad when their daught
This was followed by a business er Miss Esther Frances Pollard was When the cruel war is ended,
to January I. 1923.,
session of the different departments married tn Mr. Frank Owen
And the boys come back,
of the club and election of thetr apjer of the Santa Fe Water anl Wnnrtpr wtln will rnrtr th
J. W. and L G. Davis, of Fields
officers.
Ike Forstnoffer. of Cameron,, and
i.'irnr company. Kev. r.
lockJill or Jack?
ridcre mtor of the M. E. church
M. H. Giles, of St. Verain. Oirrv
Art and L:terture Department
NO. 10'3 CONNECTION LEAVES 9;45 ARRIVES 1 1 ;50 A. M. county, made up a party which'
Mrs. A. B, Rcnchan, Chairman
officiating
'N. M. M. I, BUILDING.
The bride who is a charming and.
Mrs. R. J. Palen. 1st, director,
RED CROSS ROOMS
motored to the city last Wednesday!
GIVEN BY CUTTING
NO.
CONNECTION LEAVES 6;40 ARRIVES 8;40 P. M. nn hitsinpss and to look over thit
Mrs. I. H. Rapp, 2nd, director,
New Museum Building
accomplished young lady is a gradu
:
ate of the Santa Fe High School
Miss Rosa Parker, Secret-rsection of the state.
Sewing room open every afterNO. 4'S CONNECTION LEAVES 6;40 ARRIVES 1;15 A. M.
and was the popular teacher, at San !, CaPtam Bronson M. Catting, whs
Mrs. Thomas Doran, treasurer.
noon, 2 to 5.
for a numher of years resided is
and Mrs. Frank Burton are
Gauze room open every morn-jn- g
Prof,
Literary and program Committee, Pedro the past
NO. 8'S CONNECTION LEAVES 9;50 ARRIVES 9;35 A. M- - reiocing over the arrival of a little
Mr. Owen is the veil known nub'ic 5lant?. Fe ,a"d .who .is the owne?
Mrs. W. J. Barker and Mrs. R
(except Saturday), 10 to
F. Asplnrd.
of Santa Fe. whn,ne 1NCW Mexican, nas arranged ts
12.
son at their home Saturday. Prof.
spir:t"d cithr-NO. 7'S CONNECTION LEAVES 7;30 ARRIVES 9;35 A. M. Burton has not decided definitely j ti t
Legislative Committee Mrs. Fran- - makes a success of every Mndprtak Mexicoun me gruunus 01 ine liew
Every afternoon (except SunMilitary Institute a liandsomf
cis Wilson and Mrs. R. H. Hnnna. ini' this last venture is proof of
what the little lads profession is to
day), 2 to S; Thursday evens.
to be dedicated to the me
NO. 3'S CONNECTION LEAVES 7:30 ARRIVES 11 ;50 A. M. lie one thing seems certain
Cuiiim'"e
Membership
however,
ability aliint; these lines in caotur- - building
ings, 7 .30 to 9.30.
morv
of
Lieut. Antonio Luna, U. S.
'Waller Danburg and Mrs. E. L. li""r one of the mo: t attractive cnpitjl
he will not be a teacher.
A. deceased.
NO. TS CONNECTION LEAVES 3;40 ARRIVES
Hewctt.
5;45P.M.
c'ty damsels.
Antonio Luna was a Native Sos
The C'i ics and I'lnl iilhriify and
Oscar L. Owen left Tuesday after- The Red Cron Driva
of New Mexico. He was reared in
Imnrsnive Ceremonies
NO. 9'S CONNECTION LEAVES 9;50 ARRIVES 11 ;05 P. M. noon for Miami Ar'ona
TVmrt-men- t
Home and CliTI
and Los
Raton
with
met
In
the
at
Shops
1
Marked, the. conferring of the 1st Santa Fe, and graduated from the
v:!l be knwon
uncles, for an indefinite stay. '
generous response from all depart- ps the combined anil
Not- 3. 7 nnd 10 leave in morning
and 2nd degrees on a class of 3f) New Mexico Military Institrte' is
tint. 1, 2. 4, 8, and 9 leave in afternoon has a boy in the latter city.
Mr. ments- The
tntnl for the cily Saturrnndidites that were iuitr-teby the the Class of 1913. Afterwards he
Owens was formerly connected with day was over $4100. With some of Civics and V.'ulfaro Department
R. I. CREED, PASSENGER AG "NT,
local council of the Kirghts of served as lieutenant of the National
the state corporation commission in the larger donations yet to be added Mrs. Kate Hall, chairman.
Columbus at their hall on Water Guard of New Mexico, and on ac
1st. director.
PHONE 42 SANTA' FE, N. M. the capacity of commissioners when to this fund, which will bring it well Mrs. Hyrd,
Everv candidate count of his excellent record was
street Sunday.
Mrs. C. H. Il:ir' er. 2nd director,
the offfice was first created.
over the city's quota.
previously receiving Holy Commu- - tranferred to thei regular army,
Mrs. Frank S'aplin secretary,
"'on at the early mass in the cathe- - While serving at Fort Bliss he died
.
Mrs. E. J. Ruth
The commissioners of Santa Fe At Maxwell City
The ceremonies hegan at 10:30, of typhoid fever.
Literary and prorram Committee. dral.
The auction sale for the benefit
county, as we'l as all boards of counA
On!. fin Cntt'on- who is now as
M, and continued throughout the
Lesty commissioners in the state will of the R. C. and donations made dur- Mrs. Ralph Twilchell and Mrs.
afternoon. Following the initat'on officer in the United States Service
begin on the first of the month to ing the drive amounted to almost lie Gillett.
I'Micheon
and
who has been in France since
'"as served." Covers were
Legislative Co"'mitte" Mrs. K.
sit as boards of equalization to con- $1,600. Never in the history of any
laid for 131.
last September has appropriated
Mrs.
Nina
and
Patterson
sider levies.
has three membtsyou should know If you desire to
Complaints as to
town, regardless of size, has there
money for the erection of this build-in- g
assessments of property in the been "greater
Elks R C Benefit Dance
and more
enjoy me.
to the memory of his friend.
Mrs.
H.
Committee,
Membership
1. The
various
will
be
reviewed.
counties
exhibited
was
than
self
sacrifice
by
A praitcularly bright event 011 the The buildings will be erected over
popular liquid form of Pcruna the reliable
tonic of the Amricua household, with a looi history of success to
the patriotic c'fizens- of this little Williams, and Miss Florence Orirs-bethis week whs the "kmVker-bockthe present swimming pool wh'ch is
testing all catarrh 'ii difficulties.
Rafael Moya is circulating an ex- village during the campaign.
dance" given by tha Elks un conveniently located to the athletic
2. The tablet form, which is made after the same
The meeting was largely attended.
for
his
der the direction of their social and fie'd. It is hoped to have the build
tensively signed petition
formulary and is mora convenient for many.
memoer
I ne
te n
3. Manalin, the ideal laxative, by the regular use of
by the board of county Handsome Sum For R. C.
entertainment committee Wednesday ing ready soon after the opening of
...
The nurses at the Cottage Sam successful . year and . with the earnest
commissioners
to the position of
wrucn constipation may be overcome and
the splendid plans will night at their home for the benefit next session.
natural action restored. Manalia bat no
in Precinct 3. near Silver City, gave a tea recently
of
the
of
justice
peace
the Red Cross. AI. Morrison's
out and even more
habit forming dm, but in an aid to nature.
tn take the place of Jose Maria for the benefit of the R. C. fund at be easily carried
Cut out that extra daily luxury
Your druggist has oil three.
orchestra furnished the music.
So many
in the past.
than
accomplished
raised
which
which
$56.00,
in
thousands have received benefit from the
they
A large and merry party were and buy a Thrft Stamp. A quarter
Samoza, who resigned three months
tine of one or both these remedies that they
addition
to
$20000
given by guests About ISO Choppers Present
ago
Are a recognized part of the equipment of
present, attired in every conceivable a day from those who throw that
and employes made a handsome sum
The Clovis Camp No. 3fi Woodmen costume
every curcful household
ladies ;n short flnffydreses. much away would mean many mil- THE PCRUNA COMPANY
Cal.W.Oki.
Arthur Prager, IC. Baur and Grover for that institution-Silveof the World had a large class of sedate, plain, popular length gowns; lion's toward victory.
Devine were members of an auto
City R. C.
party who visited the capital city
Shipped knitted articles to Denver
and surrounding vicinity Sunday.
Attorney T. J. Mabry, of the law last week which won much praise
IIN
The shipment con
firm of Rarth and Mabry of Albu- on inspection.
querque was here Monday on court sisted of 150 sweaters, 185 pairs of
socks. 83 pairs of wristlets, 6 helmets
business.
5BM
"
and 4 mufflers.
MET
Santa Fe was visited by a slicht
Whitewater Branch
earthquake lasting only a few sec- The
Of the Grant County R. C. chapter
onds early Tuesday morning.' No
All
damage was done, and no great cause served an all day lunch for the sev
of alarm was experienced. Reporters eral thousand troops of Dentins that
N. M.,
were disappointed for a sensational recently passed through Whitewater
and graph'c account of the shock, euroute to Tyrone- The receipts
were $353 00. The soldiers were a
even camouflage was impossible.
fine bunch of fellows and appreciaMr. and Mrs. E. I. Couse. of tive of the chance to taste home
New York, were in the city this week cooking once again.
NEAR A. T. & S. F. DEPOT
PHONE 85 MAIN
enrotite to their summer home and
studio at Taos, where Mr. Couse A Play Entitled
"Rio Grande" Was presented by
spends several months earh year
the Nara Visa young people recently,
painting the attractions of that an which
was a success from start to
cient village, and the ever interest
I I
I I
finish. $29.00 was the amount cleared
ing Pueblo Indian and environs.
for the R. C-- fund.
R. W. Heflin. federal land apprais
er in the ninth district, was in the At Eatancia
The High School gave a tea in the
city Wednesday returning from a
auditorium for the present R.
trip to the Federal Farm Loan Bank school
bsflkuaa
at Wichita. Mr. Heflin says that C. drive and the neat little sum of
K.
200 K. VV. 7c
the loans approved and soon to be $9.00 was cleared.
K.
6c
300 K.
made to New Mexico farmers ag- kBAXXENOS every Mrs before yoa bay. Istaksit give
At The R. C- - Benefit Danca
grigate JZ.lZU.tm
Sc
tha watehvroixl of Urs quality, Tested. Make R snow
K.
400 K.
Given recently at Lucy, Torrance
the countersign of tire supremacy, the Ckmdrkhtrad
Mrs. Boone Douglas arrived Wed county, atter expenses were paid
k.
:
nark. If a tlrs answers "Goodrich Tested,"
nesday from the Douglas survey camp $32.00 was turned over to the Red
Cross.
few
a
Taos
near
for
Junction
days
ftbaMsad.
AH in excess of the abort at 4c per K. W.
visit with Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
Compton... Before returning to her Farmers R. C Day
It will give yoa full snd last hig serv Ire because fta servloa,
Special Rates for Cooking.
June first has been designated
home in Washington she will visit
road test of Goodrich Test CsrawaFleets,a -has
a
a brother in Texas and other rela Farmers R. C Day in Logan, when
t
.t
aC tsswaw
up to um oooanca samaara as area, vm
eggs, butter, chickens, and other proLIGHT CO.
tives in Kansas City.
SANTA FE WATER
ducts of the farm will be auctioned
A case was decided in the district off. the proceeds going to the local
court here this week sustaining Chas. chapter.
Catron in an action to eject settlers
from a part of the Juan de Gabaldon Tha Red Cross Di
Grant.
The settlers claimed the
And lunch at Flora Vista recently
right to a few acres under irrigation was a complete success. The ladies
on the grounds of adverse posses cleared about $50.00 The oil men dosion. District judge Keed Hollo nated $50.00 and the evenings enterman sat in the ease and among tainment brought $50.00 more
Tham t no risk with the tire that can dvs the
witnesses examined was City Suru Do weakness, do structural faffing; could hide
veyor Lee S. Miller, who is also Tha Farninftoa Glee Club
ieyriiiii
chairman of the state board for exDonated $30 00 to the local chapter
kself during the month to month, eason to sssaot tasting sf
last week. The amount represents
amining surveyors.
Che Test Gar Fiesta.
the proceeds of a concert given b
Tuesday a conference of the coun- the club-San
'lKgAD3
Goods-Co- ffee
ty chairmen of war savings commithas done nobly
Juan
tees was held at the New Museum in the drive County
Anwrtcars roads, and under fight and heavy cars
for the Second R. C.
cbanenged
at which several representatives and War Fund and more than raised the
snow, and stash,
fought sand, gravel, and rock, m rain, mud,
Santa Fe citizens were present.
caite-cor- d
rJre body
ssd defeated them. The
Thrift was the main theme and de- quota.
mountain trails. Tha
of
staunch
the
stood
hammering
sgatast
tailed plans of the effective Nebraska Union
Coaaty R. C Notes
black sasety tread, baOad
M
berred,noo-eld- 4
method in the sale of war saving
A very successful auction sale and
I Heeeoeo I
1
stamps was discussed. Hallett
the teeth of .desert and prairie paths.
I
was held by the Lakeside
pie
supper
chairman of the National War R. C chapter at which they realized
Savings committee for New Mexico $101.15. Also IS acres of beans were
Demand this jsaismait of all tires before yoa hay, and
presided, and H. C. Ilfeld, assistant donated by different patrons of the
win got the durability, 6pendabittty, and eos
yoa
Las
chairman, also of
Vega's acting districts to be delivered next falL
Vegetables-Cel- ery
die tires which tha reads of ssery region of owlapjfi
it'
as secretary.
Tha Local Chanter
Clayton shipped I1JD7B bandages.
M'FIE EDWARDS A MTU 350Athospital
GOODRICH KOESSSt COZZPAlVg
garments and 950 knitted
ATTORN
pieces to. headquarters in Denver
i
and this work has largely bees done
OfFICli
.
21
by the branch organisations of the
county and the country people around
H-rr-
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CAPITAL COAL

m

YARD

BEST

THE LONG HUN

word.

Kinds
Anthracite
Steam Coal; Madrid,
Coal, Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.

Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal,

ltllf

Ull

POWER RATE

W.
W.

per
per
per
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W.
W.
W.

bar

sstotlitfkn.wide
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Bakery

Cake
Raisin Bread

SILliirroWCOia)aBIJUXgAFILll

Apple Pie
Raisin Pie

spiral-wrapp-

Fruits

Bananas

Grapes

ed,

cloea-datccju-

Ray-nold- s.

Oranges

yjeja

Apples

.

Sweet Potatoes

THE

WE HAVE THEM ALL

RAUNE'S

Phone

L

a F.
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